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FIRST WORDS:

Imperfect pieces
in the hands of a perfect God
It was the
enter

summer

before my senior year, and I was ready to
my Kairos. My faculty advisor,

into my divine moment

Kevin Armstrong, offered

Perihelion

a

-

me

the

prior, and I

few months

theme. All that stood between
the LRC
iTI1C rnissic n of the Perihelion. the student-led

Centered

Oll

Christ

was

my sister's

position as editor-in-chief of the

me

wedding

started the process of refining a
and my office on the first floor of
and a flight to Tulsa.

And, oh the magnificent plans I had for my arrival on
campus! I would decorate my office, recruit the perfect staff and
maybe even print and publish the book before Aug. 2013. My
greatest

doing

plan

of all-

use

in the lives of the

the book

showcase what God

to

community

ORU. All the

at

was

pieces

of

perfect and the end result, flawless.
But throughout the year, I started to lose pieces I thought
were essential to
my plan. As a result, I thought my story my
my year would be

-

divine

moment

-

had turned into

an

failure and

utter

was no

worth

longer
sharing.
the
trials
Through

with this year, eight words from
Chancellor Oral Roberts resonated in my spirit: "Something
that

came

"

good is going to happen to you.
Something good has happened to me, but it didn't happen
in the way I had planned. It was at the moment of surrender and
giving up "my story" that God took the imperfect pieces and created
a

story better than I could imagine.
Sometimes I still wonder if my story is

like how I envisioned it

or

if it's

going

to

ever

going to look
telling. When

be worth

that worry comes, I remember the plaque that sat atop Roberts'
desk for many years: Make no Little Plans Here. And God

reminds
-

why I

shouldn't worry about and discredit my story
because my story is His story. And His story is not little.
"Being confident of this very thing, that He who began a
me

good work in you will complete
Philippians 1:6
At

ORU, I

have

it until the

day of Jesus

Christ."

of the greatest people. Their
stories are always beautiful, yet the moments in them are not
clean, perfect or flawless. However, God chose to weave those
moments
was

together

faithful

to

met some

breathtaking masterpiece. If He

to create a

do it for them

He will be faithful

-

to

do it for

me.

In the process of creating this book, I came to the same
conclusion with which I started everyone has a story worth
sharing. Those stories are never perfect, but when placed in the
-

hands of a
Assistant Athletic Director- ofMedia Relations

perfect God, become

a

beautiful tapestry of His grace,

his faithfulness and his love.

So

through this yearbook, I

hope the students who

shared their

stories encourage and

I

hope they

that your story is
your

moments

-

Embrace God's
time you
never

have,

be the

This is

beyond valuable.
big plans in the

and the world will

same.

our

moments, and

This is Kairos.
MARY HARP
© Oral Roberts University

inspire you.
recognize
important and

make you

story,
our

our

time.
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He is the eager freshman

ready for

She is the senior

a

They

are

the

entering

retiring

a

fresh start.

bittersweet final year.

teachers and

administrators actualized by their service.
It is the

university rebuilt,
now standing on a solid foundation
and moving forward.

THIS IS OUR STORY.
We

are

the

community.

The

Body.

The Whole.

story unique as the individual.
Every experience worth sharing.
Each

''And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by
the word of their testimony." Revelation 12: 11

THIS IS KAIROS.

© Oral Roberts University

The last suitcase

unpacked. Hugging family good-bye.

The

winning touchdown in the
Huddling after the final whistle

The

intramural football

championship.

for prayer.

unproductive all-nighter.

Hesitantly looking

at the

exam

grade.

THESE ARE OUR MOMENTS.

© Oral Roberts University

The

worship hymn that soothes the soul.
Bowing heads and lifted hands.
The crowns placed atop the homecoming king's and queen's heads.
Cheering for homecoming royalty.
These
we

are

the little moments

we

live for

embrace what lies ahead.

THIS IS

© Oral Roberts University

as

Ready, Set, Go!
We begin a new adventure.
This is
Time

to enter

our
the

time.

Harbor, buckle down, prepare for our destiny.

The future year may be uncertain, but we're certain to make the most of our 24-7.
''And who knows but that you have come to your royal
position for such a time as this?" Esther 4: 14

THIS IS OUR TIME.

Left: Students
stickers

as

sported "I Voted"

many cast their votes

the first time

on

Nov. 6, 2012 in the

election.

presidential
Gonzales
by Julie
© Oral
Roberts University

Photo

Above: With excitement for the

season

ahead, senior forward

Savanna Buck shared her expectations with ABC-Channel 8
News during the 2012 Media Day. During her college basketball
career,

Buck participated in 84 victories, the

four-year stretch
Photo

at

0 RU in

by Chandler Branzell

more

most

successful

than three decades.

THIS IS

I
Top:

Surrounded

Billy

Burke basks in the

Photo

by Austin

Left: Mouths

by the Chicago lights, Oracle Sports Editor
glory of Soldier Field.
St.John

growling and agape, roommates

and Monica

Alexis Weber

Carpenter try intimidate their opponents
and become the champions of the Amazing Roommate Race.
Photo

by Julie

to

Gonzales

© Oral Roberts University

TUDENT LIFE

Left: Senior Brooke Williams slow dances with

country music

during

sophomore Griffin

Sodexo-hosted Fall Festival.

Right:

Poindexter. For

more on

the

homecoming banquet, see page 48.

Freshman Jordan Alvarez dances with fellow students

© Oral Roberts University

at

Center: Senior Nathan Arendall dances to

the Goodfellas

(Wesley 6) rave during open dorms.

Left: Ozone leader

Bobby

Baehr and senior Daniel

Gardens. For more on international

Carney enthusiastically cheer on the Eagles. Center:

Alan

Thompson, an international student from Zambia, relaxes in the Prayer

students, see page 26. Right: Sophomore Chenoa Simpson and freshman Caleb Newberry pose for a photo at Club Rush during Harbor.

© Oral Roberts University

..... undreds of

father left

faces,

new

suitcases hauled in every

which
a sea

shirts

IiIIIIIII

direction, and

yellow

floating

around
in the

see

blur of my first steps on campus.
This was it: my opportunity for a
new

Heavenly Father could:fill them.
Life with a single parent
was
beyond difficult. Financial
problems, emotional scars and
my

of bright

all I could

was

enormous
gaps in my
heart. Little did I know that only

unhealed wounds haunted each
But

day.

beginning.

In the blur and business of

Harbor, this fresh

jor

miliar, comforting and

could

start

concrete.

As each step turned into deeper
and deeper anticipation for the

ahead, I

was

from

huge hug
high school.
a

embraced with
a

friend from

time

freshmen and transfer

new

students

to connect

with the

met

stepping

campus
have been better. Al

not

I grew up in Tulsa, only
four miles from my new dorm
room,

ORU

the

was

God orchestrated

university's

from the Titans

mascot

to

enrollment

ORU could
memorable

not

have been

Opening
shaking hands with

to

my room,

dozens of new

friends, and eating dinner
for the first time

was

so

-

each

in

refreshing.

was

Saga

moment

unreal. But this
I

ready

change
for

a

disconnect from my past. I was
ready for something different.

My
when I

dad committed suicide

was

4 years old. In

an

instant, my family of four became
three and plunged into years of
darkness.

12

1993--my

Growing up without a

PERIJ,lELION 2013

I

exact
was

on

Nov. 17,

birthday. My
meant to

be.

the

weekend, my
Throughout
home was finally starting to

new

sink in. I

or warmer.

the door

seemed

to

more

changed

the Golden

Eagles in the early 1990s, snd Eli
Eagle stepped into the limelight

vision, and

begin college
memorable way. My welcome

perfect fit.
everything

before I made the choice.

for his first game

a

personal

onto

campus community, learn about
the school's history, mission, and
in

my

my life changed
and I needed a ma

Savior,

though

The

student ori

Harbor,
entation at ORU, was the
for

So

long
new

I

dramatically,
location change.

sprung
into action with something fa

year

once

Lord and

from

meeting students
Minnesota, Bermuda, Eu
was

rope, Colorado and Asia. I could
see God
forming my future. And
His path for me is bright.

I

am

just beginning

the Harbor. The
have

so

to enter

four years
much in store. I am a
next

vessel,

a

ship, led

by my Father in
Heaven. God

truly makes
things new.

all

BRIAN BERG

© Oral Roberts University

Upperclassmen Tim Theriot, Janey Ebener, Tim Schliewe, Adam Mullenix and Joseph
Neville help carry in luggage and furniture for new students during Harbor. Student leadership
played a vital role in welcoming families.
Photo

by Austin St.John

Advertising and reaching out for Social Work Club, seniors
Petersen, Catherine Coussens, Autumn Harper
all who visit their table.

Photo

Hanna

Duininck, Madison

and Kali Hasz share

a warm

welcome

They gave out brownies as part of marketing for their club.

by Chandler Branzell

© Oral Roberts University
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A HAPPY FAM I LY
Although they were far
apart in spatial distance, it did not
stop them from coming together
and having a good time.
Fishbowl.

f you walked into the
cafeteria around 5 :30
p.m., you may find

family eating

a

dinner. For

One obstacle

the brother/sister

service

wings
of Lifeguard (Michael
7), Infinity (Gabby 1), and Red
(Susie 2), it was a time to forget

starts.

guys. Because of this,
there were more female than male
to

that

residence halls. To

laughter filled the table as they
enjoyed each others' company.

everyone was able to get connected,
several male floors were paired

wing system,

with

fraternity

the brother

ensure

floor from the

wings. Although
wings tried to spend
time with both, this could present
challenges when one sister wing felt
left out over another. However, this

halls

was

ORU's alternative
or

to a

sorority, was unique

Typically,

a

to

ORU.

male floor and female

matching residence
paired with each other

were

(EMR with Claudius, Susie with
Wesley, and Michael with Frances).
The system

was set

up

that upon
students

so

arriving to

campus, new
built-in
had a
group of friends.
These groups had outings together:
scavenger

hunts, Super Bowl parties,

fro-yo nights, game nights, family
Christmas and banquets.
"I love it!" said sophomore
media major and Infinity social
chair Kimberly Russell. "I
transferred from 01' Miss, and if
you were not in a sorority or were
in the wrong one, people wouldn't
associate with you. I love that this
is an accepting group and you don't

have

Kevin

rush."

through sorority
good idea," agreed
Gamas, sophomore

to

a

go
"It's a

transfer and social chair

Lifeguard. "It
to

get

makes it easier

of the

brother/sister

more

wings

on

bowling
even

and

had

a

wings," Russell said. "I know if! ever
need anything they will be there."
Gamas enjoyed the diversity of
the brother/sister wing friendships.
"(Our floors are) very unique,"
Gamas said. "Everyone is different,
but we all have something in
common that we
enjoy. They are
really great people."
When it came to making
friends, Gamas, Russell and Red
sisterwinger Danielle Cerminara
agreed that brother/sister wings

"welcoming experience" and
"weight off their shoulders."

were a
a

closer

know your brother/sister

other universities

have,"

encouraged.

the

lingering students to leave, the
little family of brothers and sisters
decided
for

campus.

The

such

to

At 7:30 p.m. and as the
cafeteria workers began asking

active

events

a

as

to

head

to

the Fishbowl

spontaneous game

because
worth

night.

walk back

was no
long
sister
Gabby
wingers,
time
was
having family

extra

sweat to

watching movies. They
night in the

Mariokart

all pretty chill. There's
competition between the sister

Gamas

Most of their dinners ended in

impromptu hangout

Lifeguard, Red

are

not most

brings
together as a campus. Everyone
is welcoming and doesn't reject
anyone. It's perfect actually."
Red, Lifeguard and Infinity
were some

for

Infinity.
"We

no

case

wing because you don't know who
will always be there. It's something

on

us

the

not

and

sister

two

"Get

know each other and

to

make friends. It

join up l>ef01:e engaging tin a battle of capture the flag in the

was

of girls

their troubles and relax. Rolls of

The brother/sister

mates

ORU

to overcome at

the difference in ratio

the

going

the

extra

mile.

LAUREN PERCIVAL

�FayeF Gardens.
lBolitomiRow: lDamielle Ce�mimara,

Bflttamv Kenne€i¥, miffanv

Waltom, Mar;y I'fartp amd �ytiGia Keizer.
Middle Row: Alison Hey, serene scnchez. Crystal Brooke,
Jessi Dialt and Ne¥iA Barker.

Top Row:

Kale McCarthy and Kevin Gamas.

© Oral Roberts University
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phone
never
forget.

t was a

call she would

Jernigan began

feel

empty space inside

to

confessed that she had

a

twin.

Instantly, Jernigan wanted to find
her, so she called Oprah asking for
help in finding her long lost twin.
Soon thereafter, the phone rang. It
was
Oprah! She and her twin Holly
Erickson flew to Chicago to meet
for the first time, and now they are
sisters for life.

At least that's what

people.

In

Erickson
their

they tell
actuality,Jernigan and

are

not

related, but with

fiery locks, freckle-dusted
quirky personalities, no

faces and
one

the

knew the difference between

"Ginger

Ninjas." In

of their friends

fact,

some

actually believed

their sister tale.

The

dynamic

met on cam

major

from Musk

ogee, Okla. Erickson is also
communications

serve

(Quest),

and Erickson is the

Head R.A. for Lower Frances.

Having an
on

campus

amusing

unofficial twin

came

with many

moments.

"My boyfriend almost went up
to her to give her a hug, which would
have been the best awkward situa
tion in the

world," said Erickson.

"It makes
when

me

chuckle every time

person tries to have
versation with me and I am
a

a con

not

who

they think I am," explains Jernigan.
"This happens so much that I have
begun to read their faces and catch
them before they even say anything."
Despite the mix-ups, the
"Ginger Ninjas" do not find having a
doppelganger on campus frustrating.
"I would

not

say I have been

frustrated

by any means," said
Jernigan."I have always wanted

a

twin, and God has answered my
duo

pus, and since then the adventures
have begun. Jernigan is a junior
communications

North

confiding this

her

mother, she got the biggest
surprise of her life. Her mother

to

Both

-

At 16 years of age,
an

Michigan.

in the Resident Advisor program
Jernigan is the R.A. for Claudius 2

Galen

of her. After

she is from

junior
major; however,
a

prayer with Holly."
Erickson agrees. "I made

a re

ally super cool friend!" said Erick
son. ''And I've made
many others
because of the confusion."
LAUREN PERCIVAL

© Oral Roberts University

MOVING FORWARD
IN RESIDENTIAL LEADERSHIP
COMMUNITY MEETING
t

last, the

smell of a

There

new

year

penetrated the

boxes stacked

on carts like
campus!
Tetris and students' faces froze with smiles after
reuniting with friends. As if having 900 new

students wasn't
........ii1

were

challenging enough,

students embraced

seven new

residential

hall directors.

The

formally known "hall meeting" also adopted a
new
"community meeting" phrase and transformed
the outlook of Monday night gatherings. These
meetings

the

are meant to

bonding between

be condensed and focused

the residents

.

JAZLIN ASENCIO

(J)

Vladmir Garbuz

a:

Ukraine-born and 2009
Valdimir Garbuz

was

director of Michael. "I

o

showing up

to

graduate

the

new

hall

plan on

ORU athletic and social

participating in and watching
visiting community
meetings; and, taking time throughout
events;

�

intramural games;

u

leaders and individuals

the week

to

hear the stories of different
on

campus,"

Garbuz said.

w

Brandon Morgan

a:

"Let

us

with

a

preach the gospel, die and be
forgotten."This is the motto for Wesley
Hall Director Brandon Morgan.
Morgan graduated from ORU in 2012

o
_I
_I

MBA. He has lived

for
as

on

campus
four years
assistant for the Dean

decade

nearly
the graduate
a

serving

of Men and the hall director of EMR.

«
I

Jonathon Baker
"If we let others define us, they will
confine us," words stated by the new

w
_I

EMR Hall Director Jonathan Baker.
Baker graduated in 2011 with a

degree

in health and

«

Before Baker
in the U.S.

�
18
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physical
came
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ORU,

he served

Navy for four years

aircraft carrier in

I

to

education.

on an

Seattle, Wash.

on

(f)

Abby Marten

a:

Spring 2012 graduate Abbey Marten wanted
incorporate a few of the favorite things
that she had expereienced in the Gabrielle
dormitory at ORU. "I loved campus life,
leadership and the sense of community that

o
�

u

to

ORU

builds," said Marten. "I know that I
little plans here and I am passionate

made

no

about

helping others

do the same."

w

a:

Allison Yandell
"I look forward

o
_j
_j

«

to

being

a resource

and

a

support system for students," said Susie
Hall Director Allison Yandell. Yandell

graduated from ORU in 2011 with a
degree in International Community
Development. "I had a great residence life,"
Yandell said. "It allowed

of long
a

lasting,

close

me to

make

friendships

a

lot

and have

lot of fun adventures."

I
Alexis Carter
The

only returning hall director, Alexis

Carter, was thrilled

to serve

the ladies

of Frances
to

a third
year. "I will endeavor
enrich student life on ORU's campus

through fulfilling my job responsibilities,"
Carter said. "Furthermore, I am endeavoring
illustrate and encourage faithful
community building and discipleship

to

through

my words and deeds."

Ashley Winn
Ashley Winn was
and

a

missions coordinator

and Outreach. "I
is

a

the Claudius hall director

ORU Missions

firmly believe

mission field. I

leadership

at

am

that ORU

empowering

the

in my residence hall to be

missions-minded and be intentional with
every female

on

campus."

I
© Oral Roberts University
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single white rose.
Stunned by the
the

rose

and his

Harper

be his

There

was a

That

a

question.

and

wings

De Silva started

After interest
it

was

the

met

right

the

lady

most

aspect of our

ask

mom]

to start

to

much

not start

the parents

the discount.

French

up for

Silva,

a

East),

and

chaplain

(EMR

finding
to see

South),

6

major

of Fortress
had trouble

time in his schedule

his

toast.

"We made
said. Then

a

schedule," he

they compared

free

Even

Day and we

And I told Tim

my favorite food. I had
idea he would remember

that

or

that. It

plan something
was

around

sweet."

But De Silva had been

planning

the

was

day for

fun

to

months.

be romantic

and think outside the box for
that is

cute," De

Both knew that this

Valentine's

Day would

unique-it

was

their

be

one

year anmversary.
"I felt like it was the

step:

one

year. It

because it

girlfriend.

get French

was

busy year.

an

restaurant,

diner and I ordered

Silva said.

(Claudius

2

little

few months

was a

went to a

"It

times and met then.

In the

It

something

De

do.

is my

was

before Valentine's

arose.

international business

they went out to eat.
On Valentine's Day, Qdoba,
a Mexican restaurant,
gives
one free entree to
any couple
that kisses at the register. A
peck on the cheek got them

always

Anointed

Harper

course,

went to a

and Residential Advisor of

did

Of

and I

no

major

toast

favorite. When I

toast.

baby pictures

Senior social work

was

to

Day
approached, De Silva wanted
to give his
girlfriend her
favorite thing: French toast.

it

challenges

too

rose.

meeting

couple grew closer. And as
a new school
year began,

to

evening

Plus,

I would

step forward. As the
relationship progressed, the

relationship is
emphasized.

with the

gave

me

Meeting

begin
way." DeSilva explained the
white rose represented purity
in their relationship.
But the

sweetest

see."

it any other

to

an

was a

purity," De Silva

understand that I cared

in

was

earth."

on

thing

it's fun!" she said.

"French

parents has its perks. "On
our first
meeting, [Autumn's

important

"I wanted Autumn

like I

was

Sometimes

relationship right.
"The

it's his favorite

As Valentine's

first.

mom

interview with the

built, he knew

her. But he wanted

2,000-mile

completely different

a

relief. "It

when

to

way.
"I like it because I know

her

college.

time

same

experience than meeting
dad," De Silva said in

year ago.
began their

couple
relationship on Valentine's
Day in 2011. De Silva and
Harper lived on brother
sister

visit

her.

her

met

1hat's

grand gesture.

was a

The

to meet

"I

to

California native,

De Silva flew the
trek

territory," De Silva
exclaimed. Harper felt the

uncharted

her home in

Harper
Michigan. A

girlfriend,

there wasn't just

chance

a

to

an

summer, De

next

at

De Silva asked

to

The

Silva got

bright hazel eyes
without answering yes. When
Timothy

what it is

...

notion, Autumn
Harper couldn't look
at

go through life
because it's
adventure and

"[He] has character,
integrity and a servant
heart," she said.

was

was on

next

special

Valentine's

Day. I'm really sentimental.
It was just really special,"
Harper said.
Then the day finally came.

following months,
the couple began to uncover
qualities that they liked about

through schedule
conflicts, the couple always made
time for each other. One of their

to

each other.

favorite past-times is

It started like any other
date, but it wrapped up

"[Autumn]
heart,

has

and she is

a

kind

always

encourage," De Silva said.
Harper felt that De Silva
was
special.
to

"It's

there

an

hiking.

adventure,

a

mystery. For me, I can share a
small adventure with Autumn
and brave the mystery
together. It's a symbol of

She got French
be with her.

perfectly. De
give

her

one too

...

He got

Silva didn't just

white rose, but a red
a
symbol of his love.

BRIAN BERG

I
© Oral Roberts University

a

toast.
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started

any-other the cats roaming campus were
Tuesday sort ofTuesday. offspring ofhis former pets.
S tuden ts were headed
"I have actually thought
to class, down concrete
it might have been their
t

as an

residence hall stairs,

dodging sprinklers

kittens back

there," Crow said.
"Because my cats were black
and tan, (and) I've seen some

and

texting walkers.
"Meow."
.

They glanced left,

running around ORU lately."

"

th en

nght. "M eow.
Packs of wild felines

Gerald

ofORU

roamed campus. They were
frequently spotted beneath the
stairs

Crow's

However, Brown,

did these

cats come from?"
Senior Joe Crow believed
he knew the answer. During
a

fire alarm in

a

residential advisor found

two cats

Whitt's

spring 2012,

Security dismissed
claim, saying security

"may have held them back
there" until they could follow
protocol and give the cats to the
Humane Society

Towers and

leading up
lurking around any number of
storm drains and
dumpsters,
students
wonder, "where
making
to

Isaacs, director

current

director of student

experience, said that Crow's cats
were never
given to a security
officer, and the cat situation on
campus

in Craw's and Collin

was not new.

"When I

Men of God

the

was a

student 10

(EMR 5 South). The R.A.

years ago, there were cats
campus," Brown said.

brought the cats down in
Crow's laundry hamper to

remained

Hall Director Aaron Brown.

found the

Brown confiscated the

campus "kinda interesting,"
but only speculated how

room on

cats

because residential students
were

pets

not

permitted

to

keep

they

in the dorms.

Crow claimed
the

cats

cat
a

appearances
mystery. Isaacs

cat

situation

security

behind Towers

PER I H ELI 0 N 2 o 1 3

on

arrived.

Students would

placed
that night. He also thought

22

The

on

discover the

never

origin of the

outbreak of wild felines.

GARETT PIERSON

I
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Photos

by Chandler Branzell

1 : In defense ofhis acorn, Squib
bly the squirrel takes his battle
stance.1he trees around campus
hosted several creatures, that pro
vided entertainment fOil passelis-by.

2: Goosifer stands watch as his
homely mate Gades, dt.iiilts :&'om
the sidewalk's luseious pools.
Winged foul were often spotted
around the Praying Hands fields
and near L� Evelyn.

They traveled in packs and llissed at
students going to class wlUle [eaving'
their excrement on the sidewalk.

1111 search of tonight's

dinner,

Whiskers the Gat lurks around

flaunting his big eyes
sympatheticstudents.lBrown

campus
to

contends that

cats stay on cam
pus because the students con

tinue to

It

© Oral Roberts University
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give them sustanence.
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Names of the six deceased 0 RU f
members

are

mounted honorably ab

praying hands. The new memo
swallowed up in vi
illonol' those who pass
away
service to the
kingdo

s, "Death is

re

to

ilence fell

across

the

crowd of mourners

ered to remember the lives of

students,

as

rught descended upon
a

lost in service

barren desert. The

hushed

voices of the audience with

the

Alexis

ding ding
Brownlee: ding
ding
Garrett
Coble:
ding
ding
Jaman
Isemding ding
inger: ding ding ding
Stephen Luth: ding ding
ding Luke Sheets: ding
ding ding."

ding

...

...

former ORU

professor
Garrett Coble, passed away
May 11 when their plane

"Austin Anderson:
...

Austin Anderson, Stephen
Luth and Luke Sheets, as
well

chiming of a bell.
...

went

as

down

Acquire

...

...

en

the Fire

suffering a

Iseminger,

.

an

event.

Junior

the

seizure

on

the

always

as

he stood inno

the ORU

of the service,

his

Students

porch.
were

take

back of the

Praying Hands.
This represented a core truth
explained by President Mark

next.

was a

beautiful

memorial service
a

...

and it will

special place

in

honoring

those

prayer, there is victory."
In glorious tragedy, the

would continue

fessor Coble.

names

similar sentiments

Sharing
senior marketing major

Rachel Guttman.

weight of that service.
It was unforgettable."
ORU created
rial

to

King. Their
on

bronze

placards with the year of their
passing and placed upon the

© Oral Roberts University

memorial
to

receive the

of those who knew

first-hand the truth found in
1 Cor.

15:54, that "Death

is

swallowed up in victory."This
truth rests carved above their
-

names.

Their names ring forth from

a memo

etched

Praying Hands

greatly honored

honor the lives lost

in service to the
names were

appreciative

Rutland: "On the other side of

my heart," remarked senior
marketing major James
Bond, friend of the late Pro

ORU alumnus,

gunshot wounds,

on

to

"It

this

"We all understood the

sustained

cently

I

world

was

murdered

A somber demeanor per
vaded the Sept. 19 chapel as

community gath-

passed from

Alexis Brownlee died.

after

.

PERIHELION 2013

route to an

mission field. Pastor J aman

.

24

faculty
King

who had

their

the last year.
Recent ORU graduates

ceased with the

dimming oflight, the

to

during

wild clatter of crea
...... tures

alumni and

by Janette iDeRub

our

hearts

...

ding, ding, ding

timeless sounds unhindered.

Ding

...

ding

...

ding.

GARETT PIERSON

...

Amanda

Iseminger, wife of the late
fully as her daughter nestles close.
Photo by Jeanette DeRubeis

© Oral Roberts University

Jaman

Iseminger, looks on tear

INCORPORATES DIVERSITY

26
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CHICK-Fll-A
APPRECIATION DAY
think

we are

ment on our

shake

inviting God's judg
nation when

fist

we

Him and say 'we
know better than you as to what
our

constitutes

at

marriage
Within hours of, this
a

"

...

state

by Chick-fil-A CEO Dan Cathy
airing on the 'Ken Coleman Show,' a syn
ment

dicated radio show located in

Ga.,

the

public

arose

Gainesville,

in outbreak.

The national Lesbian,

Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender community began a protest
against Cathy's statement. Chick-fil-A was
placed in the public spotlight over Cathy's
comments;

decided

as a

result, some supporters

support the company through
"Chick-fil-A Appreciation Day," Aug. 1.
to

Shortly after this event, students returned
for the fall semester and in August Chick-fil-A
on
campus opened its doors for another year.
Sophomore Jennifer Figueroa
continued her visits to the Eagle's Nest,
showing her respect for the stand the
company took.

"I

proud of [ Chick-fil- A] for not giv
ing in, and I am proud of the people support
ing Christian values and freedom of speech,"
Figueroa said.
During the spring semester, Chick-fil
am

A shortened its hours in response to the
opening of the Armand Hammer Alumni
Student Center. The shortend hours
unrelated

sophomore Chadwick Lukasiewicz study
together while they eat Chick-fil-A,
by Chandler BranzeU

Right: Sophomore ministry and leadership major Tommy
Trevino waits for the rest of his order at Chick-fil-A,
With the

opening of the student center, Chick-fil-A

changed its hours to close at 6 p.m. everyday.
Photo by Chelsey Buder
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the

events

JAZLIN ASENCIO

Above: Freshman Danielle Cerminara and

Photo

to

I
© Oral Roberts University

in

August.

were

Left: Seniors Aaron Quinn and John Antonucci

enjoy

conversation and Moe's burritos in Armand Hammer. With

the

opening of Moe's andJazzman's Coffee and Bakery, the

Internet Cafe

Photo

was

closed and Chick-fil-A reduced their hours.

by Chelsey Butler

Below: Amidst the cafeteria racket, Tori
tens to

a

friend

time for the

during

dinner

at

Saga.

Ivey smiles as he lis

Dinner was the busiest

cafeteria, as students caught up with friends while

enjoying burgers, pasta or salad.
Photo

by Chelsey Butler

Above: After

finishing a lunch of pizza and a salad, Frances
last-minute studying in. The Deli received a
Runyan gets
face-lift in 2012, adding new booths and tables as well as a new
menu that included
Subway-style sandwiches.
Photo by Chelsey Butler
some

Left: Senior Rachel Scroggs enjoys a cup of joe from
Jazzman's Coffee and Bakery. Jazzman's featured flavored cof
fee as well as smoothies, coolers and baked
goods.
Photos by Chelsey Butler

© Oral Roberts University
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Ahlon: A lonely Iileliza Elizee looks

out

the ha:t11'en, li:feless 0amplls.
Plioto i)y ChanMer 8mn'Zell

onto

B�10W: KeDemdlil

fiVons,

Swan591l� EIi:zabeth DeVoFe,
and SietlTo Quant visit Dallas, Tt!'l!:as
over their fall break. 1hey went sh�pring,
took ,torur.es of !lAi!nals art die zoo and
S(,n:an

�lolleddle Texas State lfaiJ (right).
Photo eolWt� EIi'Z®etb �eVope
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survived' the

mass

evacuation of fall

break 2012. Some of
the residents of the
ORU campus could
not
escape the terti
which
meant
a
tory
fight for
survival. To the readers of this
journal, in any time less tUr
bulent than this, I say, here is
the complete story of the 2012
fall. break. This is the story of
...

those who

were

left behind.

notchiILg liu
to the ones torton
goodbye
€hough to leave. By plan�
I could do

train and

car

me left

us.

Tn

the

cheapest food, I avoided
the blinding fluorescent ligpts
flTom abeve.

The days went on, The
weather turned against us.
The few times I ventured out
side I

thought I was

the

Lake

Evelyn.
Coming from Chick
fii-A late one might, I began
climb the mountain and
came across the lair of the
beast. There is a panther
to

only

that

Vehement winds beat
against the trees as I took the
arduous pilgrimage to the
ORU Aerobics Center. That
is where I came across the

last

person aUve.

gangs of geese. With de
fensive hisses and' aggressiv
stances, the temperamental
fowls harassed passer-byes.

Now turned in to

wild, feral
the
creatures,
geese took over
tJh,e�ifSlssla'Jllds and natural

waMs'tipp ies il').cluding

© Oral Roberts University

a:

guards

hunched

the Towers with

back, licking

the

als from its paws on
the steep apex. I had
the lone alpha cat
he

able

only weapon
to me

I had

besides my

ad; I gave it a can of tuna
sh and returned to my dorm
room mow

prison cell, to

thee

dream wasn't

dependent on who was
elected every four years. Make your own
dream folks. If Obama says 'you didn't
get there

by yourself,' then prove him
wrong. We forget that the voters, and more
specifically the consumer, drives everything
in

our

modern

society. Don't let

one man

propel/hinder your endeavors!

I'm

grateful to live

in

a

country where I

can

vote, where -if I wanted to-I could run
for public office-ifI wanted to change

something, where I can create art which can
change society. I am proud to be an American.

con·tent·ment

1. A

(kn-tntmnt)

n.

of being that finds satisfaction
in Jesus, the President of Presidents, and
not in the results of the 2012 election.
state

© Oral Roberts University

ELECTION 2012
After

watching an intense, billion-dollar campaign

between Mitt Romney and Barack Obama,
Americans finally cast their votes for their next

president on Nov. 6,2012. To the disappointment
of many but happiness of others, the incumbent,
President Barack Obama, won the election with 332
electoral votes and 50.6% of the popular vote. Social
media sites filled with students' positive and
reactions

to

negative

the results.

ASHTON LOEHR

POPULAR VOTE
Obama: 51.0%

57.5% of all

Romney: 47.3%

eligible

voters voted

Asking my conservative friends to pray
for the "dying country," I'm praying for
strength to treat their offensive comments
with respect.

© Oral Roberts University

Eat
•

QuikTrip Runs
"With my 18.5 credits, I like
to

take

me
-

QyikTrip runs to help
stay up during the night."

Mercede Hanson

junior, musical theater major

Increase in

Coffeinafed Beverages
"I drink coffee
didn't before
to

now

when I

college. 1

still try

abstain but

sometimes it's

necessary."

+Maekenzie Jackson

junior, pastoral care major

Freshman Fifteen
"With Dr. Huber
is

no

here, there

freshman fifteen."

-HoneySeo
sopaomore, nursing major

On-campus
Meal Pion
"I

-

From

Day-to-Day

Saga for almost
every meal. I frequently eat at
Chick-fil-A though."
-Zachary Youmans
sophomore, biomedical
eat at

engineering major

JAZLIN ASENCIO
-

34
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Work

Working off Campus
"I

am

not

nearly as

social

as

everyone else because I work
over 30 hours a week. I have
to

work, social life

balance

and

Sometimes

grades.

grades

suffer because I have bills

to

pay, and sometimes bills suf
fer because I have grades to
make."

-Marissa Dunn

senior, marketing major

Student Workers
"I

am a

section editor

the Oracle

at

(newspaper)

on

campus. It adds more uespon
sibility and takes time, but I

feel that this

plugged

into

penings

on

duced

me

people I

job has kepl1 me
hap

the various

cam.pus

to some

would

net

...

and intro

fantastic
have known

otherwise."

-Greg Brown
sophorool'e writing major

STU DEN T L I F E
© Oral Roberts University
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THE DO'S AND DON'TS
OF A COLLEGE WEEKEND HOST
Twice

a
year ORU is flooded with prospective students from around the world.
school and college transfer students come to experience ORU at its finest

High
during College Weekend. For weekenders to get the most out of their visits,
many spend the night in the dorms with a host. A College Weekend host has
major

influence

the weekender. Here

on

are some

a

do's and don'ts:

DO: Clean Your Room
For

students

(particularly males), it may be liberating not having someone
clean
telling you
your room, but for a weekender it can be a horrific sight to
stay in a filthy dorm. Whether your room is creatively decorated with dirty piles
of laundry and accented by a touch of leftover food, please clean your room.
some

to

DON'T: Avoid Your Weekender
As

host, don't

let this investment go away. Make time for small talk. "Spend
time with your college weekender. Meet them and buy them coffee and just
talk," said senior multimedia major Olivia Whaley.
a

DO: Share
College Weekend is

College Experiences

excellent

opportunity for you to bond with your weekend
er and show them the
journey they are about to begin. When Jordan James
came to
Weekend
she stayed up late talking to her College Weekend
College
host. "She told me all about the honors program and a few majors she knew
about. It was extremely helpful," James said.
an

DON'T: Stay Up Late
Sometimes

we can

forget that we

your homework and social life
luxury of going to bed. "Avoid

are on

college

time. While you may be

starting

10 p.m., your weekender still has the coveted
staying up uber late" said Tiffany Hagan,
at

sophomore nursing major.

DO: Be Genuine
cheery with your weekender, but don't be a buzz-kill ei
ther," said James Scottson. "Give [the weekender] as much helpful informa
tion as you can. Tell them about majors, campus life, and the real stuff, not just
all of the activities they can do that weekend."
"Don't be all fake and

36
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DON'T: Lock Them Out
As

a host, teach
your weekender some of those
Don't leave them stranded outside your room.

important "roommate

rules."

DO: Offer Them Your Bed
Have you ever said, "Mi casa es su cas a?"
"Have a clean room, don't smell, be nice and

pastoral

care

major

give

up your

bed," said sophomore

Amanda Larson.

DON'T: Pull Pranks
have fun with your weekender, but try not to cross the boundary of
fun-and-games with scaring pranks. "Avoid being rude, selfish or crude," said
It's great

to

sophomore

business administration

© Oral Roberts University

major

Joshua Sherriffs.

I
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FASHION
Pinterest had millions of photos

posted from

subscribers that

displayed crafts, recipes, art and so
weddings,
and
do-it
fashion.
recipes,
yourself-projects
Junior Carmen Boyle's favorite things to
pin were craft projects, funny quotes, and
encouraging words.
much

more.

Common boards included

SPERRY TOP-SIDERS
The classic
combined

style

and endless comfort of Sperry's

make

to

shoe that

a

was

popular in

stu

dents' wardrobes.
"I like

Sperry's

comfortable and I

TOMS,
them

a

but

lot. I

because

can

don't smell

Sperry's
can

get

they're really

travel in them. I
as

am a

lover of

bad if you

in and out of them

wear

easily. They

also

give enough support for walking around," said
freshman public relations major Erica Ludwig.

ENGAGEMENT RINGS
Students

prepared

to

tie the knot

by sealing their

promise with

a diamond
ring.
"I can't believe that I will soon be

HIPSTER APPAREL
Skinny jeans

best friend!

the wardrobes of both

genders

on

"I

campus in 2013. This signature
hipster outfit was accessorized

with oversized

slouchy

38

glasses

and

so

life and I

a

junior

I

am

waiting

beanie.

PER I H ELI 0 N 20 1 3

marrying
I will

my

Saying yes
forget, and I don't regret it one bit," said junior
psychology major Justine Rimes.

and flannels flooded

© Oral Roberts University

was a

excited

to

moment

get married because I have been

long for the right guy to

just

never

know that Josh is the

church administration

major

come
one

into my

for

me," said

Kara Noelck.

CHRISTIAN '--'l�
PICK-UP LINES

You Tube

Hopefully someone
sayings

DANNY·S DORM
Sophomore

not

to

win

a

date with you:

-------

DON'T BE THAT IiUY

Dex Burnom

broadcasted videos-with

ORU alums Jon Patterson and Jordan Carter

thousands of views-from his dorm

the "Don't Be That

room.

has

used these cliche and hilarious

This well-known "stuff

Abraham

college students NEVER say" was
guaranteed to make viewers laugh.

as

headed

to

Guy" videos with senior Mithun

the director

hits and endless
the

"Do you need prayer? Cuz I'd
love to lay my hands on you."

co-wrote

moments

on

YouTube. With

over

-

5 million

Crystal Narvaez,

sophomore, theology major

oflaughter, these guys were

top!

"If! march around you seven
times, will you fall for me?"
-

TOP FOLLOWED
ORU PEOPLE

Rachel Guttman,

senior, marketing major
"Solomon had 700 wives
because he

Cameronstrang 3,312 followers
Cameron Strang, Alumni 1998, mass media

"

met

never

you

...

-

communications

Relevant Media

journalism
Group

-

a

that allowed the

user to

h ave my
-

community development

take

pictures, edit them
with signature filters,and
-

Nicole Reed,

I think you

Matt

ib."

n

.

McAfee,

junior, business
administration major

Nicolereed- 390 followers

share them with friends.

theology major

"Hey girl.

Mollylch 443 followers
Molly Chipps, sophomore, international

free app

Theriot,

senior,

and CEO of

-

Instagram was

Tim

sophomore, communications

"The Bible says to greet each
other with a Holy kiss, and
I'm

"AIN'T NOBODY

-

"Field Test- Ain't

nobody got time for that."
Pope, sophomore, advertising major

''Aerobic Points. Ain't
-

Chris Owens,

"Waiting for
Jessica

word, and

hearer

My

name's Will.

..

God's will for your life."
-

Hannah

junior,

Wifi, ain't nobody

got time for that."
-

a

Matt

"Hi.

time for that."

nobody got
sophomore, public relations major

ORU

doer of the

just
only."
McAfee,
junior, business
administration major

GOT TIME FOR THAT"
-Charis

a

not

Dezort,junior, marketing major

Koehler,

education

major

home

"My parents

are

wanna come

over?"

...

Stephanie Cates,
senior, accounting major

-

"IN THIS OR ANY PARALLEL UNIVERSE"
Former

president

parallel universe,"
"The

gingers

Dr. Mark Rutland's famous
was

at

Brianna

-

adopted by

ORU

are

saying, "The

most

joyful campus

or

any

"So I have been

0 RU students.

the best

gingers

in this

or

any

through

parallel universe"

and I

Powers,junior, social work major

-

was

wondering if I
yours?"

Stewart,

senior church

Republic

© Oral Roberts University

Levi

I

reading

the book of Numbers

could have

"The best cup of coffee in this or any parallel universe"
on a coffee mug sold by 0 RU Missions team, Dominican
-

in this

history major

STUDENT LIFE
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room was

spaclOus

flooded with light
from a clear wall of
windows
the

overlooking
Prayer Gardens.

.... In the distance rested
the

of downtown Tulsa.
Leather chairs surrounded a

skyline

glass-faced coffee table, perfect
for talks. Facing west over the
Arkansas River

sat a

stunning

the

community was weary,
defeated and without joy. ORU
experienced a culture struggle.
"The CEO is the number
one

cultural officer. His
is

job
culture,"
It
was his
explained.
job
to create

her

or

it, the

more

I

one

just kept coming

youth,
me

to turn

he

about

word

to me:

joy,

to

it is

chapel.'The energy, the
a

unique

sensation

to

and I will miss that."

Though Rutland was leaving,
anything but retiring. He

was

the executive director of the

was

prayed

I felt

more

make it

Rutland

the culture around.

"The

Friday and I'm tired, I
find myself thinking, 'IfI can just
times since

National Institute of Christian

Leadership. His book about
turnaround leadership titled
"Relaunch" released in February
2013. Rutland also planned to
preach two Sundays a month at

mahogany desk. This was the
joy, joy, joy," Rutland revealed.
office of the president. And as of "So, one
day in chapel I just
July 2009, this was the home of
said, 'Welcome to the most
President Mark Rutland.
joyful campus in this or any
Jentzen Franklin's church Free
Rutland arrived at a
universe.'
It
was
not
parallel
Chapel, in Gainesville, Ga. On
chaotic time for the university,
I
never
of
premeditated.
thought
top of all that, Rutland was the
which had just witnessed the
it. It popped out of my mouth."
president of Global Servants,
Students eagerly adopted
resignation of former President
responsible for two girls homes
Richard Roberts over a scandal
the phrase, saying it in sync
and 35 churches in West Africa.
with
Rutland.
He
also planned on resuming
involving misappropriated
''And that's where we began.
his overseas mission work.
university funds. Despite the
uncertain times, Rutland arrived
We were trying to create an
Rutland left a legacy at
internal culture and an external
ORU He prayed that faculty
ready to initiate change.
"You have

change,"

cannot

all

the

same

brand that

prioritize

Rutland instructed.

"You
at

to

and

time, all

same

to

the

extent."

The Board of Trustees
Rutland

deferred maintenance,

university debt

emphasized

"We're winners. We

can

not a second
Christian school that has

Rutland

gone through crisis,"
reassured. "We're a first-rate,
a

and deficit

spending. In three years,
Rutland successfully completed

world-class university that

the task. He lifted the

That's

of a $55 million

through

a

crisis

over

long

a

went

time ago.

with."

university
debt, increased enrollment,

Rutland accomplished much
in his time at ORU, but what

initiated maintenance and

mattered

out

cut

deficit

spending.
Unfortunately, the "Four
Dragons" were not the only issues
Rutland faced. Due in part to the
sudden university turn around,

most to

students and
"I travel
Rutland
back in
and I've

him

were

the

faculty.

out most

weekends,"

explained "When I

come

Sunday Monday night,
preached six or eight
or

© Oral Roberts University

the

"The best

a

do this. We're
rate

and students would "walk

humbly in

winning attitude, constantly
expressing his faith in the
ORU community.

task:

assigned
slay the "Four Dragons" which
included declining enrollment,
one

joyful,"

Rutland said.

Rutland

change everything

positive, winning

was

blessings of God."
president is yet to

be had. The best years. The best
growth," Rutland encouraged.
Ru tland and his

wife,

Alison, dedicated
of their lives

to

four years
the university.

They came at the perfect time,
and they led with honor and
humility as they transformed the
culture of 0 RU from despair to
hope, from sadness to joy. Even
after such a feat, they remained
humble as Rutland asked, "Pray
that

we

will be useful in the

hand of God, and that we will
be joyful in mission."
Of these things there is little
doubt. They will be, for
been

so to a

they have

grateful university.
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TRANSITIONS
hursday, Jan. 31 in
Christ's Chapel,

partnerships through
Empowered 21. E-21

Board of Trustees

initiative launched

that

Greene gave the

leaders and scholars from the

much-anticipated

Spirit-empowered

alumni and
room.

Students,

faculty

Dr. William

Wilson

accepted

filled the

"Billy"

the role

of president-elect for the

to

brought together ministry

listen

the

to

movement

Board of Trustees
until his election

as

as

sad

to

on

the

vice-chair

university

He authored several

us, and

down.

stepping

"I have
when I

to

saw

admit I cried

Dr. and Mrs.

evangelism major
played such

Katie Pace. "He's

excitement about the selection

was

Wilson,
Owensboro, Ky., held

new

degree
from Western Kentucky
University in Secondary

big thinking

Education, a Master of Arts

said Green. "In this

and

Doctor of Ministry from

founded this university
and

on

innovation,"

day

and

the Pentecostal Theological

Seminary. Wilson had more

Dr. Wilson's

here

pivotal part in my time

at

ORU. To realize that this

university. He
promised to be praying for

their sadness
of Rutland,

at

the

expressed
departure

they found

a

not

"I

am

as

concerned that he will

funny

or as

'make

no

fatherly

Dr. Rutland has

been," said
major
Thompson. "[But]

I

of God. Similar

Roberts,
a

to

Chancellor

Dr. Wilson

was

confidently
after the
"I

noted Bible teacher and

televangelist.

He had

a

weekly

television program "World
Impact with Billy Wilson" for
than 15 years.
Wilson served as the

more

spoke

am

humbled
to

to

think he will be

am

at

elected
exciting

this

history," said Wilson.
committed

to

Executive Director of

increasing global
our excellent,
whole-person

the International Center

education that has

access to

prepared

as

president

a

to

optimistically

"When Dr. Thompson
spoke in chapel the

Mathew

have

arts,

be

ministry

role of ORU's

to

keep

© Oral Roberts University

new
"111T
.

to

step into the

president, not
shoes.

change blew strong at
ORU, the student body was
disappointed to see Rutland
leave, but also expectant
see

the

changes
bring.

2013 and

medicine,

unique global

to

room

would

fostered

38,000

alumni

him the

day before the announcement,
I felt it was the perfect set-

world -changers in business,

over

person than
and will therefore be

While the winds of

the future.

Cleveland, Tenn. He also

Spiritual

Renewal in

an

different type of president,"
said Pace. "We need to allow

great

up for announcing the
pres!id ent, "P ace state d

for

transition,

just filling Rutland's

for ORU."

Students
looked

same

Oral Roberts. I

honored and
have been

a
very
who will

lead ORU with the
vision

lead 0 RU

"I

the audience

announcement.

to

time in its

friendly,

man

this

understanding
entirely different

and transformation."

kind

the

that he is

served with the Church of God

certain that he is

in the

gracious

a

am

great prayer.

president
us here
presently will be

leadership experience having

Wilson

the

is that those of

PRUT,

of Prophecy and the Church

prepared for

"My prayer for

Kalene

as

plans here,'"

transition with

freshman education

and

little

said Wilson.

global vision,
relationships
experience
will be a catalyst for growth

than 30 years of extensive

to

upcoming years with

fine job.

be

poised

academics and go impact their
world. We will continue to

Students

confidence that Wilson would
do

"ORU is

bittersweet."
While students

age where technology and
culture are constantly shifting,

a

a

president.

"Chancellor Oral Roberts

a

the

as

globally engage students to
hear God's voice, excel in

and Chancellor Oral Roberts.

of the

as

said junior

chapter of my life and of the
University's legacy was ending

native of

for the students

passion

the students.

Rutland, Dr. Richard Roberts,
a

proved to be a
charismatic speaker with a

could think about was, 'Wow,
Rutland is really leaving,'"

president.
books including Father Cry,
Foundations ofFaith and
Fasting Forward.
Green expressed his

University. This made him the
fourth president in the school's
history, preceded by Dr. Mark

a

Wilson

well

stage; all I

on

Dr. Wilson will do

great job of that," Pace added.

think about Rutland

Wilson walk

current

He served

generation.

beyond."
Many students were

was an

ORU

at

Chair Mart

announcement.

and

vve

the vision before

Wilson will

begin
new
leadership.

to

that Wilson
start in

July

the transition

to
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HOPE RENEWED,
HOPE RESTORED
light.
langhlage," President Mark

penness, transparency,

"Archsecture is

Rutland said. "It males
ORU is

a

staeement

about what

Featly like."

The Armand Hammer Alumni-Student
Center held its

grand opening and dedication
building to be construct

Feb. 1,2013. It is the first
ed on campus in 30 years.
on

Rutland

explained

build

that it

ORU. The

was not

easy for archi

held the

largest
place in
in
the
world. They wanted a building that
any place
would fit in, but not be able to be duplicatable.
And that was what happened.
tects to

at

university

collectien of post-modern architecture in

one

The Hammer Center featured open windows
throughout, retro furniture, the largest television in

Oklahoma,

a

fire

pit and patio, pool

tables and video

games and various chairs and couches for students to
hang out or study. In addition, the center held Student

Association and

University Development and Alumni

Relations offices. Two
Moe's catered

to

new restaurants were

included;

Mexican food fans and Jazzman's

provided coffee and cafe food.
The building translated messages to the 0 RU
community that the university was "prosperous, thriv
ing, growing [and] building new buildings debt free,')
Rutland described.
A student

promised to be built on the
same location 10
years prior. However, the Hammer
in
the
words
of the president, represented
Center,
"hope renewed and hope restored."
sity
no

center was

Donations from alumni and friends of the univer
guaranteed the campus addition to be built with

debt for $11.5 million.
"There is

The

building is a symbol
just simp�y :6.xiJmg smff; this univer
sity is moving on," Rl!ldand expressed.
"The future of this univeru'sity is bright," Rutland
said during chapel. "God has great vision more
things
for this university."
Armand Hammer was a gift to students and alumni.
"There are always transitions," Rutland said.
But this transition gave hope for a better future at
a
university that is open, transparent and light.
more to come.

of saying we're

not

...

BRIAN BERG

© Oral Roberts University
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AFTER PARTY
After the baskbetball game, students migrated over
Marriott Hotel to celebrate the basketball victories

after party. The night was filled with music from
ing and a photo booth!
"Student Association
to

event

planners

work

a

to

the

at

the

D], danc

really hard

make the

going

homecoming after party awesome. I've been
since my freshman year and I just love the atmo

sphere. It's just good,
Halle

clean

fun," said junior media major

Byrams.

© Oral Roberts University
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HDME[DMINIi BANQUET
_••

t was

a

night like

no

other. The

preparations
began hours before, as

girls
and

curled their hair

carefully applied

mascara

dressed in

while guys

suit-jackets

ties. As darkness

fell,

and

dozens

arrived

at

the Gilcrease

Museum. The
with

miniature desserts

walked

through
a
taking peek of times past.
Downstairs, students packed

the wooden floor-danc

onto

The

with

a

Ball" was of

ficially underway.
Cars with dates inside

couples

as

the museum,

ing, laughing

"Let's Have

night began

appetizers and delicious

of cars left campus filled with
students wearing formal attire.

homecoming banquet,

"I

night

and

the

having
Complete

of their lives.

hats, glasses

and

boas,

guests rushed to the photo
booth prepared to capture the
moment

in

history.

the

enjoyed

photobooth

because you had a chance to
be goofy and instantly take

back

photo copy of the
evening," said senior nursing
a

major Jennico Dimoilig.
Overall, the class and style
of the homecoming banquet

of students,

enjoying

they would

be

themselves! This

was

definitely the best one yet."
As the last song played
and the

evening

came to a

close, students walked
of the

museum

out

and into the

Redmond.

chilly night air, with smiles
displayed on their faces.
Though the darkness signaled
the end of the night, it was
a
night that would not be
quickly forgotten.

would

ASHTON LOEHR

enchanted and

students.

pleased
night ran

"The entire

smoothly," said
education

see

senior music

major

Christine

"Every time I
a
couple or group

Eric

Meyer and Emily Hong strike

before the

a

pose

dancing began. The homecom
ing banquet was held at the Gilcrease
Museum in Sand Springs, Okla.
Photo by Chandler BranzeU

© Oral Roberts University

Above:

Kemper Vogel and Arielle Harrison share

the dance floor. Students enjoyed
food, a photobooth, but most importantly,
a

moment on

dancing though the night.
Photo by Chelsea Butler
Left: Chelsea

Trish

Dillon, Debra Nicklas,
Witmer, and Shiraya Proffitt show off

their smiles in

Gilcrease.

one of the
galleries at the
Banquet capped off a week of

Homecoming 2012 festivities.
Photo

© Oral Roberts University
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FACT OR LEG END?
Common

Campus Mldths

Undergrownd

T!unnels

Ue

ony tunnels [residing under camiIP\i!l!S p[ioperty
were woek tt!lFi1n@]s for
cal.blling and warer piJpes
with barely enough room to crouch in.They did
ID®t con11le«:ti tf!iFiIJalim
b��]druIDJgs to ®I.le al1@1i�€r.
"I 1fili!Thk it's Q00� there's ttmnels underground,
I wonder where they're at," said freshman minis
try amd ]ea:�efshruf OOllaj@li J<'lI¥-Cee BpQss.

'raying

Hands

Clap

�t's been said that wtlten the dock strikes curfew,
the P�ayj;ng Hands clap, Located in the center of

il\Hlhly Joe il)ajl;l;gheF� Circme, �t �s ofrtlem v�si�ed by
people from aml 0VeJi the worM.
"That's obviously a ]pretty ludicrous mytfu!" said
sopbomofe Math: ea.ucattiolJ: major Cll1rJs Smwf.tef.
��e

lwins
Seen
to

on

someone

realize it is

Campus
fl"CH'Fl fue�imd amd shoueed t�eili

SOMile011le

"One 1fim.e I

marne

oruy

else?

Walkilli)g eo wolflt an� a gmy caene up
�iite, 'I did so goocdl om tdi1e testr! Yeah
your notes reilly hetpe� me.' I was �ike, 'I've never taken
psychology here.' He was @hwotlsly <\:0i1rlfused. He was
like, 'I'm so sorliY I th®ught! you were someone e]lse,'" said
belhimd

me

wad

was

was

junior churcb adrninistratioa major
mere ORU mrruns, see
ral�e 16).

Dorm Mix

Kara N0elck.

(JOF

Up?

EMR was budt

as a female dorm, but die workers
Myth::
aJccidemtaMy �n:S1lallecl itiIdnals.

Fact: Claucd'ius
was

© Oral Roberts University

was

built and

fuI'lct�oning before

fu]l]:y cOl!\lstr'lllcrt;eo."lliere was

no

mix-up.

EMR

Atplelic Dorms

Simpsons Se�ies
My6: "J.!'he 00lJ3;1I1 whe

creaJlEed Th€

Simpsons went to

ORU.

© Oral Roberts University

ANATOMY OF A
WHOLE PERSON
ake

little

plans here. This
powerful challenge of Chancellor
no

Oral Roberts

DNA of the

spirit.

to

university bearing

his

Graduates launched from

o RU

prepared to

to

Whole Person

desire

cen

mind, body and

-

education led

achieve their

education

unique

the whole person
ORU's commitment

on

achieving excellence
academically, physically and spiritually.
Recipients of the Whole Person
Scholarship demonstrate academic achieve
ment, Christian worldview, leadership ability,
healthy lifestyle, and servanthood with a

the

name.

dreams because of a
tered

central

was

students committed

whole person
the establishment of the
-

a

scholarship

for

impact the world

for Christ. Once

Photo

by Chandler Branzell

at

ORU, they become professionally competent.
What did

to

Scholarship

to

to

found

out

a whole
person look like? We
from five whole person top award

recipients:

INTELLECTUALLY ALERT
JJ Johnson,

freshman, multimedia production major
Program
"Getting an education at ORU means being free to go beyond the limits
having a family of friends who keep me going in the right direction."
Honors

Photo

of perceived

by Vanessa Sweet

potential while

PHYSI CALLY DISCIPLINED
Sarthak

Nigam,junior, business administration major

Intramural

Player
"My ORU experience

would have
has

a

never

has

truly been a blessing, had it

been able

plan for me. I

am

to

not

attend ORU. I know God

been for the Whole Person

brought

me

here for

a

Scholarship I

purpose and that He

grateful for this opportunity."

SOCIALLY ADEPT
Arvin

Sepehr, sophomore, international business major

Photo courtesy Arvin

Sepehr

Young Blood Resident
"Living on YB has been the best experience of the year for me at ORU as far as discovering what a
covenant relationship looks like. Our sense of connectedness on the floor exceeds
anything else I've
seen

guy

since I moved

on

YB has

a

to

the United States from the Middle East. I know that for the

special place

rest

of my life, any

in my heart."

SPIRITUALLY ALIVE
Rachel

Gluesenkamp, senior, Spanish major

Outreach Coordinator
"I love the

people I work with and I am able to grow so much in the environment of the Missions
Office. Like Bobby Parks, our director says, we do our best to serve the contacts to be a short-term
investment for the long-term work."
Photo by J ulie Gonzales

PROFESSIONALLY COMPETENT
Amy Lecza, senior, media/convergence journalism major
Editor-in-Chief, The Oracle

"Being the editor of the Oracle has been the most challenging, amazing, incredible way to supplement
my journalism degree. It has opened up so many doors to internships and jobs that I wouldn't know
about otherwise. I am so grateful to Professor Kevin Armstrong for his instruction and
guidance
through my time at the Oracle. I know that when I graduate, I'll have all the skills necessary to succeed
in this difficult industry."
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Left: First baseman Chris Williams
Brittani

practices throwing with his teammates before a game. For more on baseball, see page 80. Right:

Montgomery

and Daisha Batson

soar

through

the air

as

pyramid flyers.

© Oral Roberts University

For

more on

Each

portraying their own style, cheerleaders

cheer nationals,

see

page 74.

Left:
son

Jimmy Shaw spans the field looking for an open teanunate to pass the football to during fall intramurals. For more on intramurals, see page 70. Center: Freshman Kylie

jumps

to

send the volleyball back to the other team. For more

on

volleyball,

see

page 58.

Right:

Freshman Caleb Tannehill makes

© Oral Roberts University

a

free throw. For more on

basketball,

see

John
page 64.

GOODBYE SUMMIT.
HELLO SOUTHLAND.
RU's athletic
not

log

as

teams

did

many miles

the road, thanks to
the school's move to
on

a new

conference. On

July 1, the Golden Ea
gles officially joined the South
land Conference, a move that
first announced in October

was

2011. ORU

Nicholls

State, Northwestern
State (La.), Sam Houston
State, Southeastern Louisiana,

"We weren't

est

traveled

tablish

Huntsville, Texas,

to

face Sam Houston State.

ing

perform against

big

feel, is

reason

a

strong

efit in

for

in the best inter

of our student athletes."
The move also should help

"This is

schools in the

Lone Star State. A

move, we

where ORU

Athletes got used to head
south of the Red River to

pursuing options.

content

mit

played its first league
competition Sept. 13 when the
Golden Eagles volleyball team
to

very

presence in

golf, women's tennis

and baseball.
The Southland Conference

in the Sum
Carter
said
League,"
during a
press conference last year. "But this
were

three tournament titles in

women's

F. Austin and Texas

Stephen

A&M -Corpus Christi.
We

won

sponsors championships in 17
sports, and ORU will compete
in 15 of them. Carter said the

conference

es

heavily draws recruits.
outstanding ben

an

for athletics and

not

sug
that
0
RU
will
be
gest
adding a
football or softball team, at least
not

an area

does

move

anytime

soon.

The one sport at ORU not
offered in the Southland Confer
ence is men's soccer. ORU's team
will continue

to

compete in the

recruiting
academics," said Carter.

Summit

ORU dominated athletics
in the Summit League, claim

will add Houston

League

for

now.

The Southland Conference

Baptist to

the move, according to Athletic
Director Mike Carter, was that

ing

it will

tournament

cials made site visits

nine

Christian, the University of New

time and money.
ORU competed in the
save

Summit

the past 15

140

and

regular
championships and
Commissioner's Cups in
season

the

league

last

summer

in

2013-2014, and
Southland offito

Abilene

15 years. Two ORU programs
completed their tenures in the

Orleans and the University of
the Incarnate Word (San An

conference foes in the Dakotas,
Utah, Michigan, Illinois and

league having never lost the
championship: the women's golf

tonio) for possible expansion.

Indiana. The Southland Con

and baseball

years,

League
regularly traveling

ference

teams are

to

face

located in

Texas, Arkansas and Louisiana.

They
sas,

include: Central Arkan

PERIHELION 2013

won

to

the

most recent

State, the Univer

sity

tennis and

the

University of Texas

Eagles

also

-

Arlington
-

Antonio.

© Oral Roberts University

addi

the conference after the

exit of Texas

of Texas

baseball. The Golden

I

regular

was

in men's

championships

basketball, women's

Lamar, McNeese State,

56

season

tion

teams.

Last year, ORU

ORU

I

and
San

I
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alance. It's

thing

we

some

all

struggle

with. We attempt

or

unmotivated

A

we

are."

in the life of

day
Shelby Robb

consists of

a

juggle school,
relationships, work
and

late afternoon. At 3 p.m.
she heads back to the Aero

a

church,

all while

social life. To be

balanced is

to

be whole.

a.m.

workout followed

classes from 9:50

bic Center for

a

a.m.

by

three-hour

For Shelby
Robb, the

practice,

and afterwards has

time for

studying

concept of
balance is

Robb, ministry
leadership major, says missing

something
she deals

school is difficult sometimes,
but that her professors under

with every

stand her

ing

day. Robb,
a

defensive

specialist for the Golden Eagles
volleyball team, is also balancing
life as a newly engaged senior.
"Balancing everything in
my life is a huge challenge,"
Robb said. "Volleyball trumps
everything else. Going to
practice and games is not
optional no matter how busy,

out.

and

hang
and

unique

"I have such

passion
volleyball .I
can't imagine my life without
it," she said. "I try to enjoy
the student-athlete experi
ence while it's here and
just
take advantage of the mo
a

situation.

"My biggest challenge

this

year has been time manage
ment for sure," Robb admits.

"It's been

on

..

I do get

spend
my relationships."

ments

As

we

try

to

to

sacrifices

be made. For

even

athletes,

church,

this sacrifice is

greater. This is

Robb has learned

something
throughout

her years at ORU.
But where there is

college

career comes to a

student athletes miss

she has

begun

typical college experiences
such as wing events, study
ing

with friends

over

coffee

sacrifice,
close,

look back

at

the last three years and the in
credible experience she has had

playing volleyball

© Oral Roberts University

for ORU.

valuable

for the Golden

past years, and
selected for the Summit

League All-Academic team
her junior year. In her senior
year of volleyball, Robb ex
ploded as a player, logging a
career
high four kills against
Nicholls State and match

ing

her

career

high with

against

two

North

State.

"This is my last year of a
lot of things classes, com
...

petitive volleyball, chapel

ana

Saga," Robb says. "I've enjoyed
it all so much and I'm excited
to move on,

there is also reward. As Robb's

to

player

western

and

must

was

a

in

block assists

balance

rough keeping up in
my classes and finding time to
write my senior paper."
It seems as though many
out on

time

classes, friends
student

She has been
reserve

Eagles

regrets.

and love for

to

a

enjoying a relaxing movie
night. As a senior, Robb has
or

no

6

to

having

tired

but I'm also sad

that it's

ending."
plans on cross
ing the graduation threshold,
As Robb

she holds the

poise

confidence, the

of one who is whole

life well balanced.

ASHTON LOEHR

-

a
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INTENSITY

.

••• ap, tap, tap. He breathes deeply, mov
ing fluidly toward the opponent.
"Out of bounds!" yells the referee.
He takes

a

breathing
to

second

more

calm

himself,
slowly, preparing
to

kick the ball from the

90-degree

He knows it is his team's best chance.

corner.

In

peaceful desperation, the front left laces
of his shoe make contact, a perfect wedge
between the ball and ground. The ball sails

high and makes contact with the foot of his
ally, middle forward Tyler Hill. GOAL!
Even during a losing season, such were the
ways of men's soccer. Intensity. Power. War.
While the season wasn't victorious by the
standards of wins
er

vs.losses, freshman defend
and pre-physical therapy major Ryan Wiet

knew this

intensity all too well.
After coming from a high school level
of play, he earned a starting position as a
freshman, forcing him to rise to playing
Division I

soccer.

Reflecting about the season, Wiet opti
mistically commented, "We're a very young
team. We
just haven't really figured out our
style of play yet."
Wiet

continued, "We want to win every
I
can see the drive in
game.
everyone."
"Our team has a very bright future.
One

season

Wiet said

as

doesn't make
he

break

or

a

team,"

his eyes on the future.
will be winning."

"We

set

definitely
goal by Hill put the Golden Eagles
up 2-1 against a fierce Limpscomb University
The

opponent. After

two

red cards

against ORU,

distinct
Limpscomb
advantage. Charging down the field in herd

the

Bisons

were at a

formation, against a weakened opponent and
a boisterous crowd, the Bisons shot hard at the

goal, only to be deflected by ORU goalkeeper
Daniel

McCarthy.

Hope lived, but only for

a

second. Off

the deflection the Bisons'
the ball into

captain kicked
the goal, winning the game in

overtime. With heads held

high, the Golden
to a
supportive

Eagles' men traveled home
campus, proud of their team's

effort and

expectant for their future.
GARETT PIERSON
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MOVING FORWARD
•••• hat does it

God the first

priority in

life? What would
student athlete
to

give

make Him her
it

Scanlon,

senior,

a

up

most

For

important pursuit?
Juelie

make

mean to

was soccer.

more

a

pas

through
high and high school
playing six days a week.

her junior

years, often
Raised in a Christian

home, Scan

lon attended church with her

However,

became
older,
than
God.
important
soccer

''At

point I

one

that He could have

even

family

as

she

more

everything

in my

Scanlon chose
As

team.

a

needed another surgery and would
be able to play on the trip.
"Not

being able to play soccer in
was
definitely harder
than not being able to play for 0 RU.
It was a lOO-percent soccer trip, and
South Africa

sit

to

she

as a reserve

and took six shots

soccer

played

more

year,
soccer than

in

defender,
the

on

before her

ever.

"Coming into my second season,
I was more in shape than I ever had
been. I
to

be

that I would be able

was sure

an

asset to

the

team as

well

as

play more," Scanlon said.
Unfortunately, before

a

plan for me in

sopho

started, Scanlon found
that she suffered from compart

more season

out

ment

syndrome,

a

condition that in

volves increased pressure in a muscle
compartment. Without immediate
surgery, it could lead to
muscle death and

Despite
decided

to

the

her

complete
amputation.

injury, Scanlon

remain

tied

eligible

to

play

instead of

sophomore
red-shirting consciously opting
season

-

© Oral Roberts University

South Africa, He

that my value was not
what I was able to do and that

to

As

me

a

me no

matter

what."

senior, Scanlon has taken

of a manager role with the
women's team. She helped out at the
games and made sure that everything
set
up so that the games would

was

smoothly.
Giving up soccer was one of the
most difficult
things Scanlon said
she ever had to do, but through that
go

decision, God continued
His faithfulness

me

to

show

her.

to

''After I found
it made

her

the sidelines the entire

more

goal during
sopho
Scanlon was playing more

summer

on

time," Scanlon said. "But God had

attend ORU

freshman,

13 matches

year. The

to

the women's

on

trip.

not

He valued

at."

her back

However, a few weeks before the
team left, Scanlon discovered she

I had

told God

injury held

ORU-led South Africa mission

what I

and walk

Scanlon cheer

playing with the team as a
junior, but after having surgery, she
planned on playing soccer on the

showed

good

fifth year of
out less

from

life except for soccer," Scanlon said.
"Because soccer was my thing; it was
was

a

ing from the sidelines more than
seeing action on the field.
"It was definitely hard, and I was

Scanlon's

onto

became

sport. It became
sion. Scanlon played soccer

grew

season

for

turned

college.
than impressive with

From

field, it

a

young age.

play during

The

eligible

red-shirting," Scanlon said.

the

a

conference

be

began playing

stepped

from

a season to

super emotional with being injured; I
was
really frustrated at myself for not

the minute she

out

sit out

At the age
of 4, Scanlon
soccer.

than just

to

out

I couldn't

realize how little

play,

soccer

mattered in the scheme of
things,"

Scanlon said.

Scanlon

graduated in May with
a
degree in special education. She
was a
chaplain as well as a mission's
leader

Guatemala.
"Not playing soccer was the
right decision to make for myself and
to

for my
was a

body," Scanlon

priority

He needed

instead of God, and

be my
ASHTON LOEHR
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said. "Soccer

to
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THE OTHER SIDE OF
DAMEN BELL-HOLTER
he gym

The ball

lights have dimmed.
finally finished with its

laborious trek up and down the
court. It has taken a
beating for
the

expecting

When the cheers have

team.

died

down, what remains?
Bell-Holter, the forward/center

Damen

for the Golden
the

Eagles, lived for more than
on the court. This
gentle giant

moments

worked hard

though

pave the way for

to

it. Even
it

me

I could pursue my dreams."
a
strong work ethic that

Bell-Holter had

began early when he grew up struggling in
his small

only

not

He continued

town.
to

advance

himself,

work

to

but also

of blow it

wanted

off,"

to run

the

with

idea,

if he worked harder for it than I
wants to

help people."
a
girls' basketball

so

Then all of the parents started to love
girls showed improvements,

because the

the parents asked me in would coach
team," Bell- Holter explained. "That is

the

what I

do when I'm done

playing
professionally; I want to be a coach and
train players."
One thing that Bell-Holter thought
that people did not realize about him was
that he is more than a stereotypical jock-he
was a nice
guy. His friends agreed with this
want to

and many have been motivated
and inspired by his work behind the scenes.
statement

hard,

"The

on

'

behalf of those back home.
"If I

...

team in

out.

so

sort

Bell- Holter also coached

from

14 years old

just

I

did. He just

himself and his

at

to

though initially planted

was as

without sacrifices for both

not

him

Self explained. "But he

Jenks for the last two summers.
"It started off as me just working them

others,

family. Bell-Holter, hailing
Hydraburg, a small island off the coast
of Alaska, didn't forget the people that have
been there for him from the beginning.
"I haven't lived with my family since
I was 14 years old. The longest time I spent
home over the last eight years was a month,"
Bell-Holter explained. "That's a huge
sacrifice for my mother to give up her baby

been

thing I

seeing

liked the

him coach

a

most

has

middle school's

that

basketball team," Patrick Reside said.
"He actually takes pride in coaching them

Holter said.

and has done

can

play professional basketball,

changes my island for the better," Bell
"People don't realize how much
hope that brings to that island."
Bell- Holter appeared in 97 career
games with 62
averages of8.7
per game.

starts.

career
a

Center and

Play

and 5.7 rebounds

was

blocks. In

on

spring

ESPN

Sports

finalist for the GEICO

Bell- Holter,

graduation,
hoped to
play professionally for the NBA, as well as
continue to speak as a motivational speaker
not

end when he retired from

playing. Bell-Holter wanted to continue
coaching and training up future players to
be the best that they could be.
When the lights fade, the ball finishes
down, what

remains? A
a

senior media and

wanted

major,
one
day and
speaker

to

had

be

a

public

already spoken

inspiration to those around him. Jacob
Self, a sophomore marketing major,
recounted one such experience.

I

proud coach, Damen Bell
Holter. He had not spent his life reliving

motivational

few engagements in Tulsa and Canada.
However, he had also been an

PERIHELION 2013

good job."
Bell- Holter

its trek and the cheers die

of the Year.

relations

pretty

for others. His involvement with basketball

winning
against the University of

featured

was a

a

After

would

three

game

fourths-court shot
Arkansas. It

career

he is the seventh in ORU

92

of 2012, he hit

He held

points

Also,

history with

64

"Together we were trying to put
together a basketball tournament to benefit
Autism Speaks. I brought it up to him,

at a

the

"glory days," but honoring the memory
to help him reach
his goals. By giving back and
training
others to reach their goals, Bell- Holter
paved the way for future athletes to reach
of those who sacrificed

their dreams.

LAUREN PERCIVAL
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KEVI LUPER:
MORE THAN
._...._

© Oral Roberts University

down the

unning

A

court.

quick pass
She shoots

caught.

the crowd watches

as

Her

intently.
Super Luper

name

and

_..... is

there is
meets

more to

Luper has

a

was

sad

list of

her

to see

go-this was her last season.
She was the only Southland
Conference player named to
the Naismith Trophy Watchlist.
She started the

season

points, six rebounds

with 23

and three

blocks in the first game, and
was named Southland Confer

Player of the Week that

ence

week. She

same

to

the

was

lO-player

so

glorify Him because

and

also named

candidate list

me

He's

my

come across

is because of Him.

I feel like I would be ungrate
ful not to take up that oppor

tunity and do it."
After

graduation, Luper
play basketball pro

hoped
fessionally and eventual start
a
family. She was engaged to
to

senior baseball

playing professionally in
Looking
at

back

at

the Southland Conference

their

her four years

ORU, Luper mentioned

close the

only Southland
Conference player on that
list. Luper earned tournament
MVP when the Golden Eagles

Zu

in the future.

respective sports

and

the

player Tim

fall. They both looked towards

how much she

won

me

much. In any way or
opportunity, I try to uplift

with

for the Senior CLASS Award
was

worship.

"God has blessed

given

accomplishments a yard long,
and 0 RU

shared with

they

the kids and held

talents," she
explained. ''Any opportunity I

her than

the eye.

Kevi

the clinics

appreciated how
the

women on

team

became, and how much the
coaches mentored her.

"Being
a

at

lot. I have

ORU has

some

meant

of the best

friends that I could

ask

Championship.
Luper came from a small
town high school and sus
tained many injuries during
her four-year career. Because
of these set backs, Luper

playing basketball here,
because your team is like your

mentioned

some concerns

said. "It's

with

underestimated.

lege experience."
Luper tried her hardest

being

"I

doubted my
play basketball and

never

abilities

to

achieve great things, however I
didn't know that I would be so

successful

Luper

on

said.

the

college level,"

"But, I feel

blessed that God put
a reason."

so

me

here

for

Luper was
scholar and
also had

a

not

only a great

athlete, but she

heart for outreach

and missions. She

was

in

volved with the Salvation Ar

my's Boys and Girls Club and
Upward Basketball. She was
part of three mission
trips-one to Mexico and two
also

to

a

the Dominican

Republic.

The women's basketball

put

on some

while

they

© Oral Roberts University

team

basketball clinics

were

there. After

for. There's

just

so

ever

much

more

to

family and the coaches genu
inely care about you," Luper

to

just been

be successful

the

court.

on

a

great col

and off

She said she

determined

to see

was

God's will

in her life.

expressed
"My faith gets me through
everything. Whenever I am
having trials, I can always
depend on Him, and whatever
happens I know is God's plan
in my life," Luper said. "[My
faith is] really comforting. It
reassures me of
everything."
The ball soars through the
air and goes

with

through

the

net

swish. The crowd goes
wild-another accolade added
to

a

the

accomplishment list.
Luper, there

But with Kevi
was more

than

meets

the eye.

LAUREN PERCIVAL
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DESTINEE THAMES: CHANGING SIDES
I!!II�. asketball

lot. I learned

was

my
sport in school. I

involved in

a

was

league,

camps and had practice
every day of the sea

for six years.
After all that time, I
eventually landed myself a
son

place

set

rebounds in

my

one

single game.
This was quite the ac
complishment since I was a
forward at 5-foot-4, a height
that classifies most people as
a
guard. Defense was my
specialty, and I was trained
a

well in it.
I had

to overcome some

difficulties and make

being
being a

a

ing

basketball

go from

player
college

member of a

that

formed

my floor and in
me

about tryouts and

upcoming

basketball in seventh

in the alcoves of

My

dance

grade.

experience

consisted of dance class

open practices.
And after all my practice

made the

This is

as

for P.E. in

high
expression

now

my

they have helped
more

Olympic gym

competitions

with

day being
Olympics. I made it

level 4

or

5 in

was never

able

to

because it

continuously got

expensive

skill, but

compete

to

train.

I had

to

make

of the hardest decisions of

life-quitting gymnastics.

of turns, but I did

not

even

have the

that basic

dance

helped fulfill my itch
something like gym
nastics. The one thing dance
to

friend Amy Billings. I love
all the girls on my team and

and

gymnastics

had in

com

that I could

basically
routines
practice my
anywhere
I went. And that is exactly
what I did.

After my first year at
to be in

ORU I wanted

volved in dance in

form

again.

some

One of the

members of the dance

© Oral Roberts University

It is

learn
ever

strange but

a

simple

story. Sometimes, when I am
on the court
cheering for the
teams, I miss

shooting free
throws, pulling down re
bounds and boxing out players
much bigger than me.
But, when I step
the

court

for

formance,
I

team

me

dance then I have

thought I would.

do

mon was

sec-

ond year on the team and
I am a co-captain with my

advanced. But

in elemen

Claudius, I

team.

luxury of learning anything

was

Eventually

I

meant

on

When I

in the

my

lived

to

go

I had time for another sport.
That was when I picked up

school. I learned

dream of one

one

gymnastics practice

replacement
actually

to

istic movement and the basics

nastics

to a

having

before my years of play
basketball.

national and
a

Not

to

tary school I started taking
gymnastics classes. I got to
dance and do flips. I watched

adjust

for my height, but in
the end, all that taught me a

PER I H ELI 0 N 20 1 3
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more
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So how does

This story

game and
the record for the most

rebounds in

myself through
shaped

dance team?

high
school's gym wall. During my
senior year, I pulled down 19
on

basketball and

much about

those years. Basketball
my life.

went to summer

permanent

so

am

out on

a half-time
per
I know that's where

supposed

to

be.

DESTINEE THAMES
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HALL DF FAME
II.II!!II� ith sneakers laced
and tube

tightly
socks pulled high,
the floors Mo

riah, Young
on

Blood

and Flint strap
their blue flag belts and

hit the green fields

near

the

Praying

Hands. Flint and

Moriah

were

wings
fouls

to

sneaks that

ping pong. Or
by students into

and

ganized
separate

teams

residence

determined

can

be told in part

these undefeated floors.
not

Fowler, athletic chair

of Flint. "It

helps
community."
To get pumped up for
games, Flint preferred

to

listen

at

the field

to

halls, the

purpose
of intramural sports was for

"YE is

very strong

mind and

together

on

body.

a sense

to

team

where all the

build

great way "to

beat. It's

one

of those years

pieces

and each

come

team

forms

© Oral Roberts University

as a

with

connect

your floor and have
competitive fun."

one

team.

campus and promote a
healthy active lifestyle for

to

explained

a

little

of teamwork and school

pre

teamwork with other students

students

player, Yanovitch
intramurals

spirit,

of the traditions of Moriah

and listen

a

more

basketball

early. This

this year with two A teams
that are going to be tough to

of

impact."

spirit because of (intra
murals)," Mandi Yanovitch
said. A passionate intramural

after

confidence in his

an

Along with a greater sense

Blood Rick Fenimore dis

played

and

the floor that will

to

make

music and arrive

game routine led the team
an intramural record.

players

"I feel like I have

build

Athletic chair of Young

by

add-ons

school

the

played on campus
were
flag football, basketball,
volleyball, ultimate frisbee,

lot of returning

down in 0 RU's intramural hall

on

sports

a

really

of fame that

respective

own

way!" Fenimore said. "We have

a

making it the unprecedented B
league champ. Great stories go

Daniel

quarterback
won

campus.
The popular intramural

soccer

lost

only is a blast to
play very competitively, but it
brings the wing together," said

the game, in
tramural sports was a favorite

activity

not

game in the fall semester. Flint
finished 9-0 in flag football

"It

football. From the uncalled
the

well in its

fierce rival

was a

of Gucci and had

by

the unofficial

beat in intramural

to

Moriah

winning a game
to

the

hymn "New

Doxology." Because
defeated track
listened

to

to meet

of its

un

record, Moriah

this

empowering
hymn quite often.
As the intramural
closed with the

ring

season

of the

referee's final whistle and the
cheers from spec
these
tators,
wings ended a
season well
played.

uplifting

DELIZA ELiZEE
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".111l1l]I ith

a

and

flood of emotions

amazing disbelief,

recent
ate

ORU

gradu-

Dominique

she entered the 2012

as

arena,

place

a

where

Olympic
history would

the

beginning
Olympic game."

of our first
an

sang the

we

at

Only elite athletes train for
Olympic dream and know the

sacrifices that
fulfill such
sacrifice

necessary
passion. To Allen, this

a

was

worth the reward.

"It has been my main goal to
compete in the Olympics for a

only be

long time,

called the

ain, was

a

one

from ORU

Olympic

Games.

as an

alternate for

event, but did

pole

not

were a

travel

lot of amazing

moments," Allen said. "The
ing

most

thing for me was walk

into the stadium in the

Opening Ceremony and hearing
the

roar

finals

to

not

make it into the

compete for medals.

However, Allen's appearance

of the crowd. Another

PERIHELION 2013

I

to

there

was no

benchmark in 0 RU history; the
6-foot-2 center, who majored in
graphic design, was the first 0 RU

women's basketball

pete

doubt

do," Allen said.

In the rush of the games, Al
len stepped onto the high pol

ished

court to

play for

two min

of the women's

during
basketball preliminary rounds.
The May 2012 ORU graduate
was
happy to be home in the U'K.
utes

one

for such
can

an

occasion.

in the

player to com
Olympic Games.

Olympics

in their home

Allen said. "I

o RU athletes Mumba and

800 meter, Mumba raced

nation,"

think it

definitely
gave
edge in games as the
crowd was really supportive, and
they really got behind us. There is
us an

© Oral Roberts University

as

against

world record-holder Usain Bolt,
and came up short. As an alternate,
Whitt

stayed on the sidelines,
watching the games from home.
In London on Aug. 12, the
Summer Olympic Games came to
a

"I don't think many athletes
say they were part of an

was

a

Allen. In Round 1 of the men's

the 2012

London.

out

did

the Great Britain

wanted

at

Team USA in the men's

memorable

team

end,

Whitt suffered similar fates

Games. Prince

"There

In the

in my mind that this is what I

track and field. Senior Jack Whitt

to

the British crowd."

of several athletes

Olympic
Mumba, 2007 graduate, carried
the flag for his home country,
Zambia, and participated in men's

vaulting

opportunity

of

roar

presented itself,

competing

selected

when the

the

native of Great Brit

London

was

so

nothing like hearing

to

are

be made. The multinational pomp
and circumstance was one that can

Allen,

72

national anthem

Allen

walked in the presence
of world -class athletes

the first time

one was

close. Countless hearts beat

as

they witnessed the extinguishing
of the Olympic flame; the ORU
students and alumni who lived the

Olympic experience waved good
bye to London and looked forward
to new
beginnings.
DELIZA ELiZEE

but also Great Britian

history, playing on
the first-

ever

Great

Britain women's

basketball

Olympic

In

an

team

in the

Games.

interview with

the Zambian press,
Mumba said of the

Olympic Games, "I
trained

so

hard and

tirelessy, spent lots of
money to travel for

competitions." He
cited "patience and
love of track and my

country" as motiva
tion

to

participate in

the sport.

At the final trials,

Whit was awarded
an

alternate

on

Team USA's Track

and Field

position

team.

The

6-foot-4 Norman,

Okla., native contin
ued

to

pole vault for

ORD's track team

during his senior year.

73
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SOARING TO NATIONALS
s

the Florida

beat down

the Golden

on

the

cheer

competition.

stage. Months of practices and

preparation led them

in

leading team

ment.

Eagles
took their place on
to

this

mo

Two-and-a-half minutes later,

their routine for the National

Cheer and Dance
The

National's

Sophomore lauren Graham proudly
spoke about her team.
"I'm so proud of my team for coming

beach,

lilllillil

sun

Collegiate
Championship was over.

fourth," Graham said. "We worked hard,
did our best, got a great experience and [we]
do better

year."
packed their bags and
headed back to chilly Tulsa, they held their
heads high-proud of what they had accom
plished and the future ahead.
hope

to

As the

squad won a bid to the cham
pionship during summer camp in 2012.
-

Out of 14 schools in their division, the
team came in fourth
place position at the

next

team

ASHTON LOEHR
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JUGGLING IN THREES
sea

of green. A

golf cart highway.
tranquil

A sunshine hollow. A

atmosphere, that is, until the
game begins. Then the adrenaline
starts

For

racing.

sophomore

Scott

Newell,

golf
pastime game. But his ranking
Golden Eagle's best golfer came with the
was a

challenges

of juggling three

as

things: classes,

sports and friends.
Newell woke up

at 6:30 a.m. to work out.
full schedule of classes. After
evening practice, Newell had time for friends.
"The toughest part is keeping up with my

Then

came a

school work while
and

traveling to

tournaments

missing classes," Newell said.
trumped

His love of the game
of a hectic schedule.
When Newell
him how

to

was

play golf,

little, his

the sport seriously in high school.
"I like golfing so much because it is the

challenging sport to try to perfect.
I am very competitive," Newell added.
Newell reaped the benefits of his hard
work when he earned Summit League
Newcomer of the Championship and All
Tournament honors after leading ORU to a
third-place overall finish.
Newell's goal was to win national and
conference championships, both individually
and with the team. He aspired to play
professional golf and win in the PGA Tour.
Although being a student athlete had its
challenges, Newell chose to play golf at ORU
most

because he valued the standard of growing
the

dad

and he started

tests

taught
taking

© Oral Roberts University

physically, mentally and spiritually. After all,
juggling three things at once was not too hard
for number one golfer Scott Newell.
AUDREY GREY

GOING FURTHER
merald green turf
stretched to the far
corners

The

Inspired by her mother, Dollar, a
senior nursing major, decided to play

of the

net was

the

dividing

tennis when she lived in Ukraine.

rectangle.
pulled taut,
two

While

halves of

competition. Tennis balls
lined the baseline

ready

approached

the

She chose the

for service.

The international students

people

were

many

came to

reasons

to

I decided ORU

why

ORU For student

was a

Dollar, the

gateway

to

were

a

full-tuition tennis

Bouwer and Dollar

0 RU

international students

tennis

in the true ORU blue uniform.

Out of eight women's tennis

players,

three

were

international

students. Likewise, three of the
seven
players on the men's team
international students.

They
represented a vast array of countries:
Germany, Brazil, the Canary Islands,

were

South Africa and Ukraine.
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I

on

the tennis

courts

the

collegiate level." Bouwer explained.

Bouwer, the cultural differences are
worth the experience to play tennis

of many

playing

achievable

For international athletes like

on

scholarship.
were two

the school for

"I grew up playing tennis and it
always been my dream to play at

and Dollar traveled from South
to

was

has

education

accompanied by the sport they loved.
International students Bouwer
Africa and Ukraine

its

ofORU

university

higher

university for
integrity.

me," Dollar said.
Bouwer, who began playing tennis
at five
years old, saw that her goals

athletes Marizanne Bower and
Victoria

several

upstanding
"Everything the school stood for
and represented was right on, and

represent their country and their
school on the tennis courts.
There

met

values and

proudly

baseline, ready

there, Dollar

missionaries who attended 0 RU

the

level.

at

collegiate
"Adjusting to a new culture was
a
life-changing experience, and to do
this in college was an incredible eye
opener." Bouwer explained. "People
do things different[ly] in the United
States, but it is definitely a learning
process; but [it] is completely worth
learning if I get the opportunity to play
the sport I love."
DELIlA ELllEE
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First baseman Chris Williams prepares
to make the catch. Williams
graduated

© Oral Roberts University

FRESH START
BASEBALL TEAM COMMITS TO BE
POSITIVE INFLUENCE IN COMMUNITY
all

began on Sept.
25. During the chapel

between the men's baseball
team and the entire ORU

announcements,
sophomore outfielder

community. The

Logan Dominico

the team's

walked

the gap between the baseball
team and the student
body.

t

to

the

platform. Representing
entire baseball

#39

jersey, he

team

in his

announced

the team's commitment
be

the

to

positive influence on
the ORU community in the
coming year.
a

This year was
fresh start in the

to serve as a

relationship

one man to

That

task

take the

chaplain

man was

Bill

of team

Guillermo

required
reigns

and

as

bridge

Scheer,

pastor of GUTS Church

in

Tulsa, Okla. and the chapel
guest

speaker

Once
ofhis

a

that

day.
led the

devotional and prayer.
"I enjoy the presence

Trujillo,

a

having a

freshman

team

chaplain.

"Their presence has

pitcher from Texas. "It gives
the team hope and a vision."
Scheer's representatives

encouraged me to keep
seeking the Lord and not
become complacent in my

former ORU baseball
players. Each week, they

walk with

were

related the Bible

Trujillo
main
team

week, Scheer or one

representatives

team in a

chaplains," said

said the

goal
together

was

to

baseball.

chaplains'

to

"unite the

under the Word

of God."

Junior

© Oral Roberts University

experience with the
new team
chaplains had a
effect
on the baseball
positive
team.

and red-shirt

team

The

under the
and

member for the year, Wesley
Leander, also found value in

Him," Leander said.

The

team
new

replaced

grew closer

leadership,

some

of the

broken ties within the ORU

community.
TIFFANY HAGAN

E-

R"
SHUT UP. MY NAME ISN'T FORREST.
ross

country: the

sport where
race over

teams

people

meet.

the hill and

through the woods
passing grandma's
short shorts and

run

the first

At the Bob Timmons

the

finished third.

cup of tea. The sport

the

Sophomores
spearheaded
by

teams to success

People
why we choose to put
our bodies through such

finishing first. Watson
rest

of the

excruciating pain for such
a
long period of time. You

her

team

don't understand

continued

.

at

that

majestic

stallion of a

was

human float upon the earth,"
"Holy Toledo, those white

thighs

are

make

for

a name

our

for ourselves and

schooL

The

season

started with

both the men's and women's

82
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by leading
to an

the number

one

for all but

the

I

step up

to

requires

spiritual

every time

the

line,

the

are

inevitable, but we
Besides, David

overcome.

danced naked before the
so
wrong about
with two-inch shorts?

Lord. What's

running

JONATHAN HARPER

we

reality

slow, painful death must
be embraced, not only for
ourselves

or our

team, but also

for God.

Hebrews 12:1-2 says,

"Therefore,
surrounded

since

by

we are

such

a

great

leading
through rebuilding season.
Through 6 a.m. practices and
workouts that would put
"Ab Ripper X" to shame, we

easily entangles. And let us

meet,

team

long distance

running athletes.

season to

physical
dexterity-for

as

will

.

became elite

worked hard

during the 2012

season

a

blinding," or the

team

do this the

members

well

as

cloud of witnesses, let

one

cliche, "Run, Forest, run!"
In the end, our cross
country

to

Eagles.
Running isn't everyone's

Trials

of a

lmpresslve season.
For the men, Batchelder

might be thinking, "Look

why

and showed opponents
they should fear the

Golden

Batchelder both

"Fun Run" for actual fun.

own

Invite, the women placed
second overall while the men
Sam Watson and David

house. These athletes
wear

doing well in

In the

hinders and the sin that

that

so

with perseverance the race
marked out for us, fixing our
run

eyes

followed,
we had the
opportunity to
run
against some very fierce
competition, but we held our
meets

us

throw off everything that

on

Jesus,

the

pioneer

and

protector of faith."

Lacing up to run the race,
both physically and spiritually,
is what Christ calls

© Oral Roberts University

us to

do.

Ready to start the day's workout,
freshman Jonathan
into his

Harper changes
running shoes in the Aerobics

Center. Harper, a cross country runner,
participated in other activities around
campus including the theatre depart
ment

and outreach

Photo

by

teams.

Chandler Branzell

© Oral Roberts University

print, vault, flip and
roll, running free
again, go, go, GO!

Fitness, opened in Washing
ton, D.C., the sport did not
start in just one particular

No obstacle

state.

can

impede the way, rath
er it
only provides an
opportunity to

forward

to move

no matter

the obstacle. Found

practicing

twice

athletes strived

to

reach their

involve

physi

increas

in the West. It

reached the U.S. nine years
ago and spread through a
video

called

PERIHELION 2013

just
ing.

a

sport of condition

It also promotes positive
attitudes. It focuses on all
their

documentary
"Jump Britain." Although
the first parkour gym, Primal
84

running, swinging,

climbing, vaulting, flipping,
fluidity and balance.
However, parkour is not

Parkour started in

ingly popular

as

quickly and
possible. It

and dance. The varystyles and movements

ing

potential
and
mentally.
cally

France, but grew

arts

week, these

both

as

training, including military
training, gymnastics, martial

club, lived

fullest

another

combines several methods of

Free,

parkourlfree-running

a

to

efficiently

grow.

Members ofORU
the

is
to

The idea of the sport
get from one point

I

participants reaching
individual goals.
"In juxtaposition with

something like

basketball

where you root for the other
team to lose almost as much
as

you

win,
your
looks past the desire

want

parkour
to provoke

team to

failure and instead
"

pursues commun al success,
Andrew Choflet stated. Cho

flet

was

ORU Free's

president

and founder.

"I
first

day

parkour that

after Partiestival.

There

were some

liked,

some

things I

I

didn't, some
do, and some
things
things I couldn't," Gribble
I could

said. "But
I wanted
to

"The heart of parkour is

went to

be

more

to

trying

stuff I used

than

anything,

be there. I wanted
new

to

things, doing

be afraid of do

intrinsic victories. Parkour is

ing and overcoming obstacles

very much about overcoming
mental obstacles and translat

in my life."

ing

that

across

Junior

joined
was

all

areas

oflife."

Victoria Gribble

after Club Rush. This

her first year in the sport.

© Oral Roberts University

After that first
Gribble decided

practice,

parkour was

the sport for her.
"I've given up on every
other sport that I've tried. But

with

parkour it's different.
Even when things get tough,

I still have
to see

a

want

and desire

things through

to

the

end," Gribble said, "I refuse
give up on this."
"The

to

inspired
preced
freshman
ing my
year, by my
to
use
passion
parkourlfree
on

the

name was

flight

running
of God,"
dom is

to

ORU

lift up the name
Choflet said. "Free

to

valued in

something
parkour and

both the

Chris

communities, and free

tian

running· is really

another

term

parkour is known by."
Although the organiza
tion had small beginnings
starting with only four mem
bers,

it has

interest

practice
The

put

seen

increasing

campus; its best
had 27 attendees.

on

parkour group hopes
on more

their

own

events,

set

to

up
competitions, and

eventually have

their

own

training area and HPE class.
Choflet, who is licensed to
teach by the American Parkour
Association

at

Primal Fitness in

Washington, D.C., explained his
passion for parkour.
"I am involved in parkour,
of course, because of what it
means

to me,

because I love
overcome

but

even more

to

help people

mental

obstacles,"

Choflet said. "The strides

people take in reaching their
potential is an amazing thing
to

witness."

The heartbeat resounded
in Choflet and ORU Free

with

sprint, a vault, a flip
and roll, instantly running free again, they go, go
a

GO! No obstacle in life will

impede their way, because it
only provides an opportunity
for them

to

grow.

LAUREN PERCIVAL
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Left: Students
the

worship in

Christ's

Prayer Tower. Right:

Chapel during the album release for "Come Like a Flood." For more on the concert, see page 88.

Students surround and

lay hands on a beaming

Center: The

Dr. Mark Rutland in his final Fall Revival service. For

© Oral Roberts University

cross

more on

Fall

stands in the

Prayer Room of

Revival, see page 100.

Left: On

a

beautiful day, the statue ofJesus in the Prayer Gardens reminds

Bible study. Right-center: Junior

Libby

Eliot leads students in worship

passers-by of His presence and care. Left-center: A single flame illuminates the Holy Spirit Room during a women's

during chapel. Right: Director of the Worship Center, Jonathan

© Oral Roberts University

Swindal

sings a song from the new worship album.
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IN THE MIDDLE
OF A MIRACLE
his

summer

I

but she knew that God

had the

amazing
opportunity to serve

with

We

been

o RU missions

it

Zambia

went to

to move

than

we

in ways

could

spent

bigger

imagine. Our

time

with children

crusades,
village ministry. God showed
up and blew my expectations
of the window. Lives

were

changed, people were healed,
and hope was restored.
are so

our

trip

to

Zambia,
powerful stories is the one of
but

one

of the

most

Anastasia Kreider. While my
team was at

blind
to

Sekute

Village, a

asked for prayer
sight. We all laid

woman

receive

a

while and

almost time for

was

to

us

go. When Will Rutherford
started wrapping up, I felt
God tugging at my heart again
was

supposed to
one

time. Chierneka Cornier

more

looked

at me

and

said, "I

think

Leah should pray this time."
Immediately, I knew God was
about

do

to

amazing miracle.
over to Anastasia,

an

I walked

put my hand

right over her eyes
and began to speak healing
over her. I took
authority over
the

many

testimonies from

praying for

had

pray for Anastasia's vision

local

and hut-to-hut

There

By this time, we

and I knew I

playing

at two

orphanages, teaching in a small
village school, participating
in church services/healing

out

in His time.

group of 10
other students on an

God
team

heal her and that He will do it

a

trip.
expecting

can

spirit of blindness

and

began to thank God that when
she opened.her eyes, she would
be able to see clearly.
As I

praying,

was

feel the blindness

body and
going

to

I could

leaving

her

I knew that she

be able

to see.

was

I took

my hands off her eyes and she
prayed
her healing together.
opened them. Immediately
During this time I felt God she began to look around,

hands

on

tugging
He

was

for

her and

my heart and I knew amazed. Tears rolled down
her cheeks as she smiled and
telling me to speak
at

up. But being one of the most
shy and quietest people on the
team, I held
we

myself back. After

prayed, we asked Anastasia

if her vision

told

us

was

that it

better and she

was a

little

better,

pointed

off into the distance.

We didn't have
the translator

she could
look

on

to

to

see-we

wait for

tell

us

knew

that

by

the

her face.

LEAH WHITE

Right: Ray Winterhalt shares in the joy
and laughter after playing a game with
92
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children in Zambia. The ORU ll-person
team

traveled for a month to conduct

church services and door-to-door
ministry.
© Oral Roberts
University
Photo courtesy Missions and Outreach

WEEKLY OUTREACH
Falling
ave

in love with the "least of these"
ever

you

been in

position that you
felt absolute peace
a

about? That when

there, you

are

you

know that this is
where
God wants you
exactly
be? That's

to

feel when

exactly

a team

how I

of students

and I put on a church service
for the homeless every single
week
is

at

the Salvation

completely

ORU student
entire student

students

Army. It

student-led with

preachers, an
worship team,

running

system, greeters,

the sound

everything.

We have the incredible

opportunity of running
church service for
ence

and minister
of these

an

an

audi

to

them.

Many
people
low point in their lives. I
talked
head

entire

are

at a

have

young men who
jail and turn them

to

to

selves in for

a

through the course of it all
I have literally fallen in love
with the "least of these."
We collected about 90
Bibles

less and
drives

give

are

we

the home

out to

working

could

on

All
do is

to

other

do, such

as a

drive.

professional clothing

crime after the

service is over, to prostitutes,
to
people that have gone

to

we were

trying

to

love and

serve

the

homeless. You could

come

bankrupt and have lost every
thing, drug dealers, "Crtp" gang

under

members and young children
that were sucked into the

MONICA CARPENTER

of homelessness.These

cycle
people

are our

ministry,

and

to, Wednesday

nights

at

5:30

Security and get ready
for your world to be rocked.

Sophomore,
Outreach Team Leader

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY

"My favorite part ofleading for
Habitat is that the
so

purposeful. Both leading the

team

and

seeing

interacting with

the other

volunteers, I can
tangibly feel the meaning
behind what I

am

doing.

I

feel the heartbeat of my team,
the Tulsa community and
the

family that I am working
alongside as we collaborate on

a

"The best part of volunteering
with Habitat for Humanity is

ministry is

labor of love."

Meghan Drake
Freshman, convergance
journalism major

and

feeling

the

excitement of the soon-to-be

"I love

serving with Habitat
because we are investing in
something that will always
be remembered by the family
that is receiving the home."

homeowner. It's incredible
to

be

a

part of an outreach

that will have

lasting impact
on Tulsa families and
being
in
involved
directly
watching
a

that process unfold."

Seth Silvers

Senior, communications

major

John Richards

Junior, biochemistry major

"Our purpose
serve

Jesus

not so
as

as

people

in every

aspect. It's

much about the

activity

it is about the One who it

is for."

Bobby Parks
Director of Missions
and Outreach

SPIRITUAL LIFE
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FALb OUTREAC------Stephanie Ottman, leader
for Team Ireland. "It was also
g,reat knowing that Team Ire
land

helped impact: the lives

of
ea

© Oral Roberts University

MUSIC AS MY MISSION FIELD::
t

all started my freshman
year

at

ORU. I

worship arts
I
but
major,
began to feel like
I was supposed to be on the
mission

field,

and

not on

the

stage. Yet I had

performing
gift in music.
Then in 2010, I was struggling to tune

passion

a

and

acoustic

guitar at Guitar Center. David
now
one of
Lynard,
my close friends, asked

an

ifhe could be of assistance. I swallowed
my
musical pride and said yes. After he heard

play and hum a little, he asked me to
play one of my songs for him. David loved
me

it and asked if I have

because I

never

resources to

do

had
so.

ever

an

recorded. I
to

record my

Growing up with a passion for music,
as a

missions

hadn't,

opportunity or the

He offered

album in Nashville over the
music

music in Nashville for free.

As I continued

was a

summer

to

that the Lord connected
I wasn't

really supposed

Center,

but for

store

that

designed

discovered my purpose.

talk

to

with him.

me

be

at

some reason

I

was

I

day. really think the
it for

me

to meet

in that

Lord

him.

went to Nashville that December
and recorded in David's and his wife's
bedroom through one
It

microphone.
really rough first-my song ideas
were all over the
place and my influences
was

at

very broad. As we started narrow
down
what my style was, I started to
ing
learn what I wanted to sing and what I
were

wanted
to

to

say. I made

Tennessee,

and

on

a

total of six

each

trip,

Brooke Williams recorded her first
use

her

tool, saying, "It's amazing that God used me to reach people

speak to families that were broken."
Photos courtesy Brooke Williams
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Guitar

I

of2012. Williams endeavored to

who were tired and

him,

I felt

PERIHELION 2013
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I

trips

Through this whole process some
thing opened for me that I never thought
was
possible. I began to see my purpose
singing encouragement to weary people.
People who were burdened and burnt out.
I sang so that they would be refreshed
and get what they needed from the Lord,
It's amazing that God used me to reach

people who were

tired and

speak to fami
broken. This album showed
that God designed me to be this
way.
I always struggled between missions
lies that

or

were

music, but there was

ence.

being

It

was

able

missions

to see

it

any differ
through music and
never

changed everything.

BROOKE WILLIAMS

© Oral Roberts University

Every Wednesday and Friday at 11
the student body congregated in
Christ's Chapel for services. During a
typical service, 0 RU Alive led wor
ship and President Mark Rutland
spoke. However, with over 50 services
a.m.

in

one

year, the

university was bound

change things up. These were
the special over the year.

some

to

of

Dress Code

Changes Announced
surprise and relief of
many students, dress code
o

the

changes were announced in
February. Propelled by Student
Association and the General

Assembly, the changes ineluded being allowed to wear shorts in
Saga, men to have long hair and facial
among both men and women.
As President Mark Rutland and Vice

piercings

Dean of the

President for Student Life Dr. Daniel

Guajardo made the
in

chapel,

announcement

students reacted

with cheers and eager

98

to

the

College of Theology and Ministry and third

generation pastor, Dr. Thompson Matthew gave a
sermon in preparation for the announcement of the new
president and grand opening of the Armand Hammer

news

Alumni-Student Center.
Photo by Camille Orgel

applause.

PERIHELION 2013
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Wowing the crowd with a high note, Broadway performer
Larry Wayne Morbitt sings during offertory.
Photo by Jessica Shorman

Willie

George pastored Church on the Move, the largest

church in Tulsa.

Photo

by Camille Orgel

Rev. Wayne Blackburn pastored a church in Lake
land, Fla. and had a special vision for winning "one
more

soul

Photo

challenged students to create
relationships.
Photo by Camille Orgel

Christ."

Himaya, pastor of one of the fastest growing church
America, the Church at Battlecreek spoke on Oct. 3.

Steven Mansfield

Alex

covenant

es

in

to

by Brian Berg

Photo

by Camille Orgel

SPIRITUAL LIFE
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What does

work

Most

body part-the heart.
The healing process

Revival.

people pic
a
high-inten

service with

sity
piano player and
people laid out in the aisles,
zealous

or a

dramatic

gathering

with emotional and

filled

passionate

outbursts from the crowd. But
what does revival

really mean?

Sept. 26-27, the ORU
community gathered for the
On

annual fall revival services.
canceled for

Classes

were

days

accommodate the

to

extended

chapel

two

services.

In years past, fall revival
sparked an external awaken

ing-prayer

and

worship

on

steps of Saga until curfew,

running

and

healing

the
aisle

services.

But this year was different.
There was no healing service,
no

dancing

around the

chapel

hours, and no stories of in
tramural injuries being healed.

for

the

do

to

the word mean?

ture

a

Instead, God began
on

most

important

have been invisible

to

may
the

human eye, but in God's
eyes, it was no less impor
tant.

President Mark Rut

land

repeated

one

titled,

tween power and power," said
Rutland. "God will give you

power, but it will not be the
power to build your kingdom.

give

you power to
yield, power to submit and
power to die to oneself."

challenged

to come

the

Holy Spirit.

new

Kimberly Russell, a
sophomore transfer student,
was

just

who

was

healing

impacted by the

service.

"I had

struggled

stu

forward if they

wanted that power. The altars
filled with students seeking
prayer and healing for past
wounds affiicted from legalism

was

saying,

huge awakening,
people
should always be striving to
make sure we are not staying
in the same place."
was a

but I think that God's

Sometimes
that since

working,

my works and God's

God

say it

of many students

one

service it

struggled for 2,000 years to
understand the difference be

dents

fresh

prayed

anointing from

a

Russell said. "At the

"The church has

Rutland

Others

religion.

for

of his very

well- liked messages
"Power, Not Power."

God will

and

a

lot with

grace,"
healing

like I could hear

'This is for you.

we

we assume

can't

He isn't.

see

God

However,

in the stillness of revival,

God

was

there. The hushed

movement

of the

Spirit was

exactly what the campus was
crying out for. His whisper

I have called you here and
you are in the right place. I've

could be heard louder than

called you and I will show you
my grace.' It was definitely

tug

spiritual breakthrough of
understanding more of God's

the greatest

shout, his gentle

dynamic
heavy push.
more

As in

a

was

not a

siastic event;

Junior Megan Culley
agreed. Having experienced
other revivals at ORU, Cul

basic level it

ley

sensed that this

one was a

bit unusual.

ent,"

said

Culley.

was

differ

"I wouldn't

at

the

was a

reawakening.

It

most

rebirth,

was a

humble celebration of the

passionate
and

"I did think it

our

love of

glimpse
Hope, our
a

of

a

Savior,
prize,

our

God.

ASHTON LOEHR
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a

life, this revival
fervent, enthu

love for me."

a

than
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During his tour in Mghanistan, Parks worked
the gun on an armored vehicle. In
Jan. 2012, he
fulfilled his military contract, and is now a fresh
man

environmental

sustainability major.

Photo courtesy Andrew Parks

© Oral Roberts University
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t was a

quiet June day in

the

hot

Marijah, Afghan des
Corporal
Andrew Parks and his squad
guarded a road from enemy
improvised explosive devices.
Quiet was about to become a slip
ping dream, disappearing as quickly
ert.

as

it came, but without the

courtesy

warning. An

enemy
from the horizon.

vehicle

emerged
Ching, ching, ching, ching.

Ching, ching, ching, ching.
Parks fired back. He took
terrors

out

yards away.
day rang fresh
that day, for the

of that

in Parks' mind. On

first time, Parks saw the life he took.
As he hit the barracks for the night,
the bloodshed haunted his memory.
Parks left active duty in the

Marines in January 2012. after find

ing faith
ORU

in Christ. He enrolled

as an

at

environmental stainabil

ity major, yet the
in his

memories

26-year-old

He had

a

lingered

mind.

story

to

to

tell.

On that

be his last.

don't, what's going
After his

determined
soon as

his

to

return to

to

happen?"
Christ, Parks

leave active

contract was

duty as

up.

less, just
"Being killer,
seem
(while)
right
being a
Parks
Christian,"
explained.
more or

a

didn't

Parks, being

living a lifestyle

a

Christian

of love. He

dered how he could love

people Jesus

"J
killing," Parks
my

was

won

Jesus

if he

loved.

talked about

added. "It wasn't

calling."
Yet,

in his call away from the

military, Parks
he would

noted that if needed,

return as

long

as

part of the military wasn't
part of his lifestyle.
"I would go back and

being a
always a

fight

for

my family and my country if! had
to," Parks said.

His

journey

to

ORU

was one

of faith.

"The

Spirit led

me out

here,"

Parks said.

day guarding the road
outside ofMarjah, Parks' life was
changed. Coming so close to death
was a
sobering moment for him. He

love of Christ.

noticed that the Taliban is "watch-

GARETT PIERSON

The

Spirit led Parks from a

manned machine gun to a
degree to
into
man's
world
with
the
go
every

S P I R IT U ALL I F E
© Oral Roberts University

give

to

Christ," Parks said. "If

esus never

the threat from 100

The

I

killed the

turret.

day would

"That's when I knew I had
my life back

For

Bullets whizzed past Parks' head
he manned a machine gun in a

steel

know which

Marine Lance

of an offered

as

ing you all the time." He didn't

105
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Left: In

preparation for their next test, engineering stud�nts Brandon

Braun and Garrett

Lyons take notes as their professor lectures. Right:
junior graphic design major Taylor Bridges sketches the Prayer Tower, Chapel and scenery.

© Oral Roberts University

On the Graduate Center steps,

.�

Left: Former United States

Secretary of

during the two-mile field

test.

Defense Robert Gates addresses
For more

on

HPE

requirements,

a

see

crowd of students

page 112.

Right:

at

the Mabee Center. Center:

Mallory Miller takes

Dr. Mark Hall lectures in his class

© Oral Roberts University

,

on

the life and

strides toward the finish line

writings of C.S. Lewis.
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EVERYONE HAS A STORY
--.

veryone has a story."These words don
the dry erase board as Newswriting

just an assignment; it has been the beginning
of great and lasting friendships."
not

students Makenzie Carroll and Sam
Willis

enter

With

a

neighborly 'hello,' the

"_III took their

and waited

them

to

the LRC 103 classroom.

seats next to

each

two

other,

discover what the words before

Armstrong quipped, "I

freshman years, and years later I would pass
them in the Hall of Mirrors and they were as
close

as ever

As the class

Kevin

begins

...

Unaware

Armstrong,

it all

they shared

stories

mean.

remember these

students who took this class their

two

to

happened because of the
during this assignment."

Willis and

Carroll, this would

professional in residence in journalism, prays be the result of their interviews. The two
then transitions to explaining the significance
planned to meet around 5 p.m. in the Internet
behind the words

on

the board.

Cafe

"This

actually is my favorite lesson of
semester," Armstrong announced as he
hands strips of paper to each student and
the

asks them

to

write their contact information.

Then, Armstrong previewed "Everyone Has
Story," an award winning feature series by

A

CBS News reporter Steve Hartman.
For years, Hartman was on a mission

to

prove that everyone has a story. He threw a
dart over his shoulder at a map of the United

States and would travel
landed.

to

the
"It

campus

to

assignment.
just going

was

and then

interview each other for

to

be

a

10 minute

thing,

ended up talking for a really long
time, and ended up going to dinner together
because we wanted to hear more of the
we

stories," Carroll said.
In that conversation, Willis and Carroll

recognized they shared

many similarities:

a

work ethic, a preference of country
city life, and a family-oriented worldview.

common

life

wherever the dart

Hartman would find

on

to

"We will

always

remember the

learned about each other that

things

that

Upon arriving,
have if not for this assignment,"Willis stated.
phonebook, and blindly pick a name
whoever answered the phone would be his
"Someday we may pass through the Hall of
After
seven
and
120
feature
over
Mirrors
and remember each other as great
subject.
years
friends because some of the things we learned
pieces, Hartman proved that everyone had
worth
something
sharing.
during this assignment."
"Now you get to prove it," Armstrong
Although it was homework when they
as
he
each
student's
contact
states,
started, Carroll and Willis learned much more
places
information into a bright red gift box adorned
than expected.
with a green bow. Walking around the room,
"Before it was just an assignment. Then, it
he chooses students by random to draw a name became literal," Carroll said. "There is something
a

we

we

wouldn't

local

-

from the box. The

together

students would partner
and discover each other's stories.
two

Mackenzie Carroll is selected

to

draw

Reluctantly, Carroll reached her hand
gift box selecting a strip of paper- on
it the name Sam Willis. By the end of the
assignment, Armstrong's gift box would hold
a
special meaning for the two partners; they
soon discover this
assignment was truly a
hidden gift.
Armstrong considers this his favorite
second.

into the

semester because it proves that
a
has
story. Greater than that, it
everyone
fosters community between students who

lesson of the

would otherwise be strangers.
"I love to see the outcomes for each story. It's

,,,

you
to

1earn firom every persons story.
"It made me realize I need to get

can

know

more

out.

..

people," Willis said. "In

general, no matter who a person is they have
something to say. Give them a chance.
Everyone has a story the words still
"

-

etched

on

the white board from

a

week before.

students Makenzie Carroll and

Newswriting
Sam Willis glance

at

the board then

at one

another, smile and take their seats. The two,
still sitting next to each other now share more
than

bond

a

cordial

-

a

'hello.'They share a unique
friendship resulting from sharing

their stories.

LAUREN PERCIVAL
MARY HARP
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Q&A WITH
DR. FRITZ HUBER
Dr. Fritz

Huber, Health,

Physical

Education and

Recreation

Department

chair, explains field
and Fun Run
made this
Photo

Q.

changes

semester.

by Chandler Branzell

Why was the field test date

A. At the end of the

test

semester

moved?

students

become very busy and HPE courses get
pushed to the back. To help students out,
we

the

changed the test date to earlier in
semster.

Q. What is your response

to

the

frustrations of students who do

they have the proper time
A. Health fitness is

a

to

lifestyle

not

believe

train?

and should be

followed all year. Most of the courses are not
designed to get students into shape for the
field test, so aerobically speaking the students
should be ready to perform a field test at any

point during the
Q.

semester.

Why is it mandatory for students to

participate in the field test as a pre-requisite
to

the Fun Run?

A. This is

designed

to

keep

students

for the Fun Run and if

from just

opting
something comes up that keeps the student
from participating in the run (e.g. sickness,
oversleeping, work, emergency back home,
etc.) or if the weather does not cooperate
and the run is cancelled, then they would fail
the class or the instructor must give them a

make-up

test.

Q. What is your heart and vision
for this
A.

program?

My hope

will seek

lifestyle

out

that

and prayers are that students
and develop a physically active

they will

follow

throughout

their lives.

112 PERIHELION 2013
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Smiling through the pain, Rachel Moser conditions
were
expected to complete 50 aero

her legs. Students
bic

points per week for their HPE courses.

Photo

With

a

by Camille Orgel

smooth, controlled motion, James Neal shows

offhis
ent

biceps.1heAerobics Center featured many differ
lifting machines as well as treadmills, a running track
and a swimming pool.
Photo by Camille Orgel

I
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c.s. Lewis &
The
••• amily
are

I

I grew up rooting
for the Golden Eagles

is not

the

just

Inklings

always
people who

related

to

had

to

never

at

basketball games, walking
through the Hall of Mirrors

you.
ask

myself the question

to

that

celebrating holidays with
faculty members, and I have

most

teenagers

get

to

my dad's

office,

ponder about: "Where am I
marveled at the stuffed
going to go to college?" For
the
answer
was
animals in the library since
me,
always
Oral Roberts University. Since I was five years old. I even
remember seeing "the old
my dad had been a professor
of English here for many years, gym" torn down, which
the ORU faculty has been like
they replaced with the
another family to me.
Armand Hammer
I

am a

which

Alumni-Student Center.

writing major,

means

that

of my
Oral Roberts University
who have has meant so much to me and

most

professors
people
literally seen my brother and
me
grow up. A couple of them
attended my parents' wedding,
are

and

one

of them

even

gave my

brother his first toy.

has felt like

I

a

second home.

blessed

am so

attend

a

people

are

to

be able

to

university where the
like

family.

KATHRYNE HALL

Students

Inklings class.
114 PERIHELION 2013

I

explore the literature ofC.S. Lewis in Dr. Mark Hall's C.S. Lewis and the
Right to Left: Victoria Jensen, Logan Wallace, Estara Arrant, Brian

Murphey,

Sarah

Sapp, Rachel Benson,

Matthew

Delaney

and Allie Turner.

Photos

© Oral Roberts University

by Chelsey Buder
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FINDING PURPOSE IN
I
--- hree students in fall 2012

earned academic credit
and

Program

gained practical

She went

to

vocational and leadership

myself to

experience through

comfort

the American Studies

to

in Washington, DC.

Government majors, Rachel

Washington D.C.

with many expectations.
"I wanted to challenge

show

things,"

get

zone
me

of my

out

semester

"Especially satisfying is seeing
them making the transition in
their lives from college students
to young professionals."
Yet, Lozano

and allow God

and teach

me new

Lozano said. Her
in D.C.

came

with

internship

but her fellow students had

that has

classroom instruction with

different

day in

in the

internship experiences
nation's capital. Lozano, a senior,
spent her last semester of college

own

learning

and

growth,

experiences.

Lozano's

colleagues
experienced Washington D.C.
with different internships at
the Capitol. Curylo's internship
was with
Running Points,
a
non-profit, nonpartisan
organization seeking to inspire
more women to

in

be involved

polities.jennings

saw

as more

the

than

into her

calling as a
young professional.
"The word calling is one
stepping

Curylo, Beatriz Lozano and
Meagan Jennings combined

its

•

•

come

our

up almost every

classes, internships

and chats with peers during
my time in D.C.," Lozano said.

"I have been

so

caught up

in

asking questions on how I can
find my God-given call, yet I
have found that I
on

to

God's ultimate

can

miss

out

call, which

is

love Him and love others."

interned

for Oklahoma's iID:tf)th Diserict

at

the Center for Public Justice,

independent nonpartisan
organization dedicated to p1!}iTh>1i�
policy research, leadership
developmeat aEl:� Civ.it'ed�atio
an

H7
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BJ Fisher, David Collins, and

Skip Gabbin share

laughs during a photo shoot in downtown Tulsa,
Okla.1heir band, "Fool's Gold," aimed to reach out to
their generation through music. Although Fisher was the
only music major of the group, all three displayed their
muscial talent on campus from the chapel stage to the
Eagle's Nest for Midweek Music.
some

Photos courtesy Fool's Gold

© Oral Roberts University

MORE THAN AN IDIOM
BEHIND THE BAND "FOOL'S GOLD"
Feb. 11, "Fool's Gold" hit
Chapel's stage and per
formed for Project 25, a benefit
n

the

Christ's

The band's name, "Fool's Gold,"
reflected the pulse of their generation.

concert

for

intended

orphans.

who does

sored and

not

performed

raise funds

to

Trenton Herald,

attend

at

the

birthday, but enlisted "Fool's
the

opening

Gold"

his

to

be

at

ORU and

consisted of three vocalists:

biology major
music

youth

David

sophomore
Collins, sophomore

Fisher, and junior
major
ministry/health education maarts

BJ

jor Skip Gabbin as well as other band
members. Their style reflected a musical

gumbo. They enjoyed genres ranging from
pop to calypso, jazz to gospel, contempo
rary Christian to R&B with a little rock
in the mix. Their sound and blend was

unique;
and

The

the member's various differences

preferences of music were evident.
lyrics to their music illuminated

Biblical truths while

staying

relevant

at

"It's

actually the name that people
our
generation as, because we
chase after the foolish things in life, and
we chase after
things we think will bring
us
Fisher
said. "It's just a
happiness,"
reminder

act.

"Foo1's Gold" formed

generation.

describe

ORU, spon

event on

current

to

to us

and that

we

in mind

as we

of what

should

sing

Their focus

we

keep

shouldn't be,

our

and write

was

generation through

to

songs."

impact their
by their

music and

piano, his hands resting

being in

really

something

said with

a

Since starting with the band, Collins
to leave his comfort zone in

order

to

"It
toward

become better.

reach students around them

just like being in

job

is

to

to

out

a

as

first reach his home,
because that's what

God says a father is," Collins said.
Fool's Gold was not just a band, but
group of Christians reaching out
world with a mission mind set.

he

sat

to

household.

a

forward

inspired
push
Collins
shared
greatness,"
me

to

and then reach

learned how

the three vocalists.

into whatever God had for them.

The man's

smile.

to

Nonetheless, they did not perform for
notoriety or accolades, but to bring this
generation closer to God. One primary

"It's

this," Gabbin

to

Making music brought name recogni
tion around campus

wow! We could

with

how

"Use what God put in you because
that's what'll make a difference," Fisher said.

move

like, oh

himself, people, and

appreciate diversity.
using his musical talent was important.

goal was

were

keys.

Fisher learned that

ORU's Got Talent in 2012.
do

the

the band didn't end there. Gabbin

learned about

lifestyles. The realization of making an
impact through music occurred during
"We

on

Band members nodded in agreement.
The life lessons they learned through

generation
our

the

to

the

AHMED BROWN

\
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NO SCHOOL LIKE OLD SCHOOL:
THE TALE OF DR. GEORGE GILLEN
..-II he year

1965. It

was

after the

shortly

was

versity,

and

built with

place

the mission of raising up

students to go into every
man's world. For Dr. George
Gillen, it had just become home.
ORU Business Professor

George

Gillen

began teaching at
the first and only
business professor. Consequently,
for almost two years, he taught
ORU in 1965

as

every business class offered.
"It was a great time," recalled

Gillen, who started his
career at a

young age
his brother.
As the
more

grow,

university began
and

more

hired, allowing

were

focus

on

teaching

as a tutor

for

taught

is,

can

...

...

said, 'We got accreditation for 10
years!' And people went wild, and

they put Oral on their shoulders and
carried him all around the chapel."
Despite the exciting early
years, for Gillen, the enjoyment did
not

end in 1972.

"The

most

teaching]
graduate and
is

rewarding part [of
students who

to see

are a success

...

and

when you see people blossom like
that, you feel like you are a part of

job.

never

It

was

"That's the

felt like

always

reason

teaching

fun.

I haven't

retired," explained Gillen, who
plans on continuing to teach as

economics for 42
was

you take it?' And we
thought, 'Oh well, we didn't get
it,'" recounted Gillen. ''And then he
sion

was a

teaching his specialties:

years. And then I

...

Gillen

to

management and economics.
"I

[Roberts] first came out
said, 'Well, whatever the deci

that," said Gillen.

to

professors

Gillen

team.

"He

opening

of Oral Robert's Uni
a

accreditation

needed in

long

stated Gillen.

management,"
Being a long-time faculty mem
ber, Gillen has been

as

his health is

fun is in

good

and the

plenty.

For Gillen, seeing the
university's effect on the business

privileged to watch the university
grow and develop. In 1965, Gillen

world and the mission field is

and

have

few others

a

with Chan

met

great reward.

"Seeing what we
produced, and what they have

cellor Oral Roberts.

done in

"The first

man's world

to

thing

do is have

we

a

need

these 48

think and pray, ultimately settling
on the mission statement, "Go into
,

mans wor ld"
.

As
was, it

special
was not

as

for Gillen.

light
highlight

that

the

moment

career

Instead,

high

the

university
on

122 PERIHELION 2013

of going in
that's

one

to
every
of the

years,"

one

commented Gillen.

e

It has been the

university's
privilege to jour
neywith Dr.
George Gillen,

versity's

honor

continue

to

learning

from him.

sentiments

despite anti-religion
among some of the people

...

and it is the uni

occurred in 1972, with

the accreditation of the

terms

great joys of what I've done."
"It has been a great trip in

mission

statement," advised Gillen to
Roberts, who then took time to

every

a

the

I

GARETT PIERSON
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Wilson listens

to a

presentation

ONEOK Shark Tank. Named after

popular investment seriers "Shark

nk," this College of Business' board

Above: Dr. Steve

Greene, professor

of marketing and dean of the
of Business,

meets

College

with students in

the Shark Tank. Greene has owned

Greene

Marketing Group, has

worked with

NBC,

and

was a

COO

with Camille's.

Photo

by Julie

Gonzales

David

Floyd Jr.. studies diligently in
College of Business lobby. Wheth
er
by starting their own company or
innovating others, many graduated
students from the College of Business
have gone on to change their world.
Photo by Julie Gonzales
the

© Oral Roberts University
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MILLION-DOLLAR LESSONS
Bixler handed

real-life

each student in Mrs.

application. In her
senior year as an elementary

Rahim's fourth

education

udrey

classroom

grade

blank

major

with

$1,000,000.01. Brody became the

back-themed

special education, she
teaching as the final
lesson in real-life applications
for her future profession.
Her students made the long
days of planning and teaching
worthwhile. She kept a series
of group photos handy on her

class, she told

iPhone

the students

who made her

they had free

deeper into her future vocation.

a

tration in

check. Not many
would trust a bevy of
with the

saw

nine-year-olds
Picking her way between paired
same.

desks in the
Australian

reign

they

out

in what

wrote

student

as

reminders of the kids

laugh, pray and dig
Bixler

group

the blank lines.

out a

pictures,
pointed
boy with a brown

small

"Except," she said,
whipping her head around,
"you have to write it for at least

Mohawk. She

$1 million."

perched on his tiptoes.
Equal parts smart and
funny, the boy was one of the
leaders in the class, despite his

What

nity.

catch. An opportu
A chance to make it rich.
of these

Unfortunately,
thoughts mattered to the fourth
graders. Only one did: "Oh no,
Miss Bixler, why such a
LONG number?"

gic

move on

Today's

form and

a

numbers in

reading

and

blank check

long

writing

activity

to toss
to

to

get the

to

peak

teach math just

objective," Bixler

a

124 PERIHELION 2013
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days, Bixler would pull
Upper Lot in late afternoon,
turn off her car and
just sit there,
her
willing
tangled thoughts to
Some

into

uncoil and settle down.

car

powers of playfulness for good.
He stayed on task and helped

During the

check writing

the little

He loved

same.

boy

a

the

think about

to

to

Mrs.

baby Brody.

Brody and wanted

him to have the money.

The amount, written in

careful, nine-year-old script:

© Oral Roberts University

anything

time," she said.
she loved her kids, all

same

But

16 of them. Nov. 30 marked her

day in Mrs. Rahim's class.
Bixler hoped she left behind a lot

last

of little, million-dollar lessons.
Her

experience student teaching

certainly served as
"You

can

one

for her.

read all the teach

ing theory and talk about it, but
only by putting your theory into
practice will you really learn,"
she said.

She

quickly discovered
engaging kids through

million-dollar ideas and in
the

key
healthy classroom. And
even
though student teaching

to

was

a

gave her

a

challenges

taste

still

of some of the
to come,

Bixler

wasn't worried.

with the

check

of my
and try

stare out

window, reflecting

ing not
at

just

ventive activities

Rahim's newborn

School,

games. She said her student
teaching was often stressful.

And after that, the excited
nine-year-old decided to use his

how what

Bixler knew all about

class.

grade

that

"

activity,

applied in real life.
After eight weeks of student
teaching at Lincoln Christian

from her time in

you do and follows you because
you re so fu nny.

Mohawk wrote

they were learning

moments

Not that it was all fun and

to

"Really?" he answered back.
"Everyone watches what

the other students do the

said.

sure

said,
leader,"' she remembered.

pulled

these

the fourth

ea

him aside and

"The purpose of writing the
check is so that they could see
"

his

so.

,

the interest of her students.

"It's easy

"I

the part of Bixler.

decimals. Bixler decided
in

tell him

as a strate

math lesson concerned

writing large

smaller size. Bixler made

'You're

This catch stood

at

ger face and stretched neck that
suggested he might have been

a

none

laughed

baby.

Bixler said she cherished

"I would

In the back of one of these

in

million-dollar

boy's own

a concen

''As

a

Christian

know we have the
the

biggest

there
me

educator, I

Holy Spirit,
teaching

tool for

is," she said. "He will give

creative ideas

that I would

to

never

reach kids

know."

HANNAH COVINGTON

© Oral Roberts University
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never

be

wanted

a nurse.

high

my

to

While

school

without

up with

wounds and

neck

out

giving

not

thought.

my strong

I would rather

study

pursue something I
loved, like writing or
to

but

apparently,
plans.

God had other
am now

in my

second year of the
nursing program. If you're
how that

wondering
happened-no worries,
I am too. When people
ask me why I want to
nurse, it's hard
explain. Honestly the

become

a

only reason that I decided
on
my major is because
God casually placed the

126 PERIHELION 2013

I

to set

place

my

around my
off for clinical,

my heart becomes more
passionate about the

I will

people

am more

activity of
microorganisms. I wanted

---

wanted

Without

the enzyme

to

task. But what is life

stethoscope

write 10 papers than

I

into my navy

change

Him. As I envision my
future, everything I have

of bandaging

Science is

history,

I

nursing can be an
extremely challenging

blue scrubs and

entertain the

point;

as

that

friends dreamed

shots, I ardently refused
to

idea in my head one
afternoon. But each week,

I

am

care

we

to

By nature I am a
planner and organizer. I
dislike not having an agenda

beings.

For me, nursing is more
than finding a great job

and

college
making
paycheck. Nursing
is touching someone's
life and leaving him

a

her better than you

found them. I believe that
be

nursing
activity-one that
must

defined

by

a

I'm also

30 minutes before class.

Sometimes it's hard

to

be

passionate about something
I never planned on pursuing.
But when I stop to think
about the children, the

people that will depend

future, I

am

astounded

is

continually renewed and
changed into something
that will ultimately glorify

© Oral Roberts University

picture when I'm cramming
for a pharmacology quiz

through nursing, God has
shown me that His plans
are
always better than mine.
Although it's cliche, I truly
am a
lump of clay in His
hands. As he shapes my
at

learning

remember the big

families, and the elderly

selfless

love.

to

idea of the future. But

or

decent

or

hard

a

easy, but through
it, growth almost always
takes place.

sometimes hard-to

after

face

never

thing
that I love, it is inevitably
people. Broken, hurting,

have had my fair share of

breakdowns. At times it's

decision. Discomfort is

one

tolerate human

or

get difficult, and I admit, I

another

seemingly impossible

be.

If there is

never see

perspective

convinced that

exactly where I'm

supposed

of our comfort zones,
may never change. We

may

for. I

challenge?
being pushed

accomplish lines
being a nurse.
Nursing school does
to

how my own

plans are

on me

in the

future, my

perspective changes.
Sometimes God is

funny and makes yoUl do
things that you don't want
to. But sometimes I surprise
myself by falling in love with
something that I never even
considered trying.
ASHTON LOEHR

Seniors Alyssa Pepin, Hope Northan, Regan Whit and Alii Blum work as
team to

help

lation lab

Photos

on

Erica Scully. The disaster scenario took place in the

nursing

Senior Camille Norris waits for help

a

Students tried

simu

the third floor of the GC.

using make-up

by Chandler Branzell
© Oral Roberts University

I

to
to

make the scenario

depict

their

during the scenario.

as

realistic

as

possible,

injuries.
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the face of a

n

tragedy,

everything seems
spin

out

The memories lurk

and

in corners,

waiting

remind

of the

pain

Relying

midst of a
we can

to

grief

cope. James

way

Luth,

related

to

the

push forward," Luth said.
"[They] set an example for their
them

by continuing

tight

to

hold

he knew it

sounded

cliche, the people

who had

most

were

inspired

Luth

his parents.

didn't grow

"My parents

university

Austin Anderson, Garett
Coble, Luke Sheets and

to

God's grace and love."

Although

a

sophomore biology major, lost
his brother in the May 2012
plane crash that killed four
men

their three children until

children and those around

in the

family
tragedy is one

anger, strife, fear, unbearable
burdens and pains, continued
to

that has occurred.

on our

His parents moved several
times across America with

22-year-old son Stephen.
"My parents, through

to

of control.

us

their

up in Christian households

-

and

went

through

a

Stephen Luth.

and after

Luth admired his parents
through the mental, emotional

Christ in their lives," Luth
said. "[They] have imparted

and

wisdom and the

spiritually hard-pressing

moments

after the

passing
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of

Christ

to

coming

to

accept

knowledge

their sons."

As

biology major, Luth
on
getting good
and
grades
following God's
plans for his life.
Originally, Luth planned
on
pursing engineering because
he enjoyed his math classes. But
during his senior year of high
school, he began to question
was

a

focused

of

...

and I haven't looked back since."

Along with studying,
Luth enjoyed living an active
lifestyle. One of his life
mottos was "No pain, no gain."
Whether through snowboarding,
biking, running, lifting, or any
other

activity, he

loved

being

active in

developed a distaste
of sorts for [mostly
chemistry]
courses, and began to deviate

general.
Although Luth repeats,
"No pain, no gain," he hasn't
dismissed the tragedy that was
nearly a year ago. Luth is back
in his regular college routine.
But he will always remember his

away from that

brother and his

how much he wanted

biomedical

lot before

they

arrived in Iowa and had James.

family members, I ended up
changing my major last
minute to biology pre-med

"

..

to

engineer.

prompting from

© Oral Roberts University

a

.I

sort

of

major," Luth said. "After

I

be

some

God and

ible

parents'incred

strength through it all.

KELSIE WARDELL

As students make thew way to biology

labs, they're greeted by the in-house
ruJlt1'es. You

happily

can

find these turtles living

in their tank past the

elev.ators, through
ment

and inside

Photo

by

© Oral Roberts University

first-floor

the biology depart
a

classroom.

Chandler BranzelI

I
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SDMETHINIi UNEXPEI:TED
didn't know what

to

expect when I walked
into Associate Pro
fessor of Psychology,
Andrea Walker's

__

of Learn-

Psychology

ing class three years ago. I
never
expected her to con
nect

with

me

in ways my

hadn't.

previous professors

I didn't expect my life

change

so

to

drastically.

Walker obtained

Psychology, an M.S.

B.S. in

in Man

agement, and a Ph.D. in Hu
man Environmental Sciences.
She

was

research

involved in several

projects

such

as

the

of the

Exploration
Single
Family Form; Bereavement
in College Students; and,
Prevalence, Severity, Mental
and Physical Health Out
comes

for Bereaved Students.

Walker aimed

doing
a

to continue

research and

licensed

marriage

to

become

and

family

started the program "Ailing
Mothers and Fathers" (AMF)

involve similar emotions. I

obstacles. She knew every
aspect of me and loved me

aimed

others, Walker said that she
was

a

dle random life

help. Because

regardless. She went above
and beyond for her students
not
only as a mentor but also
as a friend. As she
poured into

challenged

to see

herself

the way Christ does.
"[One of my biggest chal
love and

at

she

helping

saw

are so

those who

didn't have the support they
deserve. AMF was a safe hav
en

where students could go

grieve

or to

receive

to

judgment

could stop, take
know that

they

a

breath and

place

much for

myself."
always had a de
sire to help people who were
struggling and drew on her
own
experiences to help. She
explained that she did not get
not so

Walker

the support that she needed
as a student, but at the same

time, wasn't

good

at

asking

for

that reminded

take it

one

us

her motives for

to

just

came

a

sign

to

was

let you

ready to

listen when you were ready
to talk. Walker taught me
an

important lesson: take

chance and

a

meet someone

new; you

starting AMF

just

might have
something
unexpected
happen to

simple: help students
cope with changes.

were

"I didn't know how

to

something unexpected

that

to

handle

you

said.

SAVANNAH
MOODY

simple changes," she
"Any type of change
would throw me for a loop; I
was
just ill-equipped to han-

Above: Former chairman of the behavioral sciences
Dr.

a

time.

day
explained

Walker

at a

Walker, who wanted

know that she

problem

Christ

intended," she said. "It's
me to do for others,

as

know you for you. She be

welcoming,

lenges is] learning
nurture myself in the ways
easier for

At 0 RU, we were sur
rounded with professors such

many others at ORU. Her
smile alone was warm and

could talk

about whatever the

think it's about transition."

in my life and in the lives of

free support. She created an
environment where students

was. In return, Walker
gave
and
It was
comfort.
guidance

to

changes. There
many types of loss; they

many
students like herself, Walker

therapist in hopes of improv
ing her teaching skills.
On a personal level,
Walker saw me through many

too.

department

larry Walker teaches Principles of Psychology. Walker and his

daughter, Andrea, taught in the same department.
Left: Dr. Andrea Walker engages her students during a lecrure.
Walker graduated from ORU with a degree in psychology and even

tually found her way back as a professor. Walker challenged students
to be
open during the learning process, saying, "Use perspectives
outside your own-you might just be surprised."
Photos by Camille Orgel

© Oral Roberts University
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CHEMISTRY AS A CALLING
eakers, flasks and bottles
lab tables

sat

atop

chemistry students
to start a new
eager
experiment
entered the laboratory. They
replaced their backpacks with lab
coats and
squeezed into snug
fitting goggles. As the teacher entered the
room, he glanced left then right. The sights
of a chemistry lab were not new to him, but
the excitement of the next experiment was
just as great as the anticipation of his first.
His

name was

was a

as

Dr. Robert Stewart and he

professor of chemistry.
Stewart, having
earned

as a

and

home-mission outreach in the Korean
community. After hearing about the
a

moving from
the East Coast and joining the
faculty at
to
ORU, striving
empower young men
and

continued

ministry of Chancellor
Stewart had

God's

education," Sweat said. "The professors

from ORU in biblical

handed

literature, taught bio

his

chemistry for more than

school science teacher

Similar

chemistry

always

teacher. He

was

been

most

involved in

Skjaerlund, Vanessa Sweet,

Lacey Morgan

work

former teacher. His

to

shaped
high

sparked a motiva
study chemistry.

failed, which was funny to the class
embarrassing to her," Stewart said.

college and was thinking
thought of her problems

with those demonstrations and I decided

and

together complete an
Chemistry 112. Associ
ate
Dr.
Catherine Klehm taught the
professor
course
along with other chemistry classes.
Photo by Chelsey Butler
to

I

that the

students, Stewart

experiment in Honors
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so

of the credit of what

"When I got to
about a major, I

a

their call

"Most of the time her demonstra
and

missions work in the former USSR with

Cora

his

to

career to a

tions

not

beyond
too."

can

"I consider

Stewart had

to

reach

and encourage his
whole persons.

out

who had found value in

for his success.
"At ORU you don't have to sacrifice
quality of education to receive a Christian
as a reason

Hopkins
graduated with a master's

scientist," Stewart said.

find

tino Garcia

tion for him

research

some

to

like Stewart

students

educator

to

calling
Sophomore chemistry major Jacob
Sweat recognized the support of
faculty

go above and

an

Roberts,

follow their dreams and
on their lives.

University and

myself both

Oral

interest in

women to

20 years. He also worked
research scientist in the energy field.
a

an

PhD. from John

a

take

chemistry courses in order
out what went
try
wrong."
From there, Stewart developed a love
for chemistry. He applied chemical tech
nology to help train the next generation of
chemists. As a faculty member at ORU, he
to

© Oral Roberts University

students in

becoming
chemistry major, Celes

Biomedical

was one

of those students

learning chemis

the whole person

through
perspective.
biomedical
"Studying
chemistry
combines the foundational principles of
both biology and chemistry necessary
for medical school and the
consequential
understanding and treatment of diseases,"
try

Garcia said. "I believe ORU's whole
per
education provides the ideal fulcrum
on which to balance all three
aspects of
son

human existence: mind, body and spirit."
"Under the direction of the Holy

Spirit, students like me are therefore
prepared to bring healing not only to the
bodies, but also the minds and spirits of
future patients."
COURTESY ORU

© Oral Roberts University

FOLLOWING GOD'S CALL
DR. HARTMAN RETIRES AFTER .. I YEARS DF SERUI[E
fter 41 years of
service to this uni

versity' professor

physics

Dr.

of

Roger

Hartman retired.

Hartman

complishments and activities,
perhaps the most fascinating

to

aspect of Hartman's pres
tigious career was how he

When Roberts learned that

was a

Presidential
a

Scholar, had been
representative of the Ameri

can

Association of Physics

Teachers,

a

be

professor
Roberts University.
came to

to

a

University

position

at

the National Medal of Sci

also considered for

Ronald

Reagan

Bush, and had
some

for Presidents

recipients

of the

and

George

been among

most

prominent

physicists, quantum chemists
and molecular biologists in
conferences around the world.

Among

all of his

134 PERIHELION 20 1 3
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the

taught

TU until 1971 when he
the

a

was

Later that year, Hartman
attended his home church ser
was

Hartman

was a

professor

at

introduced

physics
the University of

Hartman recalled him

asking "Dr. Hartman, why
aren't you at ORU?"
"Not in my wildest
dream
it

"
...

Hartman

said, "but

Hartman withdrew his
from contention

name

at

Kan

City and resigned from his
10-year career at TU to begin
teaching at ORU in 1972.
sas

"I told the Lord when I
came
a

here I would be here for

year," Hartman said.
Forty years and thousands

© Oral Roberts University

of 0 RU students
man

retired from

physics

at

later, Hart

teaching

ORU.

"It was all in His
Hartman said. "I

plan,"
finally had

to

accept His wilL"
Hartman cited receiv-

ing salvation at age five as an
important event in his life as
well as receiving the baptism
of the

happened."

position

of Mis

University
souri-Kansas City as physics
department chair. Despite the
possibilities standing before
him, God had a different plan.
at

vice where he

ac-

at

Sunday's guest speaker,

Chancellor Oral Roberts.

Tulsa,

of Tulsa. He

of the selection board of
ence

Oral

In 1962, Hartman came
Tulsa with his wife, Wanda,

and took

chosen member

at

a

that

Holy Spirit at age 12,
marrying his wife in 1955, he
coming a father in 1971, being
mentored by inspirational col
leagues in the Tulsa area, and
finally working with the late
Chancellor Oral Roberts from
1972 until Roberts'retirement.

COURTESY ORU WEBSITE

© Oral Roberts University
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fd

.J._

( )

h

u

own

in the

known
the

as

GC,

dungeon, also

the first floor of

the

engineering

physics department
with

inspiration.

and

buzzed

Dr. John

Matsson, the chair of the

Engineering, Computer Science, Physics
and Mathematics Department and Dr.
Elena Gregg, an assistant professor of
engineering, shared their passionate view
of the department.
Matsson worked

at

ORU since

2001. He

taught in his native country
and
Sweden
worked in energy research

for

years. Gregg spent 20 years in
Russia working in the Optic Institute
two

research in

laser

behind any of the

and built solar

panels from scratch for
the clinical department of a women's
vocational school in a predominately
Muslim

medical students.

president and

engineering major Daniel
Holman led the trip. The Student
Association president described the
activities of the experience.
"[Every] evening we would go out and
[evangelize in] the local area," said Holman.
"It's something that God has placed on
my heart and using the two things I love,
people and engineering. To be able to serve
God in both of those capacities, it doesn't

Following
famous words

to

'go

into every man's

world,' the engineering and physics

department were

active in missions

the past few years. Students from the

Photos

summer

environment

was a

major reason senior
engineering as

Marshall Harrup chose
his major.

"[Engineering] helps
understand God's

creation," Harrup said.

His love for missions
his choice of

a

"Engineers
that others

me to

was

also

to

can

get into

"I think that there's

than where students
science labs. The

in

appreciation

not

by Julie Gonzales
© Oral Roberts University

lot of places

a

went to

was more

attend

Engineering

was an

and

Physics

extension of ORU's

students into

DELIZA ELiZEE

enough

among the folks who do

factor in

can't," said Harrup.

Why
major
Department
engineering or physics? Matsson stressed the mission statement-sending
importance of engineering in everyday life.
every person's world.
a

a

major.

The first floor of the GC

of2013.

did students choose

understanding of the environment."
Being able to understand the

better

mechanical

Ghana for the

Chancellor Oral Roberts'

car," said Matsson.
Gregg agreed, saying, "It teaches you
important skills, [and you will have a]
or a

area.

Student Association

conducting
laboratory.
She began working at ORU over six years get much better than that."
The department planned another trip
ago, teaching physics to biology pre
a

engineering [is]
products that they are
using quite frequently such as an iPhone
understand how much

engineering department traveled to
Tamale, Ghana, where they designed

not

I
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This mosque in Istanbul is one of the many majestic sights
that Dr. Edward Watson lectured about during the faIl
break Turkey/Greece
Photo courtesy

© Oral Roberts University

tour

in 2012.

Jessi Sabatka

700

graduates received the
recognition of their years of dili

ver

gent work

at

ceremony

on

the

commencement

businessmen and

"What's been

educators and

women were

ready for the workforce with God's chal
lenge to exceed the work of Chancellor
Oral Roberts. But students

were not

the

only people leaving
Mark Rutland graduated with them.

campus. President

"Our class has been the

one

class

to

ORU retirement," said Sierra Koelling,
the speaker for the student response from
the class of2013.

Sowell, vice

for academic affairs and

president

acting provost,

Dr. Mark Rutland

is that

we

unique

to see

got

during the

ceremony with a doctor of laws honor
ary degree for his service to ORU. She

about

our

class

the transforma

tionalleadership that Dr. Rutland has
shown us," Koelling said. "He has taught
us

that

does

success

not come

from the

absence of struggles, but rather

coming

these

challenges

We have learned that

live in the 'Rutland Era.' We got you
all four years: from inauguration to your

recognized

recognized her colleague as "the best
president in this or any parallel universe."
Students agreed with Sowell.

May 4. Nurses,

pastors, engineers,

Dr. Debra

also

great, you

must

lenges; you

with

make hard

decisions;
positive transitions; and,

must

you

make

you

must

be surrendered and

make

victory.

do

something
push through the chal
to

must

God

over

truly led by

his

splendor?" Rutland wept. "Have you
his grace? Have you seen his good
ness? Have you seen his healing mercy?
seen

Have you

seen

his

Have you
Have you

seen

his inevitable

loving compassion?
power?
seen and sensed his
transfig
ured presence?"
Throughout his speech, parents,
grandparents, professors and stu
dents alike gave Rutland multiple
standing ovations.
As

a

flood of camera flashes and

blow horns filled the room, graduates
moved their tassels from left to right.

They stood, proud
of excellence and

to come

change."
The president was selected as the
commencement speaker, and told
graduates his success came from look
ing toward God. "Keep your eyes on

from

Jesus," he

for each individual.

to

a

exhorted.

"Have you

seen

Jesus?

Have you

© Oral Roberts University

seen

success

from

a

place

in the midst

of trials and tribulations. Proud

to come

place of academic, spiritual and
physical achievement. Proud to come
from a place where the president cared
a

BRIAN BERG

© Oral Roberts University

Left:

Strength and dignity clothe dance majors Sarah

Stanton dress up for the Honors floor hall

Bearden and Sierra

meeting. Right: Ashley

Brewingten during a performance

Nicole and Patricia

in Christ's

Chapel.

Center: Roommates Chole Brynteson and Emily

Cogles prepare for "Hello Dolly," the spring musical. For more about the arts,

© Oral Roberts University

see

page 146.

Left:

Brett Heide

and Zach Sherwood

act

their parts

as

singing waiters

in

"Hello

Dolly." Right: Preparing to hit the Oklahoma captiol floor, Oklahoma Intercollegiate Legislature

members Danielle Thomas and Amber Vandurberg put in late hours

© Oral Roberts University

adding the final touches to their bill.

POLITICAL STANDINGS:
REPUBLICANS & DEMOCRATS
Students share the
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I

reasons

why they side with their political parties

© Oral Roberts University

DEMOCRATS ON
THE ISSUES
•

Democrats support

•

Invest in

•

•

stem

right to

choose

an

abortion.

cell and other medical research.

Equal system under law for same-sex couples.
Democrats lead

fight for ERA and equal employment.

REPUBLICANS ON
THE ISSUES
Republicans oppose

•

Republicans

•

Republicans believe

•

Republicans want no federal college loans; just insure private loans.

•

Republicans want to limit role of federal government in education.
Republicans believe

•

Democrats want tax credit and investment support for small business.

•

Democrats double the investment in Pell Grants and more tax credits.

•

Democrats

tion without

•

•

want to

make

college

tuition tax-deductible.

Strengthen gun control to reduce violence.

abortion

•

•

define

marriage

funding.
as one man

the death

in the

penalty is

right

and
an

one woman.

effective deterrent.

obtain and

store

ammuni

small businesses deserve better

treatment

to

registration.

Republicans believe

from the government.

© Oral Roberts University
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MORE THAN A
PERFORMANCE

-.------�------------

PlIIII!I!IIIIIIIIIJI

ours

before the

curtain rose, student
actors

arrived

at

Howard Auditorium
nervous
.........

in

brightly
and covered

than themselves.

For senior

drama, television
major Grace Stump,
theater was more than just
and film

performing on a stage

for the show. As

they dressed
colored

but excited

bigger

"Theatre allows
to

.

us

vicariously experience
much

their faces with

makeup, the
theater seats began to fill with

than any
one
person could in their
lifetime," Stump said. "It

expectant audience members.
At exactly 7:30 p.m., the lights

takes you on an
journey! There's

costumes

up and the show began.
In the fall, ORU Theatre

came

so

more

nothing
thrilling
being on
and
a
stage
creating magical
than

more

presented Picnic, The Seagull
and Educating Rita as their

experience

showcase. In the

opened

spring

they performed
Dolly and Almost Main.

semester

Hello

Students lined up to watch
and support their friends as
well as take part in something

exciting

for the audience."

Before the curtain
for the first show,

professors, the students
created friendships that
would last

a

lifetime.

to

be worried about

communicating

an

overtly

Christian message Wha1f
...

Stump credited her
professors and fellow students
as one of the reasons
why she
loved working in theater.
"When you're working
with people in such a
vulnerable way, you really
get close to them," Stump

go through daily in 0l!l!I
walk with the Lord will come

said. "I've formed

and student dancers and

some

in the

friendships
theatre department."
The dance department
also performed two shows
during the year. Senior

great

about

"I've learned

© Oral Roberts University

living examples
pursuing
that

we

to

be excellent 1m :ill!

do."

Finally the
actors

of that and of

curtain {ell

took their final bows.

Backstage, they removed
their makeup and rubbed
their

sore

feet.

Tomorrow, the

hard work would

begim f0F
performance, but f@f

now, the actors and

showing Christ
through dance performance.

was

[dance] faculty were such.

passionate

designing set pieces and
learning stage technique.

Mulkey

out." Mulkey said. "The

the

dance

major

we

Rebekah

students spent hours upon
hours memorizing lines,

Under the direction of drama

have

we

don't

next

beamed

as

daneers

they left the

daFlt

theater behind.

JAMILLA MALDONADO
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I MEMORIES OF
I FRENCH CLUB
hen I

ORU and dis-

the last

covered "Le

Cercle

plan
Though

I

small, we

place

where I

since middle

belong.

Ever

to

language

Celine

Dion's soulful French albums,
and dreamed about eat-

ing baguettes

and

breathing

in lavender-scented air in

a

sunny little sidewalk cafe in
southern France. I couldn't
wait

to

join

a

family.

We

each other

speak
everywhere around
campus; it always makes my
day when someone stops me
in HavaJava with a cheery
"bonjour." A fifteen minute
long French conversation
almost always ensues.
to

have been

and

francophone world!
Looking back, I can
definitely say that French
of the

substantially

Some of my very favor-

group that

one

have

ite events with French Club

shared my passion and enthusiasm for the French language

Club has been

the French Club is

in French

culture, attended French

plays, listened

two

grown since my freshman year
and have become a loyal little

a

school, I eagerly

studied the French
and

years and helped
each event we've had.

Francais,"
immediately

knew I found

of French Club for

president

came to

joining l'Alliance
Francaise, an organization
devoted to promoting the
French culture and language,
at

Mod's Coffee and

rewarding and special parts

of

my ORU experience. I have
been blessed to serve as the

150 PERIHELION 2013

of l' Alliance

Francaise
kind-hearted elderly people
who were native speakers.
They were extremely encour-

when

we

watched classic

French films like Les Choristes and Les Miserables,

praying together in French,
laughing as we played the
infamous

them in French. Hours flew

Pictophone in
French,
celebrating
Christmas together with

by as we shared delicious
crepes, chai tea, and delightful conversation. "Vous

schnitzel, crepes, and French
and German songs at our annual "Fetes de Noel" at Ma-

aging

as we

retournerez

oui?"
next
us.

la

prochaine fois,

will

(You

return

menced

would, recomsinging
back to ORU,

our

all the way

we

French

decided

even

to create a

little French choir of our
before
I'll

we

own

reached campus.
forget that

never

memory

-

nor

dame Hill's beautiful home.
For international

yes?) they asked
high spirits, we as-

sured them

and

the

time,

With

and

conversed with

the times dur-

Club Rush when intern a-

French

students,
majors, French minors,

and others-French Club
a

was

diverse group, connected
we all loved and

because

valued the French

language. I

could

people

not

be

blessed
count
a

more

myself

member of

this

special

tional students shared stories

family.

and sang French
rounds and songs together all

about their native countries

NOELLE

one car

one

in

French;

© Oral Roberts University

the movie

nights

and

to

ing

into

I

were

several members

Saturday
when
we
all packed
morning
never

forget

Mod's. We

to

greeted by

Crepes

in downtown Tulsa. I will
most

the way

club and

SMITTS

FOODIES:
Cultural clubs dine

•

on

foreign

Several times each semester, French Club joins with L'Alliance Francaise (French Alliance)
at Mod's Coffee & Crepes in downtown Tulsa for crepes and conversation in

ofTulsa

French. Pictured above

are

French Club Co-Presidents Noelle Smits and Marie Baker.

Photo courtesy Noelle Smits

•

cuisme

Spanish

Club officers Bekah

Megan Cain,

Hannah

of the year with

a

Westerfield, Chris Cooke, Rachel Smith,
Covington and Kyle Gibson celebrated the end

party at Mazzie's pizza.

Courtesy Photo

© Oral Roberts University
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CULTURE SHOCK
STUDENTS OPT TO STUDY ABROAD
magine walking to the
Eiffel Tower right after
you finish your classes
for the day. Imagine

being

able

speak
language fluently
experiencing an entirely
to

an

other

while
new

culture. For

ORU

some

students, this dream became
a

reality

with the

study abroad trip
own

set

sure

on a

had their

overseas

to

in your

apart.

temporary home, and
exist."

understand

why they
Stanley's first day of
class was shocking. Instead

of spending 12 to18 hours

traveled

week in lectures she would

ence

overseas to

experi

the different cultures in

only spend

England and Spain.
Stanley studied abroad in
Oxford, England. She began

go

to

England

and

I

people

a

"safe environment for

dedicated student

to

cia,

Spain.

grow in

to

Valen

She described the

culture shock

as a

polar bear

being thrown onto
cal island. It

a

tropi

very differ
from what she was used
was

nothing at all like
she thought it would be. She
contemplated going home
on numerous

occasions, but

be able

to enter

into

something so private in
their culture was really spe
cial." Smith said.
Both

a

and wisdom."

Smith traveled

"Just

of Valencia.

to

saw

Stanley and Smith
study

the value of the

abroad program and encour
aged students to take advan

tage of the

opportunity.

"I think that it is very
important that students have
the

opportunity to experi
ence new cultures, new
ways
of thinking,"

Stanley said. "It

is crucial that

person be

placed

in

an

educated

capable of being
a
foreign environ

ment

week, the students researched

differences

and

came to

love about Valencia.

preciate cultures and customs,
which are both different from

experience that

and

professors.

wrote a

2000-

Each

to

word essay.
"It is frightening
because you can't just

prepared
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hours, then
meetings with

the

only meant for

was

successfully finished and was
happy she did. The cultural

tutors or

preparing for her semester abroad
months before her plane departed.
"I have always wanted to

it

to, and

four

have one-hour

expert," Stanley said.
Yet, Stanley found com
fort in the process, calling

ent

a

club that

and defend it in front of an

new

Stanley and Rachel
Smith were two students who
Lauren

your paper and never think of
it again. You have to sit there

knowledge

willing experience
things. It is also important to
be respectful of the customs

stories and memories that

their time

in the differences and

be

study

abroad program.
Students that went

myself in various ways by
either talking to people who
had been, reading guide books
or
making myself familiar
with the country's popular
and historical culture," Stanley
said. "It is certainly different,
but the key is to find plea

2500-

An
at

first

turn

in

were

touched Smith

host

mom

© Oral Roberts University

what she

was

when her

invited her

to

a

and still communicate

effectively and be

his

perhaps
or

in

able

to

ap

opposition

her own."

JAMILLA MALDONADO

to

Courtesy Photos
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e

carried

"The floor's

no

backpack

and his

arms were

empty

of the thick

physics

textbooks that

really

connected and it's great to
be surrounded by people who
have similar aspects when it
comes to their
education,"

"lIIl1i1usuallyoverwhelm

Peterson said. "When it

the

to

arms

of students of his

kind. If you

caught glimpse
perhaps walking with
his fellow runners, or chatting
a

a

of him,

with his fellow honors floor
mates, you

never

would have

work, the floor generally does

good job

of just

Peterson

challenge

enjoyed

be

honors student

the honors

also

a

floor, but he

track and

athlete and

cross

country

Owatonna,
school

a

sophomore

Minn. who

study
engineering physics and
came

to

Though
can

he learned

to

honors

dedicated

"Even
a

and

though there

may

stereotype for honors

engineering students,

the

program is very
students from a

diverse, with
variety of

different ethnic

backgrounds

and academic

studies,"
Peterson said. "It's interesting
and exciting to allow yourself

Peterson's

explore all the differences."
After completing his current
area of
study, Peterson will

be

receive

for the distance

schedule

was

engineering major.

Peterson was
from

living on

it."

look past the books and the
study habits of the

campus. His name was Leif
Peterson, and not only was
an

an

at

the

student, and encouraged others
to

honors students.

he

getting

of being

guessed the vast expanse of
knowledge he held, or the
diversity of his involvement
on

comes

to

run

team.

overwhelming,

balance and

maintain excellence in every

aspect of his education.
Peterson described

a

typical

of

classes,
day consisting
and "most
homework
practice,
of
important all, Saga. And an
occasional burrito," he said.
He valued his involvement
in the honors program, and the

to

a

Bachelor of Science

degree in engineering physics.
ORU, he planned to
obtain a professional license in
engineering, and work in some
type of industrial technology
company, possibly NASA.
Peterson was not a typical
student carrying books, studying
and hanging with friends. As an
After

honors

student, he s strived for

opportunity to live on Wesley 2,
"Consuming Fire," was Peter

university experience.

son's home the past

TIFFANY HAGAN

two

years.

1 54 PER I H ELI 0 N 20 1 3

excellence in every area of his

I
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dressing up for community meeting
Courtesy
Brynteson
together.
Left: Alpha Lambda Delta members begin their service project, "Hygiene for
the Nations" by taking a box to collect travel-sized hygiene supplies.

Above: The Honors Floor participates in

Chloe

Photo

First

row:

Second

Dianna Green, Noelle Smits, Mariah

row:

Jasmine

Shryock.
Ridges, Christopher Snuffer, Natalie Thiesen,

Zay Williams.
Third

row:

Sierra

Brewington, Amy Schwab, Tiffany Hagan.

Photo courtesy Noelle Smitts

Members of o RU's

chapter of Alpha Lambda Delta, National Honor Society
completion of their service proj
ect, "Hygiene for the Nations" with their chapter advisor, Dr. Catherine Klehm.
The students packaged the 450 travel-sized hygiene supplies they collected,
making more than 85 sets of supplies. Listed from left to right:
for first-year students, celebrate the successful

Dr. Catherine Klehm

Dabney,

(advisor), Zay Williams, Rondah Frierson,
Kyle Crawley, and Noelle Smits.

Elandra

Dianna Green,

Photo courtesy Noelle Smits

Members ofORU's chapter ofAlpha Lambda Delta, write personalized letters of hope and encourage

spiral notebooks they collected and gave to children at Tulsa's Laura Dester Emergency Children's
Shelter, in Tulsa, a short-term emergency care center for abused and neglected children. Listed from
left to right: Amy Schwab, Chloe Brynteson, Rondah Frierson, Faith Storie, Lauren Russell, Milia
ment in

Mathew,

and Noelle Smits.

Photo courtesy Noelle Smits
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ENAI:TUS: THE TRUE STaRY BEHIND

THE 5UIT A a TIE
ressed business suits,
high stiff collars and

57,000 students

all hairs in

world. Each year the univer

mark of a
ness

place:

true

busi

executive.

Enactus

mem

uphold

to

highest integrity,
profes

business ethics and
sionalism. Enactus

was more

than just the club that gave
out

professional development

points
team
to

at

meetings;

it

of students with

was a
a

heart

touch the lives of people

with their business skills.

The
tion
as

non-profit organiza
Enactus, formerly known

Students In Free Enter

prise,

introduced

was

in 2007.

to

ORU

Enactus, which

stands for

Entrepreneur-

ial Action

Us, worked with

numerous

universities all around the
sities

implemented projects

in 39 countries to

bers modeled themselves
the

the

in

empowerment

munity.The
annual

promote

in their

com

entered

team

an

competition where

it

the results of its

presented
projects against other
Dr. Steve

of the

schools.

Greene, the dean

College

of Business

coached ORU's Enactus

The

president

was

team.

marketing

thing in class and [take] that to
help people," Ghelani said. ''At
ORU, we're taught to go into

just

outreach

or

mis

can

to

give

back

give

right

with your time, your

now

ORU also

participated in providing its
skills

Serviced,

Enactus had

the honor of hosting the first

burn conference in the

state

of Oklahoma in 2013. At the

how

to

[is

one

advertising

and

of expenses

at

keeping

reduced

was a

track

rates.

part of

dedicated

organization
bringing sustainable
ness

solutions

going

back
are

own

who needed assistance in

to

to

busi

the world

through college
organization opened

and

in the situation that you

small business

students. The

show the survivors
be

to

ers

to

at

an

taught entrepreneurial

skills

Enactus

The club

conference and retreat, the
hosted workshops to

team

mindset defined Enactus.
learn every-

lot of money

vival

productive
independent.
"Being able to give

to

wait until you

sions, but in business missions."
In association with Sur

university's message of going
into every man's world; this
goal is

a

to

skills, [and] your heart."

not

also

"Our

have

need

with

The programs that the
Enactus teams conducted

ple

not

back. You

improve self-confidence and
body image. The Enactus team

of the

do

every man's world and Enactus
helps business students do that

major senior Neha Ghelani
from Pretoria, South Africa.

were an exam

said. "You

Enactus.]" Ghelani

in

a

way of

into every man's world

bringing learned skills and the
qualities of a Christian faith.
DELIZA ELiZEE

of the great benefits of

Far Left: At a workshop for burn survivors,
seniors Rachael

ani

Perry and

Neha Ghel

help host the first Young Adult Burn

Survivor Conference held in Tulsa, Okla.
Left: Enactus member Nathan

Jennings

bags groceries for low-income families in
Tulsa, Okla. The Campbell's Let's Can

Hunger Challenge was a popular fund
by Enactus that engaged the
entire student body to give to those in need.
raiser hosted

Photos cOUl"tesy Enactus
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With
at a

stern

es

straight
Cpl. Eli

and

ce,

Lance

education

an

attemp

Marine

Corp

Ivester stand

major ta�ght basic

soldiering and police skills to
the Mghan National Army.
Photo by Chandler Branzell
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"

�

,

.

A HERO CAME HOME
stepped on to the

metal floor of the

and kinda gave me a hard
time," Sylvester said. "You

helicopter, rotor

know how

blades

Get

e

spinning

above his head.

"Whoop, whoop,
whoop."The helicopter
ascended, landing in Kabul,
the capital of Mghanistan.
The blades slowed down. Out
one

boot, then

concrete

two,

and into

a

plane
Kyrgyzstan, a small

central Asia. From
now

stepped,
onto

hot

giant

C-17

bound for

transport

there, the

halfway

around the world. He walked
out

of the automatic

glass airport
the refreshing Tulsa, Okla.
heat of August 2012.
Marine Corp Lance Cpl.
Sylvester was home.
After

before

ORU

departing
graduation, Sylvester

gone an entire year. He
spent four months training in

was

California before
to

shipping

Mghanistan.

While overseas, Sylvester
taught basic soldiering and

police

skills

National

to

the

Army.

An education

major with

concentration in

teaching
as a second
language,
English
Sylvester was especially
equipped for the job.
a

"Some of the guys found

The

Ryan Iannelli Veteran's Lounge

life while

serving

was a

here!" he mimicked.

supportive

"Everybody
Ryan' and

'Saving

crap like
that. Even with the heaviest

fighting, there's
boredom

so

explained.

"It's

a

lot sexier in

was
no

regrets.
all the

Despite
struggles,
all
the
despite
suffering,
Sylvester said it was more
than worth it. It

was

"abso

freakin-lutely"worth it.
"Ya know, a lot of things
that I've planned haven't
worked out the way I planned
them. I think that's the

same

for

everybody. But joining the
Corp, going to school,
deploying halfway through
school, and now being able
to finish, is exactly the way
I wanted it to happen. And
I think that's the way God
wanted it to happen as well,"

Sylvester

named after

quiet comfortable

place

an

said. "I wouldn't

care

packages.

"I don't know who
thank

or

how

to

thank

but ORU has been

Sylvester

than I

and

them,

more

extremely

just

by it."

Now that he is

back,

finish his

Sylvester plans
years of undergraduate
to

ORU while

serve

to

deserve,"

said. "I'm

appreciative
humbled

at

Though his time overseas
challenging, Sylvester had

of his fellow soldiers

some

much

involved," Sylvester

overseas,

department
consistently supported
Sylvester, sending him and

and the beast of boredom.
sees

was

the education

letters and

Marine

Mghan

While he

foreigners.

the movies."

sliding

trade any of my experiences or
the way that they worked out."

eight months, that
was
exactly what he did.
Sylvester's many months
in Mghanistan were difficult,
forcing him to deal with
scorching heat, third-world
conditions, low quality of life,

doors and into

Eli

teach

Private

county in

tired Marine flew

over

to

For

.........

of the metal bird he

out

two

courses

continuing to

in the Reserves.

After

quoting Proverbs

19:21, "Many are the plans in
person's heart, but it is the

a

Lord's purpose that prevails,"
Sylvester said, ''All I know
is education is where I'm

supposed to be, and we'll see
what God does in the

next

couple of years."
Just one year ago, Lance
Cpl. Eli Sylvester stood in
the chapel balcony to muffled
prayers of a grateful ORU
community, as
were

humble hands

laid upon him.
One year later, indebted

'

hearts voiced prayers of praise as
thankful hands shook Sylvester's.
A hero

came

home.

GARETT PIERSON

alum who lost his

where veterans could

spend their time outside of class.
Photo by Brian Berg
© Oral Roberts University
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FRIENDSHIPS FORM
IN THE WINDY CITY
the

t was

beautiful
one,

beginning of a
friendship. One by

gether

made their way to
holding bags with

helped

they

lower

lot,

enough

clothes for five

and snacks

days

last the drive.

to

Wiping sleep from their eyes, they
loaded themselves and their luggage
into the

van

and headed

out.

The 5

departure time would put them
Chicago that evening. The trip
soon
proved to be worth the drive.
Nine students working for the
a.m.

in

Chicago networking

schools and
sions

at

with other

participating

in

Collegiate Press/Collegiate
(ACP/CMA)

Media

National

College Media Convention.
Attending the conference in
Chicago provided opportunities
for the

two

become
lications

day

staffs

aware

cused

staff
tor

together

evenings touring
"We learned

day,

1 60
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but

I

at

night

the

pub

intended

ex

assist in

to

Edi

Copy Editor Ashton Loehr found
shaped a forever friendship.
"I thought Chelsea hated me,
and I didn't know

"Now,

the

we are

each other

The

it

her," Loehr said.
opposite of mad at

all times."

at

bonding wasn't

limited

to

Boen and Loehr. The four students
the Perihelion became

friends and afterward found time

outside of the office. The

connect
two

to

publications developed

a new

for the other staff and be

The five

days

came

and

went.

nine students found themselves

back

All

riding

and spent their

campus. Although it was the
end of the trip, Chicago was the start of
something new. It was the beginning of

city.

beautiful

together during
we

administratively

gan to appreciate each other in their
shared office.

on

ate

staffs."

trip
training, Graphic Design
was

awareness

campus. After a long
of conference sessions, the nine

students

our two

Chelsea Boen and Perihelion

bond and also

to

of each other's

bond

representing

ses

the 91st annual Associated

Association

friends," said Amy Lecza,

While the

Oracle and the Perihelion spent time
in

as

editor of the Oracle. "That time

spent time

the

to-

to

ries had

friendships. And
only begun.

MARY HARP
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the

memo
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The Hammer Center had several

pool tables and video game consoles
for students
Photo

© Oral Roberts University

by

to

enjoy.

Camille

Orgel

THROUGH MY EYES:
The

Journey

to

Student Association President
missions outreach

.....

leadership.

I

dove into the missions

myself
as the student
body
president. I honestly
never saw

never even

ered it. I

saw

the

who

consid

president

-

savvy and

business

It

spiritual.
position in which a me
chanical engineering student
who was always down on the
first floor of the LRC running
computer programs or solving
stress analysis problems in the
library could handle.
was

not

a

ORU offers

so

PER I H ELI 0 N 20 1 3

One
friends
asked

on

tion

day,

of a lifetime

point on
importance

the

of my best

one

approached me

and

if I would consider

me

running

for Student Associa

president. He explained
was
calling

that he felt God
me

to

this

I

position.

utterly shocked

week and

talking
fasting,

at

was

the idea

a

half of praying,

people I trust, and
I came to the conclu

to

sion that this

to do.
actually
I had already been given
position of assistant

the

coordinator for the Academic
Peer Advisor program and was

planning on continuing my
positions in both engineering
clubs as the president, so de
ciding to run was very difficult
for

me.

I

came to

sion that I

have

to

was

tant

I

was

currently involved

not

again.

entertain the

Over the

next

me

to

resign

the conclu

going

be "all in"

I would continue

stay in the

something I

like

The decision

to

was

would

and told him that unless God
revealed the same thing to me,

idea

I

trip

depart
of primarily

of campus involvement.

with and

great avenues and areas to
get involved on campus, from

team

a

to

freshman I

a

From that

sold

was

As

on a

Kenya.

areas

many

with

seniors

I

was

outgoing, intelligent,

ment

to

held up
on a
pedestal way above my
level someone who was very
as someone

1 64

floor

incoming
freshman at ORU,
s an

or

to

either

"all out."

to

be "all in" lead

as

the APA assis

coordinator and president
of the two clubs before I

even ran

tion

for Student Associa

president.

© Oral Roberts University

Over the

next

several

weeks of hard work
up

to

the

leading

my vice
elect and I were

campaign

president
supported by the student
body and voted in. It was
incredible to experience God
work out every detail through
the journey.
I

am

still able

to

look

back and

continually be
amazed. The road definitely
had its potholes and strug
....--gles, but I am
very honored
to have the

opportunity to
serve

the

dents

through

stu

this incredible

capacity.
DAN HOLMAN

I

«
�
w

Z
w

(9
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As

freshman, one wants to
try to do it all. Join all the
clubs, go to all the meetings,
a

and date all the

saying

great way to get

a

the campus. So I did just
that and have never looked back.

plugged into

singles. All

done while

that it was

It's

now

my third year in the pro

acing classes,
llilll holding down a job and of
course
maintaining a great social life.

gram. I have personally given tours to
close to 250 university guests. I have

That

and have

was
my freshman year.
In my quest to do everything, I
came across a little known but
hugely

hosted

people in my room overnight
even

served

touring senior

a

citizens' group in the cafeteria. I have
met

people

from different countries
the

impactful program that has touched
thousands of people's lives-over

who have traveled just

4,000 last year alone. No, it was

I have calmed anxious mothers and

not

the R.A.

Program, the Chaplain
Program or the APA Program. It was
Student Ambassadors.
The Student Ambassador Pro
gram is run through the Campus
Visits Office and is an extension of
the

Admissions and

Undergraduate
Management Office.

Enrollment

The

Praying

to see

Hands and the

that, yes, their

assured stoic fathers

daughters

Prayer Tower.

will be safe

on

campus.
This year and last year, I was
selected to be the Senior Student
Ambassador. This has been both

a

huge honor and a responsibility. With
the help of eight other program of
ficers, we

are on

track

and visit with

to

give

more

guests this

program exists to connect current stu
dents with prospective ORU students,

year than the past five years. Plan

their parents, and other guests of the
university. It is designed to showcase

ning, scheduling, calling, and organiz
ing this many visits requires a large

the

amount

of time and

and encourage current students to
take an active role in recruiting for

amount

of dedication.

o RU

personally hosted or have given a tour
that are on campus now. Seeing them
have the experiences I described during a
tour is incredibly satisfying,
Seeing them
closer
to
God
and
grow
develop lifelong
friends at ORU and knowing that I
played a small role in getting them here
is what makes long

high-caliber of students

at

ORU

during their time here. It is a
tangible way to share experiences and
connect

with visitors.

A Student Ambassador
"StuAmb" is

someone

university and wants

or

who loves the

to

share that

love with guests. They are the "face" of
o RU, the heart of the visit. This year
the program has around 60 active
members that give tours, host guests

overnight, and show guests what be
ing a student at 0 RU is all about.
I

came across

brother of my
Matthew

the

one

roommate at

Farah,

who

it because the

was

the time,

in it. He is

encouraged

me to

© Oral Roberts University

join,

tours

more

I know at least 35

even a

higher

people who I have

office hours and

weekly logistical
meetings worth it.
CHANDLER
ELMORE

© Oral Roberts University

BLUE-SHOED AND
HERE FOR YOU
perceptions

of me," Brown said.

Changing from part-time
disciplinarian to director is dif
ficult for students

to

accept

...

they knew his
heart, perhaps most humorously
portrayed via his catch phrases:
an

easier feat if

d "Ycou
"Keep your saI·"
vation; an,
behave yourself."

"It's like

saying goodbye.
funny to say 'Keep
salvation,'" Brown joked.
me

I think it's
your

Brown acted

as

council,

and advisor

to

Student

guide

Association, group he describes
as "tremendous students with
a

tremendous ideas." He simultane
stood

communication. He continued

five-foot-eight
displaying finely
groomed, golden blond

his education

hair. Each step he takes

in finance.

e

inches

iii••

ORU until

2012, when he earned

complimented by
his classic, blue Chuck Taylor's.
Grinning, he uttered one of his
timeless catch phrases, "Keep your
was

at

an

MBA

During his years of
school, Brown was the

graduate

of student

experience.

Brown earned his under

graduate degree from ORU in
organizational interpersonal

(a

freshman

campus)

leadership program on
and Harbor (student

registration), while

also

seniors with life after

"I had

no

intention of staying,"

2012-2013 school year. "I had my
eye on this [position] a year and

director

BluePrint

Cardone and EMR.

Brown. He

new

as

move-in and

said Brown about his

the

programs such

residence hall director of Michael

salvation." His name-Aaron
was

ously oversaw the experiences of
freshman and seniors, handling

a

half before. I felt I

confirmation
As

at

least had

pursue it."

expected by a Chuck

be

to

to

plans

for the

Taylor-wearing man such as Brown,
he

was

the job. Around the

given
spring 2012

end of the

Brown

began

resident hall director

student

to

director of

experience.

Despite
tion, it

semester,

the transition from

was

Entering

the successful transi

not

the

without

position

resident hall director

challenges.
being a

after

was

particu

larly challenging.
"One of the

lenges

biggest

that I face

© Oral Roberts University

...

chal

is students'

assisting

ORU via

panels and seminars.
"The most important thing
that can happen at this university
is that students become
a

whole person.

more

Everything I

of

do

has the

[that]

trappings of that mission,
vision that Oral Roberts had

for the

university," Brown said.
Senior marketing major and
president of the student spirit
club, the Ozone, Bobby Baehr
knew this quite well. "I have
been very fortunate to be able
to work with Aaron Brown over
the past few years. A lot of the
stuff that has gotten done with
the Ozone wouldn't have hap

pened

without the

Brown,"

help

of Aaron

Baehr said.

GARETT PIERSON
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Left: David Kiker and

Gaby

hosted weekly prayer for the

Lara take their yearbook photo. Center:

new

president. Right: Awaiting

a

ball

to

Sitting in the Prayer Tower, Roberta

choose his

fate,

Potts prays for the future president of the

Student Association President Dan Holman sits atop

© Oral Roberts University

a

university. The Prayer Tower

dunk tank during Partiestival in August.

Left:

Tyler Green

and Ooceeh Afame

were

voted

by the student body in a run-off election as

awarded 67% of the votes. Center: Adam Jelicich prepares

to

throw

a

football in

a

Student Association vice

game. Jelicich,

© Oral Roberts University

a

resident

on

president and president-elect respectively. The two were

Fortress (EMR 6 South)

was

hanging at a Wingbacker event.

IN THE EYE OF
HURRICANE UGANDA
They take on many forms, be it literal dis
plays of natural ferocity or metaphorical happen
ings cloaked in hardship. During my summer, I
was in the
eye of hurricane "Uganda" and it tore
me
up, hurling my comfort zone to God knows
torms.

where

(If you find it, let me know). Envision two
months of mission work, 4 weeks in orphanages, 15(ish)
sermons, and a motorcycle crash (not my fault yeah,
it was) with an added saturation oflearning and
you
have just a glimpse of the supernatural storm that was
Uganda. The thing about storms is, they're exciting to
..1IIiiiooIIII.

...

watch but
a

wannabe

terrifYingly breathtaking to be in. Advice from
storm chaser: Don't fear
being bombarded by

Senior youth

winds lest you be rooted in false contentment; in the eye,
there is a wholly awesome peace.

ministry major, Garett Pierson's trip to Uganda was difficult, but life
changing. He trusted God every step of the journey, from purchasing plane tickets to
traveling with just the clothes on his back.

GARETT PIERSON

Photo

SENIORS ••

by Chandler Branzell

••

Miracle Adekeria

Alezandra
Maribel

Aguilar
Aguirre

Zxyrlina Allen
Boateng
Georgina Ankrah
Daniel Appel

Samuella Amoaka

Lauren Arant
Nathan Arendall

Hannah Aure

Jonathan Bansuelo
Elissa Bates
Damen Bell-Holter
Hezekiah Bennetts

Chelsea Boen

Sarah

Boyd

Rachel Brabham

Christopher Brock
Ahmed Brown
Samantha Brown

Terrance, Brown II

Gracia Castillo
Clive
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Chau

John

Brandon Choice
Sandra Clark
Sarah Crochran
Patriciaellie

Cogles- Pasarell

Combs

Kyla
Todd

Cooper

Jennifer

Cordon

Catherine Coussens
Chelsea Crow
Ricardo Custaneda
Victoria Dollar

Corey Doohan
Stephen Dory

Chrishelle Drew

Meryl D'Souza
Ethan Eakin

Cassia East
Caleb Edwards
Elizabeth Edwards

Meagan

Ewton

Matt Farah

Lori

Fielding

Ariel Flores
Fruh

Jonathan

Matthew Gaitan
Deanna

Duja

Gentry

Ghelani

Rebecca Giese
Dawn Gin
William Glassman
Aba Hammond

Jennifer

Hanson

Autumn

Harper
Harper

Christian

Marshall

Trecia

Harrup
Haye

Emily Helms
Ashley Holderness
Daniel Holman
Sarah

Huckaby

Ann Hukill

Samuel Hunt

Brinney Hunter
Casey Jackson
John James
Amanda Johansson
Erin Johnson
Mark Johnson

Jonathan Jordan

ChulhyunJung
Kerry Kammerlohr
Thomas Kellogg
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Caleb

Kempof

David Kiker
Patrick Kirunda
Sierra

Koelling
Taylor Kothe

Anastacia Kreider

Gabrilla Lara

Danna
Melissa

Leary
Letney

Charissa Lewis

Oluwatobi Lipede

Emily Lippert
Lloyd
Rhoda Logan

Mallorie

Ksenia Luzanov

Rebecca

Lyon

Johanna Maldonado
David Mason
Austin McCarter

Sean

McDonough

Valerie McFarland

Stephanie McKain
Brenton McNeely
Christopher Miller
Sarah Mirembre

Roxanne Moe

Thomas Moe
Ericka Moore

Cory Morgan
Rachel Moser
Rebekah

Mulkey

Jonathon Murphy
Jamia Newsome

Philip Newsome
Kayla Nichols

Leah Nichols
Beth Miedemski

Sarthak

Nigam

Linda Nix

Mulokozi

Njunwa

Ryan Nordon
Amadeo Octobie

Iyobosa

Odiase

Osaretin Odiase
Ibukuh

Olayihka
Opperman
Alyssa Oyen

Christine

Jesse Pandian

Jeremy Patterson
Margaret Penrose-O'Donnell
Lauren Percival
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KORU
1970 KORU's studio

n

was

small, but

bigger

than

its message

was

could fill.

a room

Now, KORU

room

has grown from

its old school look to

technology,
Once

and

again, KORU is

student

flashy
catchy jingles.
reaching the

body.

Professor and KO RU
Mark Labash worked

advisor,

as a

disc jockey

for KORU in 1970 when he

was a

student. One-and-a-half years later,
the station shut down. "I have always
dreamed of rebirthing it since then
and have

prayed that in God's timing
happen" said Labash.

that it would

In 2011, God answered his
prayers, and KORU came re
launched.

KORU is ORU's student-led
online radio station with

a

mission

the

programming they want

body. This
station has a separate English radio
station and a separate Spanish station

said Labash.

online.

working

to

reach

out to

the student

"I

"KORU has four

goals; educa
tion, entertainment, evangelism and
recruitment," said Labash.
This growing radio station is
lored to the ORU community. It
a

purposely-lead
"We

student station and

to

are

the music

II

is

grow through the guid
of young talented workers.

continues
ance

tai

striving

they want

to
to

give them
enjoy with

cause

enjoyed

Manager
her

Eliza

experience

for KORU.
at

KORU be

of the relevant work
but

experience
impor

production,
family and by working
more

tantly
together as a team we have accom
plished more than many thought was
possible," said Turner. "We truly make
"No little plans here" at KORU!"
we are a

Labash believes KO RU should

play

an

body because

it

was

important

to

late

important

through the early seventies. Labash
hopes KORU will be an important
Internet downstream and be

enjoy working

in radio

hear,"

chancellor Oral Roberts in the sixties

Radio Production
beth Turner

to

role in the student

a

tool

to

minster to the lives of students.

"I have
in

living

felt that this gen
positive role model

always

eration needs

a

the Christian life. As

our

country
away from God and
marches toward humanism, this gen
moves

eration needs

for Jesus
see

a

voice

Christ,"

KORU

as

to

make

said Labash.

being

a
"

stand
I fore

that role model."

JAZLIN ASENCIO

II

II
Charmell Peterson

Josiah

Pinto

Nathan Porter

Jonathan Reed
John Reimer
Salmon Riaz

Jaramy

Roberts

Lauren Rudichuk

Cassandra Ruiz
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WHEN REAL LOVE FOUND ME
II!!III!I. efore I
a

gave Him
second thought, He

gave

ever

me

at

the

core

and very heartbeat of
.......

what I would like

11" my story.
I willingly gave

was

to

be

counterfeit.

was a

For years it was all about me
and my desires. I was trapped

That's when real Love found

myself

the

of lust

away
perversion
and the eyes of men. I was
to

I

me

in my silence. The fear of being
rejected is what kept me bound.

to

))

ca

feel fear. It told

worthless. What I found
love

everything.

This truth is

me to

a

love in

When my secret became
what I laid at His feet, He
me.

professional finding
things that were temporary.

turned it into my victory.
I walk in freedom and with

You could say I

no

at

was a

modern

day Gomer, continually
ning
loved

run

away from the One that

relentlessly.
day, I came face-to-face

me

One

with how hollow I

was.

The lies

that

shame of what has
that

been, in

else may
hopes
also find freedom. Today I ex
tend the
me

back

someone

same arms

to

that loved

Him into the lives

of those around

me.

Whom

poured from my televi
sion screen at the late hours of

Jesus,

filled my mind and
my heart to the point where I
thought it was reality. This real

would have heard in the midst

the

night

ity only

left

me

feeling
approached

than when I first

It told

me to

filthier
it.

feel shame. It told

the

Son,

free,

sets

is

truly

free indeed. The words I wish I
of my trial

were

that I

was

free.

So I encourage you, my brothers
and my sisters:
You are loved. You are free.

Junior church administration major Jessica
tree

ence

JESSICA BROWN

Jonathan Spencer Sharpe
Jessica Shearer
Charles Shull

Joy Simon
Simpson

Mercedes

Rachel Smith

Kaytlynd Spangler
Frances Speelman
Daniella Stevenson
Levi Stewart
Andrew Stodden

Joseph

Srump

Sutherland

Tracy Swearingen
Nichole Trohoski

Eleanor Turk

Rosalyn Usumang
Becca Valdez

Bentley Wahl

Tiffany Walton

Olivia

Whaley

Heather Wheeler
Michael Witlach

Ashley Williams
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Brown says she became

recognized the love of God. She hopes others can experi

same

freedom.

Photo courtesy ofJessica Brown

Evlina Santillan

Grace

once

Bryanna Williams
Dana Williams

Dustin Wise
Ilha Won
Leo Wood

Julia Yenni

UNDERCLASSMEN
Algana Abonales, FR
Derek

Adelmann, FR

Ooceeh
Luis

Afame,JR

Aguirre, FR

Rachel

Agyekum, SO
Akers,JR

Rosina

Albanese, SO

Duncan

Bethany Allen, SO
Melody AlIen,JR
Evan AlIman,JR
Jordan Alvarez, FR
Curry Amir, FR
Priscille Amoussou, FR

Bethany Anderson, SO

Braden

Anderson, SO

Landon

Andrews,JR

Janelle Andrus,JR
Christine

Anthony,JR

Antonio

Archuleta,JR
Ariel Arguelles, JR
Gabriel Armani, FR

Caroline

Arnould, FR

John Arriola,JR
Jazlin Asencio, SO
Danielle Asmus, SO
Brianna

Bailey,JR

Darron

Baker,JR
Emarie Baker,JR

Samuel

Bako, SO

Kalista

Balagia, FR

Cera

Baldwin, FR

Josue Bampende,JR
Jeffrey Barker, SO
Victoria

Barnett,JR

Cheyenne Barrington, SO

Tiffany Barrington,

SO

Amber

Barron,JR
Baxter,JR
Morgen Beams,JR
Micah
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Ashley Beck, FR
Kelsie

Beers, FR

Fernando Behrens, FR
Lorenzo Belen, FR

Darryn Benjamin, FR
Destin
Sara

Bennett, SO
Bennett, FR

Christine Benser, SO
Ashlee Benzel,
Brian
Vivian

Berg, FE
Bergamo,JR

Olivia Bersin, FR
Branden

Bethel, FR

Leah

Bicker,JR

Olivia Bird, FR
Deborah

Blackeagel, FR

Amoi

Blake, FR

Maurice

Blanco, SO
Crystal Block, SO
Ryan Blum, FR

Angela Blyer, FR

Jaime Bofferding,JR
Nick

Bogdanoff, FR

Jason Boggs, SO
Joshua Bonnett, SO
Allison Boswell, JR
Caroline

Boyd,JR
AarifBradley, FR

Elisabeth
Maxwell

Bradley, FR

Brammer,.FR

Alan Brand, FR

Chandler Branzell, SO

Jay-cee Brass, FR
Brandon Braun, FR
Sierra

Brewington,

Reheard

SO

Brice, SO

Leigha Briscoe, FR
Bear

Britt, FR

Becky Brock,JR
Gerald Brown, FR

Jessica Brown,JR
Joshua Brown,JR

Olivia
Chloe

Brown,JR

Brynteson, SO

Jordan Buie, FR
Burke,JR
Chelsey Butler, SO
William

Halle

Byrams,JR
Megan Cain, SO

Emily Canavesio, SO
Charlie

Cancino,JR

Savanah Can nard, SO

D'Juana, Caradine, SO
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Raquel Cardenas,JR
Beth Carlyle,JR
Marayah Carter, FR
Isaiah Cartledge,JR
Meagan Case, FR
Joel Ccars, FR
Daniella Cerminara, FR

Cervantes, SO
Cevallos, FR
Melquisidec Chan, FR
Christa

Anna

Calerbe Chavanne JR

Chelsey Cheatham,JR
Joy Chen,FR
Jenna Cheung, SO

Andrew

Chofier.jR

Pamela

Ciassimere, FR

Daniel

Clark,JR
Clark, SO

Elizabeth
Emilie

Climer, FR

Jessica Clodfelter,
Laura Cobb, FR

SO

Michael

Cole, JR
Jessica Collier, FR
Jordan Comfort,JR

Compton, FR
Whitney Cook, FR
Chyna Corron, SO
Hannah Covington,JR
Stefan

Maliza

Coy, SO
Christopher Craighead, SO
Kathryn Crosby,JR

Isaac

Crow, So

Jessica Crowl, FR
Addison Cruz, JR
David Cubillos, FR

Rashad

Cummings,JR
Courtney Cunningham, FR

Jamie Cure,JR
Amire

Curry, FR
Destany Cushman, FR
Elandra Dabney, SO
Alida Dahsyla, SO

Antoinette

Dandan, FR
Christopher Daniels, FR
Matthew Datta, FR
Shekinah Dauman, FR
Daniel Dauwe,JR

Kristen

Carolyn

Davis FR

Hannah

Davis, FR

Davis, JR

Joseph Dawson,JR
Kevin Day, SO
Mitchell Day, FR
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rian

A

once

in

a

pected gift.

lifetime

Berg

experience. A unex

A dream date.

the

The#HammerTourTwittercontest
was

announced in

Three
a

tweets

were

winning students, their guests

and

Student Association staff.
With hard hats secured and

chapel in fall 2012.

opened, Wynton

Allen walked hand in hand

winners of

grand tour of the soon-to-be opened

struction

zone

Armand Hammer Student-Alumni

contest was

Center. President Mark Rutland gave
the walkthrough of the building to

like

no

an

Carter and

of the

new

at

ears

Zxyrlina

room, game area, two food

the

SA offices. The #HammerTour group

con

building. The

opportunity for a data

other.

"Food, fun and

explained the purpose of the build
ing, gift to students and alumni. The
$11.5 million building featured a living
a

chosen

as

land

witnessed all of these
cess
on

fellowship," Rut-

And the end of the

DePaz, JR

Jeanette Derubeis,IR

Timothy De Silva,
Elizabeth

SO

Devore, FR

Abigail Dew, FR
Rachel Dew, FR

Ashley Dewar, FR
Dayanna Dias,JR

Diaz, FR
Dibden,JR
Antonio DiLillo, JR
Kevin

Michelle

Jennica Dimailig,JR
Sarah Dinwiddie,JR

Megan Dodge, FR
Colleen Doohan, FR

Nathaniel

Doom, FR

Meghan Drake, FR
Jaynee Duare,JR
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concrete

the floors and bare walls.

Timothy Dean, FR
Khadijah Dedeaux, FR
Matthew Delaney, FR
Ryan Delarosa, SO
Seanyqua Denson,JR
Elizabeth

in the pro

of being constructed, with

Dean, SO

Matthew

areas

options and
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tour was a

chance for the lucky students
their mark
their

the

on

the

names on a

center

of the

to

make

building by signing
directly in

steel beam
structure.

For Carter and Allen, #Hammer

Tour was
ment

could

in

not

just a surprise announce

chapel, but a dream date that

never

be matched.

BRIAN BERG

Joseph Duenas, FR
Nathan

Dufour,JR

Amber

Dukes, FR

Daniel

Dunagan,JR

Jonathan Dunbar,
Heather Dunfee,

FR

FR

Jordon Dunn, SO

Lindsay Dunn, FR
Matthew Dunn, FR

Danny Eapen,JR
Earl, FR
Colin Eash, SO

Laura

Megan Easton,JR
Joe Edens,JR

Deliza

Elizee,JR

Elizabeth Elliot, JR

Chandler

Elmore,JR
James Elumogo, So
Justice Enlow, FR
Lydia Erskin,JR
Paula Eru,JR

Megan Esposito, SO
Elizabeth

Estenoz, FR

Cameron

Ethridge, FR

Jordan Evans, FR
Kedemah Evans, FR
Kenneth Evans, SO
Moriah

Fabre,JR

Phillip Fagan,JR
Farah,JR

Mark

Danielle

Farrell, FR

Afolabi

Fasehinde,JR
Feller, SO
Luke Fife,JR
Jennifer Figuerosa, SO
Laura

Erin Fisher, SO
Jessica Fitzgerald,JR

Kathrine

Foley, FR

Dylan Foreman, FR
Danielle Forney, FR
Lyndy Foust, FR
Daniel

Fowler,

SO

Danielle

Frankel,JR
Frascini, FR
Hannah Fruf, FR
Gannon

Sarah

Fry, SO
John Fulton,JR
Skip Gabbin,JR
Scott Gainey, FR

Kaylee Gallagher, SO
Morgan Ganahl, So
Mckensie Garber, FR

Joel Garza, FR
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Joshua Gazelka, FR
Gerick, SO
Kara Gleason, FR
Julianne Gonzalez, FR

Annamarie

Christina
Lauren

Gordon,JR
Graham, SO

Audrey Gray, FR

Mindy Gray, FR
Johann Green,JR
Victoria Gribble,JR
Alysia Grogan, FR
Heather Grubbs, SO
Giovanna

Guajardo, SO

Angel Gutierrez-Del,JR

Abel

Guzman,JR
Haag, SO

Sara

Lauren Haas, FR
Azariah

Hadarah, SO
Haldimann,JR
Joseph Hall, FR
Kathryne Hall,JR

David

ONE NIGHT AT CHICK-FIL-A
....

met a

girl.

wonderful
met.

She

was

girl

I had

Within

meeting

a

the

most

ever

few weeks of

her I knew I wanted

marry her. We dated all
semester. We
spent the entire

to

summer

apart. We

saw

just before returning
first chance

proposed

we

on

got

the

to

to

spot!

JOSHUA SHIRREFFS
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each other

ORU. The

be alone I

Brittany Hamilton, FR
Tiffany Hampson, FR
Tielor

Han, FR

Macy Hanson, FR
Lois Hard

Mary Harp,JR
Jonathan Harper,

FR

Harrup, FR
Harrup, SO
Ashley Hazzard, SO
Brennan

Ian

Kenneth

Sarah

Hearn, FR

Hearon,JR

Heffner, Fr
Brett Heide, FR
Kirah

Katie

Heiman, SO

Melody Helmer, SO
John Henderson, FR
Jeremiah Herbert,JR
Allison Hey, SO

Emily Higginbotham,JR
Hilborn, FR

Michael

Alec

Hill, JR

Ciera

Hill, JR

Catherine Hilton, FR
Chandler Hollenbeck, FR
Avarice

Holman,JR

Christopher Holmes,
Kelley Hood, SO

Cassandra

SO

Hopkins, SO

Grayson Hostetler, FR
Rhett

Hostetler,JR

Violet

Houston, FR

Kari

Howe, FR

Briauna

David

Hoyt,JR
Hubbard,JR

Francis

Huber, SO
Huber, FR

Rebecca

Jake Humpleby, SO
Jeslyn Hunter, So
Andrew Huntsman, SO
Jonathan Huthens,JR
Mary Irwin, FR

Audrey Isabelle, So
MacaihJackson, SO
Mackenzie Jackson, JR
Caleb James, SO
Jordan James, SO
William Jenkins, FR
Matthew Jennings, SO

Galen Jernigan, JR

Jordan Johnson, FR
Katie Johnson, FR
Timothy Johnson, FR
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Alexandra

Jones,

FR

Corbin Jones,JR

Daniel Jones, JR
David Jones, FR
Ross Jones,JR

Joshua Jordan, SO
Jennifer jost, SO

Ghadwell

Kamaru, FR

Sinwook
Michelle

Kang,

SO

Karjadi,JR

Julie Karnuth, FR
Estrella

Kehaly,JR

Mark

Keil, SO
Kayla Keller, FR

Zam

Khqi,FR
Kinchlow,JR
Tammie King,JR

Chloe Rae

Tyler King,JR
Molly Kitchen, FR
Lisa

Kleefeld, SO
Mary Kleinschmi, FR

Hans

Kleinschmidt, SO
Klwokla,JR
Caleb Koehler, FR
Atlanna Kolb, SO
George Korkian, SO
Mikayla Kundel, FR
Jackson Lahmeyer,JR

Chidumebi

Megan Lalley,JR
TehgLam, SO
Keli Lamberg, FR
Averi Lange, FR
Crystal Leary, FR
Lauren

Lebsack,

SO

Angelica Lee, FR

Rachel

Leland, FR

Kyndra Leonardo, FR
Nephtha Leonidas, FR
Sara

Levine,JR
J anyce Ley, JR

Eric
Mariah

Lindsey,JR
Lipnick, FR

Josiah Liston, SO
Jiashi Liu, FR
Ashton Loehr, SO

Long, FR
Rachel Long,JR

Kristen

Alix

Lopez-topete, FR

Sarah Lotland, FR

Arriel

Evelina

Lowry, FR
Lundquist,JR

James Luth, SO
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OKLAHOMA INTERCOLLEGIATE LEGISLATURE
magine walking into
Oklahoma

the

capitol;
golden
grandeur

state

its

glimpsing
ceilings and

for the first time. As
you walk past the house
chambers, you hear the roar of

raised voices and
debate. In the

chambers,

and

the mood is

with justice
one

passionate

court

on

speaking

senate

solemn,

the line and

out

no

of turn. But

this isn't your typical state capitol
visit. This is the Oklahoma

The ORU

chapter of the
Oklahoma Collegiate Legislature
meets every
Tuesday night. The
club spends each semester prepar

over

the

capitol and display
expertise.

am a

to

pre-law minor

participate

in the

says that she's learned a
deal
about
law, research, and
great
persuasive public speaking, all of

the

April
state
capitol building. Students are
assigned to compete as senators,
representatives, journalists or at
They

take the
and

bills

practice
well

debating
parliamentary procedure.

writing
learn

semester to

as

as

Students like Victoria

tion, loves the
OIL presents.

serves as

the Vice

delega
opportunities

competition."

Jensen

which will assist her in the future.

torneys for moot court competition.

Jensen, who

take

"I

came

court

at

President of ORU's OIL

their government

and

in November and

Collegiate Legislature, where
Oklahoma

Jensen.

ing for competition that is held

students from all

over

"I first got involved in OIL
during my freshman year," said

Each semester, schools from
all

over

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

City

and

legislative
ORU delegates

to

participate

court

sessions. The

have received the

Delega

or

second in other

as

best

senator

legislation. Jensen has
won the court competition two
years in a row and was promoted
to Vice Chief Justice during the
session.

past

According to Jensen, building
relationships with other students
has been the most rewarding part
of OIL.

"Meeting
in

tion" for the past 11 out of 12
sessions. ORU also consistently
first

such

and best

gather in

award of "Best Overall

places

categories

well

the

as

ORU students

students from all

state

as

over

is the best part of the

program," she says. "I have had
the privilege of working with
incredibly intelligent, articulate,
and hard-working students."
ASHTON LOEHR

Above:

Ready for competition day Dani
sophomore Jessica

elle Thomas and

Shoreman hit the

Congress Floor.

Left:

Preparing for a day of competition,
Danielle Thomas and junior Amber

Vanderburg review the legislative
proposal. During the OIL competitions
in Oklahoma City,
college students took
over the
capital for a week and created
their own legislation.
Photo by Jessica Shoreman
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Brooke

Machen,

FR

Tevin Macias, FR

Jordan Maddox, FR

Kelsey Maggard, FR
Magnaye, FR
Jamilla Maldonado,JR
Sarah Malerich, FR

Samantha

Garrett

Malkuch, FR
Malone,JR
Joshua Manna, FR
Jonathan Mannis,JR
Jordan Martin, FR
Michael Martin, FR
Rachel Martin, FR
Victoria

Josue Martinez,JR
Whitney Martinez, SO
Sthembiso-Mitchelle Maseko, FR
Paul Mathurin,JR
Shannon McBeath, SO
Mitchell McCain, SO
Thomas

McClarty, FR

Alexa

McDonald, FR
McGraw, FR
Megan McGraw, FR

Brianna

Zachary McIntyre, FR
Kendal

McKitrick, FR
Joni McLeod, FR

Brent

Charles

McNeely,JR

Meadows,JR

Sherece Means, SO
Marissa

Medina, FR

Lindsey Meeker,JR
Helawi Mengistu, SO
Michael

Tucker

Mercado,JR
Middlebrooke.j R

Arielle
Zach

Monks,JR

Monks, SO

Chelsea

Morgan, FR
Audrey Morill,JR

Glinda Morris, FR
Ketura

Moseley, FR

David

Mosher, SO

Jenny Muahlun,JR
Jordan Mueller, SO
Rachel

Mugge, FR

Elisabeth Munh, SO
David

Murray, JR
Musungayi, SO
Crystal Narvalz, FR

Tina

Travis

Nembhardt,JR

Joseph Neville,JR
Caleb Newberry, FR
Kyle Ng,JR
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Bethany Niehaus,
Sarthakk
Kara

SO

Nigum,JR

Noelck,JR

Benjamin Norell, SO
Larissa Nugroho, FR
Angela Nunez,JR
Hady Nunez, SO

Ryan Nuzzo, FR
Kesandu

Nwokolo,
Odon,JR
Wesley
Joana Oduro, FR

SO

Oluchi Okoroafor, FR
Aaron

Olsson,}R
Onitsha,JR

Ebimiere

Camille

Orgel,

Tia Orred
Elena

,

SO

SO

Ottaviano, SO

Patrick

Ottinger,JR
Stephanie Ottman,JR
Christopher Owens, SO
Christian

Palacios, FR

Blake

Parker, JR
Parks, FR
Tamrah Patterson, SO
Michelle Paulson, FR
Andrew

Brooke
Alisha

Peabody, FR

Peal, JR
Pemberton, SO

Brandon

Caleb Penney, JR
Jordan Perkins,JR
Tianna Perosina, SO
Danielle Pettygrove, SO
Thang Piang, SO
Jovana Poljasevic, FR
Daniela Popa, FR

Charis

Pope, SO
Pouncy, SO
Kylie Presley, SO

Trenton

Matthew

Parrish
Sierra

Prevost,JR
Purnell, SO

Quant, FR
Quince, SO

Helenia

Kimberley Ramirez, FR
Lilibeth

Ramirez, SO

Timothy Ramirez,

SO

Norma

Ramos, FR
Victoria Ramos, FR
Ashley Rand, FR
Bria Ratcliff, FR

Skylar Ray,JR
Christine

Redmond,JR

Nicole Reed, SO
Luke

Rentz, FR
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icole

Ressier,

SO

Destiny Reyes,JR
Caleb Reynolds, SO
Grant Reynolds, SO
Daniel

Rickard, FR
Richard,JR
John Richards,JR
Faith

Christopher Richardson,JR
Earlisha

Richardson, SO
Rickard, FR
Tyler Riddell, FR
Jasmine Ridges, SO
Daniel

Camden

Rigney, SO
Rigsby,JR

Kristen

Jolene Rimes, SO
Justine Rimes,JR
Elisabeth Roames, SO
Cherlaura Roberts, SO
Nathan Roberts, FR
Nathanael Robertson,JR
Michael Robinson, FR

Christopher Rodgers,JR
Joshua Rodges, FR
Keilah Rodriguez,JR
Kelle

Rowe,JR

Arianna

Ruben,JR
Maria Rumar,JR
Lacey Russ, SO

Kimberly Russell, SO
Jessica Sabatka, SO
Cristina Sale, SO
Tafara

Samupunga, SO
Samupunga,JR
Benjamin Santiago,Jr., SO
Sarah Sapp,JR
Takudzwa

Joseph Sauer,JR
Sauter,JR

Alexis

David

Saver, FR
April Schaefer, FR
Sadie Schaffner, FR
Rachel

Schemenaur,JR

Jesse Schettler, JR

Charis

Schneider, FR

Jadis Schroder, SO
Jasmine Schumacher, SO
Amy Schwab, SO
Ethan Scott, SO
Nathaniel Scott, SO
Rachel

Scroggs,JR

Corrine

Seay,JR

Jonathan Sebring,JR
Neo
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HEALING
FROM THE PAST
hen I
was

was

just a little girl, I

sexually abused.

I

never

told anyone because I believed
it was my fault. It planted a

immorality that
I would be dealing with for
several years. I had no refuge, no peace, no
love. I didn't know God. My best friend
in junior high invited me to church, and I
went as much as possible just to get out of
the house. This is when I accepted Jesus
Christ as my Lord and Savior. I began to
find peace and forgiveness for the people
seed of sexual

who had hurt
is

me.

God is healer, and He

triumphant.

JUSTINE RIMES

Junior Justine Rimes shows offher engagement ring
from fiance Josh Means to her social media friends.
Her engagement was another sign of God's

triumph in her life.
Photo Courtesy Facebook
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Alexander

Seigel,JR
Seigel, FR

Olivia

Jacob Self,

SO

Honey Seo, FR
Sharp, SO
Hayley Sharpe, FR
Sarah Shelby, SO
Croline

Jessica Sherwood,JR
Shaynee Sherwood, SO
Zachary Sherwood,JR
Samantha

Shinn, FR
Joshua Shirreffs,JR
Jessica Shorman, SO
Rosalyn Simon,JR

Nathan

Michelle
Cora

Sjoberg, FR
Skelton,

SO

Skjaerlund, FR
Smalley,JR

Steven

Katie

Smith, FR

Kelsey Smith, FR
Zachariah

Smith, SO

Jessica Smithwick, FR
Noelle Smits,JR
Cassondra Snow, FR
Miriam

Snyder, SO

Mary Sodsaikich, FR
Natalie
Deanna

Spack,JR

Staltler, SO

Emily Stanton, FR
Gabriel Stark, FR

Joy Stark,

SO

Denesha Stover, SO
Matthew

Stricker, SO
Jacob Sweat,JR

Lexie

Samuel

Sweeney,JR

Swenson,

FR

Elijah Sylvester,JR
Anna Syptak, FR
juliue Tarno, SO
Tarram,JR

Rachel

Moriah
Matthew

Taylor, FR

Tedescucci, FR

1heophilus Tern, SO
Andrew Tenney,JR
Destinee

Thames,JR
Thomas, FR
Joshua Thomas, FR
Heather Thomasson, FR
Brooke

Alan

Thompson, FR

Joshua Thompson, FR
Alan

Thonpson, FR

Kaitlin

Tifft,JR

Tezlynn Tillmon, SO
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Timoshenko,JR

David

George Toby, SO
Ana Torres-Rodriguez, FR

Towne,JR
Timothy Townes, FR
Kristine

David Townsend, SO

Kelsey Treat, FR

Kandys Triplett, FR
Trujillo, FR

Guillermo

Tucker,JR

Nicole

Jadyn Tumpkin, SO
Kaitlyn Tumy, SO
Turner, SO
Tweed, FR

Adonis
Brian

Aiodago Uises, FR
Christina Valdez, SO
Amber

Vanderburg,JR

Tori Varnell,JR

Jessica Votaw,

SO

JayDee Voyles,JR
Jesse Wagner, FR

Jessica Waite,JR
Tocumsek Walker,Jr.,

SO

Aaron Walsh, SO

Henry Wardworth, FR
Lexy Washington,JR
Monte Waterhouse, SO

Warts, FR

Hannah

Christiana
Hadussah

Weakly,

SO

Weiss, FR

Benjamine Welch, FR
Christine Welden,JR
Rebekah Westerfeld,JR
Nathan

Erin

Whaley,

Austin

Seth

Westerink,

FR

SO

Whitaker, SO

Whitaker,JR

Bethany White,JR
White, FR
White, SO

Hannah
Mariah

Mark Whresman, SO

Josiah Wiens, FR

Tamika

Wiley, FR

Christina Williams,JR
Katie

Williams,JR

Nicole

Williams,JR
Xzayvius Williams, SO
Samuel Willis,JR
Gabriel Wilson, FR

Lukas

Wilson, FR

Michael
Vonshea

Wilson,JR
Wise, SO

J'Kimbra Woods,
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MY CALL TO MINISTRY
rowing

up

as

the

pastor's daughter, I

different side of the church. I
hated the way my dad and mom were
treated. I hated that my brother and I
saw a

were
---

expected

knew I didn't

treated that way,
not

go into
I

was

so

to

be

perfect children. I

my children to be
I promised myselfI would
want

ministry.

looking

into

possible majors

at

ORU:

history, writing, music and education. While
looking at the theology majors, I saw youth
ministry, and felt a nudging on my heart. I
thought "I should look into this." After meeting
with theology professor, Kerry Loescher, I felt so
sure that
youth ministry was my calling. I sur
prised my family and myself when I announced
that I was going to become a youth
pastor. I had
spent my life running away from ministry when
the job I didn't
me

want was

in. Six men,

spanning

the

one

three

God wanted

generations

of

my family, have become pastors and in spring of
2015, I will join the family business as the first

female Statler pastor.
DEANNA STALTER

FINDING HOPE IN HAITI
--

currently a junior, and

I

thought somehow I

never ceases to amaze me

a

difference in

am

it

what God

do in just

can

few years. I know

decision has led

point

series of

a

me to

of healing I

a

now

ing

find

at

joining

a

mission

trip

to

Haiti my freshman year. I never ex
pected Haiti to be the place where I

would find

so

much

hope, life, and

joy. There were days

in Haiti where
I felt exhausted and overwhelmed

by

the

suffering

in Haiti. There

made worth the
little

a

smile,

of pain

The

fight.
boy accepted Christ

were

moment

into his
know that my whole
trip to Haiti was worth the cost.
I can't tell you how these mo
a

life made

I

ments

far

me

outweighed

© Oral Roberts University

the bad

I

went to

find overwhelm

oppression, but

darkness.
I

strength rise up in the
men as we
helped rebuild a com
church.
I saw life in the
munity's
eyes of a village as we dedicated
saw

their

new

goodness

well

ones.

Haiti. I

over
as

I watched
once

to

and life

tor, receive

into

moments

on me.

to

the end of the month I found

child's face broke
all the other

P Ii: R I H ELI 0 N

expecting

had

out

Haiti,

mark

darkness and

where I missed my
and
wanted
the comforts of
family
home. But the moment a certain

were moments

1 92

a

something completely different, I
found hope. I found light in the

One of the best decisions I
was

Haiti

the

myself in.
made

Haiti left

could make
but instead

God. There is

springing up

saw a new
a

all

creation

Christian man, who
city's witch doc

been the
a

pair of shoes.

I don't and can't believe

people

when

they say God is absent and
void in the world because God's

handprints are written all across
Haiti. Going to Haiti made my
faith

so

much stronger.

JESSICA SHERWOOD

Amaris

Woolard,JR

Xiankang Yang, FR
Mikkel Yearwood, FR

Sheldon

Young,JR

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Mathew

Ariyappallil

Michelle Arnold

Jonathon Baker
Naffey Beebakhee

Annegret Benson
Timothy Butler
Mollie Carter

Alevtina Chern ova
Paulo Chikoti-Bandua
Richard Clear
Lonnie Collier

Nathanael Dacis

Joseph Elijah
David Fraser

Jonathan

Hall

Sandra Harris

Elroy Haylock
Philida Ignacio
Reshi

Jason

Marielle Johansson

Jason John

Yoshiaki Katoh

Christine

Morgan

David Niclas

Oluwademilade

Ogdnro

Uche Okonkwo
Lorraine

Pickering
Bryce Pica

April Pittman
Joyce Powell
Carol Sherahi
Eric

Stephens

Jonathan Thoennes

Carolyn

Udall

Clarissa Webb
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FACULTY DEPARTMENTS

Behavioral Science
Bottom Row: Chene Tucker, Judith Mayton and Sandy Turnbow.
Top Row: Dr. Randall Feller, Robert Kiel, Dr. Larry Walker, Dr. Lanny Endicott, Dr. Andrea Walker and Dr. Connie

English

and Modern

Sjoberg.

Languages

Bottom Row: Garnet Baker, Lenore Mullican, Dr. Key Meyers, Laura Krohn, Brenda Calderon, keith Gogan, Joann Allen, and Dr. Linda Gray.
Dr. William Epperson, Lori Kanitz, Barbara Law, Christiane Hill, Dr. Dean Helland, James Lassiter, Carlos Chale and Dr. Mark Hall.

Top Row:
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Business
Bottom Row:

Kimberly Hill, Sylvia Johnson, Rebecca Gunn,

Dr. Joe Cannon, and Ray Gregg.
Top Row: Dr. Rinne Martin, Bruno Teles,
Dr. Marshall

Wright,

Terry Unruh,

Dr.

George Gillen,

Jane Malcolm, Jonathan

Dr. Steve Green, Dr. David

Wiley,

Dyson,

Elle Strube,

Dr. Ardith Baker, Dr. James Russell, David Burkus,

Kevin Schneider and Bill Eliott.

History, Humanities
Bottom Row: Fleta Buckels,

and Government

Warren Reiger, Beverly Garrison, Annette Ward, Gary Kern and Dr. Michael Hirlinger.
Branham, Dr. Solomon Haiev, Dr. Paul Vickery, Winston Frost and Dr. Gary Pranger.

Ruby Libertos,

Top Row: Felipe Ornales, Sonnny
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MORE OF HEAVEN THAN EARTH
late communications

Remembering
small

plane, though not so
that crashing seemed immi

t was a

small

I

nent.

was on

pala, Uganda
summer

iii.. venture,

Joseph

my way to Kam
a two-month

practicum,
as

I'd

Mukasa

prefer to

was

I

we

call it. Dr.
me.

landed in the

joy uncharacteristic

he

know,
cheerfully spoke
gathered our bags and headed outside,
en route to Good
Shepherd Children's
to

man

any

as

we

Home, which was
next

be

to

our

home for the

month.

It

was

the last month I

with him. On

taking

a

ever

a

spent

January 13,2012, after

medical leave of absence from

ORU, Dr. Mukasa, 76, passed
disease known
Mukasa

was

as

amyloidosis.
May 5,1936, in
moved

the United States where he earned
bachelor's
and

a

ORU

degrees,

three master's

doctorate. His

began

known

as an

teaching

to

two

degrees

career at

1992, where he became
encouraging, selfless, and

in

humble teacher.
If sickness

to

"How does he have
I'd drift back

on

meet

him

at

so

much

energy?"

as

An hour

later, I'd
the breakfast table, he, chip
to

sleep.

While

Good

Mukasa

Shepherd,
by day
by night. In the
he
would
the
evenings
play
piano with
the children. He'd also spend time teach
ing' laughing, and joking with two of the
at

labored

and loved

younger children, as he did so very well.
He was called, "Grandfather."
I

was at

Good

dren's

it

Shepherd for my sum

ministry practicum. Mukasa offered
help me earlier that Spring, saying

was

his

destiny to help

me

fulfill the

destiny on my own life. He was focused
on
propelling other people forward, on
helping shape them into the people they
were meant to be.
Perhaps Senior Matt
McAfee said it best when he said of

person you

never

were.

before, Mukasa
selflessly, caring for me as

Home, and

blessed

me

he would his

for

spoke to you as the
spoke to you as the

He

person you wanted to be."
While I was at Good Shepherd Chil-

even

child. I

own

was want

nothing.
Mukasa's life

devoted

was

to

others.

Upon his mother's passion, he began
dedicating more of himself to caring for
Good Shepherd Children's Home, visit
ing for

one to two

months

own

a

year. He

nonprofit organiza

tion, Compassionate Outreach
African Missions Inc.
much

so was

selfless

died,

care

he

was

to

East

So

(COTEAM).

Mukasa consumed with

for others, that before he
thinking of the two minis

tries, telling Dr. James Barber, a long
time friend, not to let Good Shepherd
or

COTEAM die.
Mukasa

mer

to

Joseph Mukasa.

Dr.

also started his

myself, groggy.

per,

Mukasa, "He
he didn't

in his

body,
burden people with the knowledge.
While at Good Shepherd Children's
was

his rubber boots,
work the gardens.

put

From my room I could hear him rise, and
I recall often thinking in amazement,

away from

born

Uganda. Years later, in '74, he

cow,

and head outside

ad

seated beside

After 24-hours of travel,
heat of Africa. With

epic

only months prior to his death,
early, literally to the

Mukasa would rise

mooing of a

for

an

Home

professor

had the
met
so

was one

privilege of knowing.

a man so

mighty man. He
friend. He
I say
more

so

what

a

the

body of a
changed me, shaped me.

was a

teacher,

was a man

with

Never have I

me

spirit looks like in

Mukasa

I've

taught me about destiny,

and service. He showed

child-like

men

encouraging, so selfless, and

humble. He

life,

of the finest

a

mentor, and

a

of Uganda,

hesitancy.

He

was

though
always

of Heaven than earth.

GARETT PIERSON

Communication, Arts and Media
Bottom Row: Jo Bierman, Dafne Basore, Laura Holland, Denise Miller, Dr. Even Culp,
Dr. Angela Lee, Dr. Agena Farmer, Rhonda Gallagher and Susan McMurray.
Top Row: Cristi Freudenrich, Jiwan Kim, T. Mandell Chenoweth, Mark Labash, Dr.
Laura Sherwood and Nathan

Opp.
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Biology

and

Chemistry

Right to Left:

Dr. Robert Stewart, Dr. Richard Seaman, Dr. George Thyvelikakath, Rachel Budavich, Dr. William Collier, Marcia Matthews, Dr. Richard
Couch, Dr. Hal Reed, Dr. Joel Gaikwad, Dr Lois Ablin, Dr. Sarah Myer, Dr. Suzanne Vincent and Dr. John Korstad.

Computer Sciences, Math

and

Engineering

First Row: Dr. Xiaomin Ma, Robin Akbar, Randy Iwanaga, Dr. Elena Gregg, Dr. Sophie Xiao Fan Liu, Dr. Kenneth Preston, and LeighAnne Locke.
Second Row: Dr. Daobin Zhang, Dr. Enrique Valderrama, Dr. John Matsson, Dr. Robert Leland, Daniel Ward, Dawn Waterhouse, Dr. Vincent Dimiceli,
Bob Steward and Dr.

Roger Hartman.
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DR. JOEL GAIKWAD CONTINUES TO SERVE

STUDENTS AS THE NEW BIOLOGY CHAIR
r.

Joel Gaikwad

was

selected

lege of Science

and

Engineering. Outside
the Advisory Board

of the Tulsa Area Bioscience Education

Award for Innovation in Teaching- Hon

Research Consortium and

of 2003

orable mention

Chair and Chair of the Oklahoma Acad

teach

microbiology,
taught immunology,
molecular biology, and cancer biology.
Alongside his teaching position, Gaik
wad was actively involved in research, with
interests that ranged from microbiology,
developmental biology, PTSD & Cortisol
to Cancer biology. He presented his work
to

the 86th AAAS SWARM

meeting on

"Modulation of Cell Death and

Pathways by
He

since 2003 has mentored

partment of Biology and Chem
istry. He joined ORU in the fall

the chair of the De

but also

at

2010), and

many students. Gaikwad received
numerous awards,
including the Deans

to serve as

was

the

recipient

Faculty
ogy (2007), Alumni Faculty Excellence

INBRE Summer Research grants

(2009,

as

both Vice

emy of Science,

campus, including chairing the Cur
riculum committee and serving as both
President and Vice President of the Col-

MARY HARP

in Research Award

(2009), Nominated
Scholar of The Year (2010), Outstanding

Faculty Member of the year in Biology
and Chemistry (2011), and Outstanding
Faculty Member of the year for the Col
lege of Science and Engineering (2011).
Gaikwad has served in many

capacities

on

of two NIH

on

Microbiology section.
Junior bio pre-med student Zoey
Mirada enjoyed taking molecular cell
biology with Gaikwad.
"He was probably one of my favorite
professors thus far to be honest," said Mi
randa. "His lectures were always very engag
ing. He's passionate about teaching as well
as the
subject he is teaching and it's quite
evident. Not only that, but he is incredibly
knowledgeable in his subject matter."

Signaling

Carvacrol" in 2012.

(2006), Outstanding

Member of the Year in Biol-

ORU,

he served
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Health, Physical Science Education and Recreation
Bottom Row: Glenn Smith, Nancy Mankin, Lora Conte, Anette Hunt, Dr. Scarlet Johnson-Jost and Bernis Duke.
Top Row: Tony Domeck, Eric Hudgens, Dr. Fritz Huber, Bob Canada and Dr. Bill Gordon.

Undergraduate Theology
Top Row:

Dr. Jeff

Lamp, Carol Blan, Kerry Loescher and Dr. James Shelton.
Thorpe, Dr. Donald Vance, Susan Lockoff

Bottom Row: Dr. Eric Newberg, Dr. Samuel
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Jimmy

Music
Bottom Row: Richard Sutliff, Dr.

Top Row: George Stevenson,

Graduate

Cheryl Bocanegra, Chris Brown, Dr. Edward Pierce and Joyce Bridgman.
Randy Guthrie, Dr. Jerry Hatley, Dr. Tim Waters, Dr. Scott Quant and Vicki

Dr.

Walker.

Theology

Bottom Row: Dr. James

Breckenridge, Dr. Lillian Breckenridge, Dr. Time Ekblad, Dr. Thompson Mathew, Dr. Cheryl Iverson, Dr.
Edward Watson, Raymond Smith and Bill Buker.
Top Row: Dr. Daniel Thimell, Dr. Kenneth Mayton, Dr. Chales Snow, Dr. Edward Decker Jr.. Dr. James Norwood, Dr. Trevor Orizzle,
Dr. Mark Roberts, Dr. James Barber and Dr. Brad Young.
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HONORI NG TH E
FIRST LADY
MRS. RUTLAND DAY
tudent Association

trusted

President Daniel Hol

tender sister, loving wife, and
respected first lady."

man

proclaimed Jan.

16,2013

as

Dr. Rutland also asked

Mrs. Alison

Rutland

Day during
special chapel service.
"No
to

have

a

Jonathan

a

deserves anymore
day, a week or a month

one

named after

and

Swindel, worship
sing "The Wing

director,

to

Beneath

My Wings" by Bette

Midler

love song from the
to his wife.

as a

her," said president
husband, Mark Rutland.

president

The

her children and

president

tender side before

ing

freind, loving mother,

students

to

chapel,

for her service and
She

the
was

ask

She

dedicate their

devotion and honor
ment at

The first

showed his

to

oil

his wife

accomplish

was

grandchildren.

also

painting by

given

art

an

student

Caleb Connell.

"The best

of the

picture

character and

university.
described

lady was visited by

nature

of God is

[Alison Rutland] ," President

as a

dedicated

"sympathetic teacher,
coworker, prayerful mentor,

Mark Rutland added.
BRIAN BERG

ADMINISTRATION

II

Mart Green

Dr. Mark Rudand

Alison Rutland

Dr.

Chairman of the

President

First

Lady

Provost

Dr. Debbie Sowell

Tim

Philley

Michelle

Acting Provost

Executive Vice Presi

Executive Vice

dent and COO

President and CFO

Ralph Fagin

Board of Trustees

I

III

202 PERIHELION
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and

Vice President for

Academic Affairs
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Finley

Dr. N aney Brainard
Vice President for

OssieMills
Executive Vice Presi

Enrollment

dent for

Management

Advancement

University

Mike Carter

Jesse Pisors

Athletic Director

Senior Director of

Terry Kollmorgen

Dr. Daniel

Vice President and

Vice President for

General Counsel

Student Life

Guajardo

Development and
Alumni Relations

II

Dr. Kim

College

III

Dr. Steve Greene

Boyd

College

of Education

Dr. Wendy Shirk

Mathew

College

of Theology

Ministry

of Arts and

Cultural Studies

Anna

Vaughn
College of Nursing

Resources

III

I

Dr. Thompson

and

Learning

COLLEGE DEANS

Dr. Kenda Jezek

Dr. William Jernigan

of Business

I

College

II

1-

Dr. Ken Weed

College of Science
and Engineering
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FOUR DECADES OF SERVICE
--- our

decades-enough

time to grow into

adulthood and have

family,
through
professional ranks,
a

prosperous

to

rise

to

affect

a

community,

to

make

a

difference in the

and

world. Not everyone could
accomplish so much, but in
four decades

at

Ralph Fagin

accomplished

ORU,

Dr.

even more.

As the

university provost
and chief academic officer,
as well as the interim
presi
dent for 18 months prior to
Dr. Rutland's arrival, Fagin
dedicated the majority of his
life to serving ORU. After his
faithful 40 years, he officially
retired in December 2012.

Fagin first arrived to ORU
basketball scholarship his
junior year. After graduating
on a

ORU,
school

he attended

University, only to
his alma

"ORU

graduate

Oklahoma State

at

return to

mater as a

was

professor.

my first full-time

professional job," said Fagin.
Four decades
was

the

later, ORU

only company he

ever

worked with full-time.

Being

ORU

an

employee
gained a rare
being able
history mapped

for 40 years, Fagin
outlook on ORU,
to see

ORU's

out, each year marked with hard
work and reached ambitions.

"There has been

change,"

said

has become

a

Fagin.

more

al. ORU continues

doing what they say

gonna do."
What mattered

they're

Fagin was

not

he had been

a

most to

all the progress
part of, nor all

the influence he

possessed, but

at

ORU.

My

prayer for them is to enlighten
their eyes to realizing the
power that is available to
them that believe," encouraged

Fagin. "They can
they think."

do

more

than

beyond recompense, though
he would ask for nothing.
Instead, he humbly stated, "I

university with

feel like

Ozzie Mills in

office.

the

development
Even as his departure
from ORU neared, befitting
his character and love for

people, Fagin continued to offer

"ORU

advice and encouragement
the ORU student body.

make

every student

relationships he made.
"The thing I'll miss most
is the daily relationships," said
Fagin, specifically referring to
ORU's faculty and student body.
Moving forward, Fagin
plans to work part-time for the
the

lot of

intention
to

strides in

"There

© Oral Roberts University

are

to

great things inside

In four

decades, Fagin
university

has blessed the

blessed

a

blessed

man

among

people."

"I will make you into a
great nation and I will bless
you; I will make your name
great, and you will be a blessing."

Genesis 12:2

(NIV, 1984)
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He is the settled freshman
summer

checking

out for the

with forever friends.

She is the senior

taking hold

of

walking across the stage
her diploma.

and

They are the retiring teachers and administrators,
leaving behind a grateful student body.
It is the

university progressing,
awaiting the adventures to come.

THIS IS OUR STORY.
We

are

the

community.

The

Body.

Parts of

a

Whole.

Our individual

experiences come together
to form a masterpiece, a symphony,
a beautiful communal story.
God is

weaving all our stories together.
His goodness and faithfulness is expressed
Our story is not our own.
''And we know that all things work together for good

to

in the whole.

those who love

God, to those who are the called according to His purpose." Romans

8:28

THIS IS KAIROS.
© Oral Roberts University
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THESE ARE OUR MOMENTS.
PEOPLE OF THE YEAR
MAN OF THE YEAR
Under the

leadership of President Mark Rutland, ORU experienced great
long-term debt was resolved, and the campus com
pleted millions of dollars of renovations during the his presidency. Under
Rutland's tenure, ORU experienced three straight years of enrollment
growth, three years of freshman retention over 80%, the largest freshmen
class in 10 years, and the endorsement of the Evangelical Council for
Financial Accountability (ECFA).The university also opened seven new
major facilities around campus. When honored for his work in Chapel,
Rutland stated that he should be remembered as "just the guy that came
in and cleaned things up." He will be remembered for so much more.
transformation. All

BEHIND EVERY STRONG MAN

...

They say behind every strong man is a stronger women. This case could
be argued for First Lady Alison Rutland. During Rutland's tenure, Mrs.
Rutland stood

by his side, co-teaching his Spirit-Empowered Living
classes, renovating the Prayer Tower and observation deck and preserv
ing the history of ORU with a timeline wall on the sixth floor of the
Graduate Center.

PICTURE OF A WHOLE PERSON
After overcoming slavery, educational barriers
Ooceeh Afame

arrival

was

and financial

awarded the Whole Person

hardship,
Scholarship. Upon his

campus, the African native quickly became known as the guy
who was always smiling. In his time at 0 RU, Marne served as both a
resident advisor and head resident advisor. So when he announced his
to

run for Student Association
president for the 2013-2014 school
the
school received him with overwhelming support. After a run-off
year,
the
Haldimann/Russ ticket, Marne and his
against
mate, Tyler

intent to

running

Green, received

an

overwhelming majority

the first international student

serving

as

of the

votes.

Marne would be

Student Association

president.

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Kevin Armstrong, journalism
professional-in-residence

at Oral Robhonored
with
the
Teacher
the
of
Year Award by the
University,
Society of Professional Journalists. During his time at 0 RU,

erts

was

Armstrong
faculty adviser to the student newspaper and yearbook. Under
Armstrong's leadership, the Perihelion yearbook and the Oracle newspa
per won many state, regional and national awards. The awards were just
part of what made Armstrong deserving of such a prestigious title. In her
farewell letter published in the
April 19 edition of the Oracle, editor
in-chief Amy Lecza said, "Even after his
resignation, Mr. Armstrong
answered every phone call,
eager to help with stories and respond to any
we
had
No
one
in the world is more deserving of this honor
questions
served

as

...

than Mr.

Armstrong."
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THIS IS

SIGNIFICANT MOMENTS FROM THE YEAR
TENURE OF RUTLAND
university remembered Dr.
ing class of 2013.

The

Mark Rutland's service

as

he joined the

graduat

ARMAND HAMMER STUDENT-ALUMNI CENTER
An ll-year promise was fulfilled when the Armand Hammer Alumni-Student
Center

opened

its doors

Homecoming Week.

PRESIDENTIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Billy Wilson was announced as president-elect of ORU. Wilson was the former
vice chair of the Board of Trustees. He was the director of the Empowered 21 ini
tiatve and the executive director of the International Center for Sprititual Renewal
in Cleeveland, Tenn. He received his doctorate from the Pentecostal
Theological
and
has
in
120
countries.
Seminary
spoken
Dr.

HOT TOPICS
GUN CONTROL
After the

the Aurora movie theater

shooting in
Centennial, Colo. and the Sandy
Elementary School
in
shooting Newtown, Conn., legislation concerning gun
control hit the Capitol floor.
massacres at

Hook

MARRIAGE
In March, the Supreme Court heard two cases concerning same-sex marriage: a case to overturn Propostion 8 in
California, ban of same-sex marriages

challenging the Defense

in the state, and

a case

of Marriage Act

the federal government from

preventing
sex
marriages performed by

the

(DOMA), a law
recognizing same

states.

TERRORISM
Two Muslim Chechen-born brothers detonated two home
made bombs at the finish line of the Boston Marathon kill
ing three and injuring more than 140 people.

© Oral Roberts University

Bottom:

Reveling in the victory that made her team Southland Conference
champtions, senior Kevi Luper celebrates by cutting for herself a
of
the
net from a
piece
winning game. Under head coach Missy Cousins, the
women's basketball team competed against Tennessee in the first round of

tournament

the NCAA

tournament

but came up short

(83-62) in the final score.
Photo

by Austin St.john

THIS IS OUR TIME

© Oral Roberts University

•

Caught in the spirit of Fall Re
vival,
spend time in worship.
Photo by Chandler Branzell

Below:

students

THIS IS
Time stands still

as we

say

our

It's
Time

final

good-byes.

a new

to enter a new

time.

destiny, break new ground, leave the Harbor.
Who knows what the future will hold?

Only time can tell.
''And remember: I

am

© Oral Roberts University

with you

always, to the end of the age."

Matthew 28:20

Baker, Emarie 176-77
Baker, Jonathan 12-13,18-19
Baker, Marie 150-51
Baker, Peter 116-17
Bako, Samuel 112-13, 176-77

A
Adekeria, Miracle 172-73

Abernathy,

Jennifer 62-63

Ablin, Lois 206-07
Abonales, Algana 176-77
Abraham, Mithun 38-39
Adams, Tom 60-61
Adelmann, Derek 176-77
Ademic, Marta 4-5
Afame, Ooceeh 170-71, 176-77

Aguilar, Alezandra 172-73
Aguirre, Luis 176-77
Aguirre, Maribel 172-73
Agyekum, Duncan 176-77
Ahlfied, Isaac 234-35
Akbar, Robin 206-07
Akers, Rachel 176-77
Albanese, Rosina 164-65,176-77
Alexander, Jalissa 68-69
Allen, Bethany 164-65,176-77
Allen, Dominique 72-73
Allen, Melody 150-51,176-77
Allen, Paker 78-79
Allen, Shannon 76-77
Allen, Zxyrlina 172-73
Allman, Evan 176-77
Alvarez, Jordan 176-77
Amir, Curry 176-77
Amoaka- Boateng, Samuella 172-73

Amoussou, Priscille 176-77
Anderson, Austin 26-27
Anderson, Bethany 176-77
Anderson, Braden 176-77
Andrews, Landon 176-77
Andrus, Janelle 176-77
Ankrah, Georgina 172-73
Anthony, Christine 164-65,176-77

Appel,

Daniel 172-73

Arant, Lauren 172-73
Archuleta, Antonio 176-77
Arendall, Nathan 172-73

Areogun, Femi 50-51

Arguelles,

Ariel 176-77

Armani, Gabriel 176-77
Armstrong, Kevin 2-3,110-11,160-61
Arnold, Budd 32-33
Arnould, Caroline 176-77
Arriola, John 12-13, 176-77
Asencio, Jazlin 2-3, 176-77

Ashcraft, Casady 82-83
Asmus, Danielle 176-77
Aure, Hannah 172-73
Aviles, Paola 76-77

Balagio,

Kalista

176-77

Baldwin, Cera 176-77
Baldwin, Jessy 34-35
Baloche, Cherie 152-53
Bampende, Josue 20-21,176-77
Banks, Tyler 82-83
Bansuelo, Jonathan 172-73
Barber, James 204-05, 208-09
Barker, Jeffrey 164-65,176-77,234-35
Barnett, Victoria 176-77

Barrington, Cheyenne 176-77
Barrington, Tiffany 176-77
Barron, Amber 176-77
Basare, Dafne 204-05
Batchelder, David 82-83
Bates, Elissa 172-73
Batson, Daisha 68-69, 74-75
Baxter, Micah 176-77
Beams,

Morgen

176-77

Bearden, Abigail 2-3
Bearden, Sarah 142-43, 176-77
Beck, Ashley 178-79
Beers, Kelsie 178-79
Behrens, Fernando 178-79
Belen, Lorenzo 178-79
Bell-Holter, Damen 46-47,56-57,64-65,172-73

Benjamin, Darryn

178-79

Bennett, Destin 178-79
Bennett, Sara 178-79
Bennetts, Hezekiah 152-53, 172-73
Benser, Christine 178-79

Benzel, Ashlee 178-79
Berg, Brian 2-3,12-13,160-61,178-79

Berg, Rex 164-65
Bergamo, Vivian 178-79
Berry, Matt 146-47
Bersin, Olivia 178-79
Bethel, Branden 178-79
Bicker, Leah 178-79

Bielby, Evangelina 178-79
Billings, Amy 68-69
Birchett, Craig 4-5
Bird, Olivia 178-79
Bixler, Audrey 124-25
Blackburn, Wayne 98-99

Blackeagel,

Deborah 178-79

Blake, Amoi 178-79
Blan, Carol 138-39, 208-09
Blanco, Maurice 178-79
Block, Crystal 178-79
Blossom, Lydia 90-91
Blum, Allison 126-27
Blum, Ryan 178-79

Blyer, Angela 178-79
Bocanegra, Cheryl 208-09
Boen, Chelsea 2-3,160-61, 172-73

B
Baehr, Bobby 10-11,168-69

Bailey,

Brianna 176-77

Baker, Darron 176-77

Bofferding,
Bogdanoff,

Jaime 178-79
Nick 178-79

Boggs, Jason 178-79

Boyd, Sarah 172-73
Boyle, Carmen 38-39
Brabham, Rachel 148-49, 172-73
Bracciale, Thomas 88-89

Bradley,
Bradley,

Aarif 178-79
Elisabeth 178-79

Brainard, Nancy 210-11
Brammer, Maxwell 178-79
Brand, Alan 178-79
Brand, Alana 110- 11
Brandt, Hannah 92-93
Branham, Sonny 116-17, 202-03
Brannon, Haley 32-33
Branzell, Chandler 2-3,160-61, 178-79
Brass, Jay-Cee 50-51, 178-79
Braun, Brandon 108-09, 178-79

Breckenridge, James 208-09
Breckenridge, Lillian 208-09
Brewington, Sierra 148-49, 154-55,
Bridges, Taylor 108-09
Bridgman, Joyce 208-09
Briscoe, Leigha 32-33, 178-79

Britt, Bear 178-79
Broan, Chris 208-09
Brock, Becky 178-79
Brock, Christopher 172-73
Brown, Aaron 2-3,168-69
Brown, Ahmed 118- 19, 172-73
Brown, Gerald 178-79
Brown, Greg 34-35
Brown, Jessica 88-89, 178-79
Brown, Olivia 178-79
Brown, Samantha 172-73
Brown, Terrance 172-73
Brownlee, Alexis 26-27
Brownlow, Becky 38-39
Bryant, Dakota 32-33,164-65
Brynteson, Chloe 142-43, 154-55, 178-79
Buck, Savannah 8-9
Buckles, Fleta 202-03
Budavich, Rachel 206-07
Buie, Jordan 178-79
Burk, Joy 38--39
Burke, Billy 8-9, 160-61
Burke, William 178-79
Burkus, David 202-03
Burnom, Dex 38-39
Burton, Jeremy 2-3
Butler, Chelsey 2-3, 178-79
Byrams, Halle 46-47,164-65, 178-79

Byrd,

Andrew 28-29

c

Cain, Megan 178-79
Calderon, Brenda 202-03

Campbell,
Campbell,

Andrea 110-11

Bouwer, Marizanne 78-79
Boyd, Caroline 178-79

Sean 4-5, 32-33,90-91
Canada, Bob 208-09
Canada, Tanji 172-73
Canavesio, Emily 178-79
Cancino, Charlie 178-79
Cannard, Savanah 178-79

Boyd, Kim

Cannon Joe 202-03

Bond, James 26-27
Bonnett, Joshua 178-79
Boswell, Allison 178-79

210-11
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178-79

Brice, Reheard 178-79

Caradine, D'Juana 178-79
Cardenas, Raquel 178-79
Carlson, Kyle 172-73

Cunningham,

Carlyle, Beth 1 78-79
Carney, Daniel 234-35
Carpenter, Monica 8-9, 92-93

Curylo,

Carroll, Makenzie 110-11
Carroll, Rachel 62-63
Carter, Alexis 18-19
Carter, Jordan 32-33,38-39
Carter, Marayah 178-79
Carter, Mike 56-57, 210-11
Cartledge, Isaiah 234-35, 178-79
Case, Meagan 178-79
Castaneda, Ricardo 26-27,164-65, 172-73
Castillo, Gracia 172-73
Cates, Stephanie 38-39
Cats, Joel 178-79
Cerminara, Daniello 28-29, 178-79
Cervantes, Christa 178-79
Cevallos, Anna 178-79

Chafausipo,

Clive 172-73

Chaffin, Zach 4-5
Chale, Carols 202-03
Chan, Mel 164-65, 178-79
Chou, John 172-73
Chavanne, Calerbe 178-79
Cheatham, Chelsey 178-79
Chen, Joy 48-49, 178-79
Chenoweth, T. Mandell 204-05

Choflet, Andrew 2-3,84-85, 178-79,234-35
Choice, Brandon 172-73
Ciassimere, Pamela 178-79
Clark, Daniel 178-79
Clark, Elizabeth 178-79
Clark, Sandra 172-73
Click, Spencer 12-13
Climer, Emilie 178-79
Clodfelter, Jessica 178-79
Cobb, Laura 178-79
Coble, Garrett 26-27
Cogles, Patricia 142-43, 172-73
Cole, Michael 178-79
Collier, Jessica 178-79

Collier, William 206-07
Collins, David 118- 19
Colt, Austen 80-81
Combs, Kyla 172-73
Comfort, Jordan 178-79
Comier, Chiemeka 92-93
Stefan 178-79

Cook, Christopher 150-51
Cook, Whitney 178-79

Cooper, Todd 172-73
Coppock, Michael 32-33

Rebekah

178-79

Coussens, Catherine 12-13, 172-73
Covington, Hannah 150-51,160-61, 178-79

Coy, Maliza 178-79
Craig, James 2-3
Craighead, Christopher
Crawley, Kyle 154-55

178-79

Dunfee, Heather 180-81
Dunn Marissa 34-35

Dunn, Jordon 180-81
Dunn, Lindsay 180-81
Dunn, Matthew 180-81
Dwanou, Rufus 180-81
Dyson, David 202-03

D
D'Souza, Meryl 172-73

Dabney,
Dahsyla,

Elandra 154-55, 178-79
Alida 178-79

Dandan, Antoinet 178-79
Daniels, Christopher 148-49, 178-79
Darnell, Taci 162-63
Datta, Matthew 178-79
Dauman, Shekinah 178-79
Dauwe, Daniel 4-5, 178-79
Davis, Carolyn 178-79
Davis, Hannah 178-79
Davis, Kristen 178-79
Dawson, Joseph 178-79

Day, Kevin 178-79
Day, Mitchell 178-79
De Silva,

Timothy

180-81

Dean, Timothy 180-81
Decker, Edward 208-09
Dedeaux, Khadijah 180-81

Delaney,

Matthew 180-81

Delarosa, Ryan 180-81
Denson, Seanyqua 180-81
Denzin, Megan 82-83
DePaz, Elizabeth 180-81
Derubeis, Jeanette 180-81
DeSilva, Tim 10-11
DeVore, Elizabeth 68-69,180-81
Dew, Abigail 180-81
Dew, Rachel 4-5, 180-81
Dewar, Ashley 180-81
Dezort, Jessica 38-39
Dias, Dayanna 180-81
Diaz, Kevin 82-83, 180-81
Dibden, Michelle 180-81
Dickie, Daniel 164-65
DiLillo, Antonio 180-81
Dillon, Chelsea 48-49
Dimailig, Jennica 48-49,180-81
Dimiceli, Vincent 206-07
Dinwiddie, Sarah 180-81
Dixon, Bruce 28-29
Dodd, Stacy 172-73

Dodge, Megan

Cordon, Jennifer 172-73
Cotton, Chyna 178-79

Cough,

Rachel 116-17

Cushman, Destany 178-79

Dean, Matthew 180-81

Cheung, Jenna 178-79
Chipps, Molly 38-39
Cho, Ashley 58-59

Compton,

Madison 12-13

Cure, Jamie 178-79
Curry, Amir 28-29,178-79

180-81

Doll, Erin 14- 15
Dollar, Natalia 78-79
Dollar, Victoria 78-79, 172-73
Domeck, Tony 208-09
Dominico, Logan 80-81
Doohan, Colleen 180-81
Doohan, Corey 172-73
Doom, Nathaniel 180-81

E
Eakin, Ethan 172-73
Eakin, Ethan 172-73

Eapen, Danny

180-81

Earl, Laura 180-81
Eash, Colin 180-81
East, Cassia 172-73

Easterling, Cal 120-21
Easton, Megan 180-81
Ebener, Janey 12-13
Edens, Joe 180-81
Edwards, Caleb 172-73
Edwards, Elizabeth 172-73
Ekblad, Tim 208-09
Eliot, Libby 86-87
Eliott, Bill 202-03
Elizee, Deliza 2-3,30-31, 180-81
Elliot, Elizabeth 88-89,100-01,180-81
Elmore, Chandler 166-67,180-81

Elumogo,

180-81

James

Endicott, Lanny 202-03
Enlow, Justice 180-81
Epperson, William 202-03
Erickson, Holly 16-17
Erskin, Lydia 180-81
Eru, Paula 180-81
180-81

Esposito, Megan

Estenoz, Elizabeth 180-81

Ethridge, Camero 180-81
Evans,
Evans,
Evans,
Ewton,

Jordan 11 0-11, 180-81
Kedemah
Kenneth

180-81

180-81

Meagan 160-61,

172-73

F
Fabre, Moriah 48-49,180-81

Fagan, Phillip 180-81
Fagin, Ralph 1,2-3,86-87,120-21, 210-211, 21617

Farah, Mark 180-81
Farah, Matt 166-67,172-73
Farmer, Agena 204-05
Farrell, Danielle 68-69, 180-81
Fasehinde, Afolabi 180-81
Feller, Laura 150-51, 180-81
Feller, Randall 202-03
Fernades, Sheina 54-55, 56-57,58-59

172-73
Crochran, Sarah
Crockwell, Caleb 12-13

Doty, Stephen 172-73
Dow, Jaylah 144-45
Drake, Meghan 92-93, 180-81

Crosby, Kathryn 178-79

Drew, Chrishelle 172-73

Fife, Luke164-65, 180-81

Crow, Chelsea 172-73
Crow, Isaac 178-79
Crow, Joe 164-65
Crowl, Jessica 178-79
Cruz, Addison 178-79
Cubillos, David 178-79

Duare, Jaynee 180-81
Duell, Amy 180-81
Duenas, Joseph 180-81
Dufour, Nathan 150-51, 180-81

Figuerosa, Jennifer 180-81
Finley, Michelle 210-11

Culp, Even204-05
Cummings, Rashad 12-13, 178-79
Cunningham, Courtney 178-79

Duggar, Rodderick

90-91

Duininck, Hanna 12-13
Dukes, Amber 180-81

Dunagan, Daniel

180-81

Dunbar, Jonathan 108-09, 180-81
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Fielding,

Lori 172-73

Fisher, BJ 118-19
Fisher, Erin 180-81

Fitzgerald,

Jessica

180-81

Flores, Ariel 172-73

Foley,

Kathrine 180-81

Forbs, Drew 28-29
Foreman, Dylan 180-81

Forney, Danielle 180-81
Forrest, Jonathan 4-5
Foust, Lyndy 180-81
Fowler, Daniel 180-81
Fowler, Josh 164-65
Frankel, Danielle 14-15, 180-81
Franklin, Jentzen 40-41
Frascini, Gannon 180-81
Fredeen, Tatum 58-59
Frederick, Corey 18- 19
Freeland, Blake 2-3
Freeland, Kyle 94-95
Freudenrich, Cristi 2-3, 204-05
Frierson, Rondah 154-55
Friz, Derek 180-81
Frost, Winston 202-03
Fruf, Hannah 180-81
Fruh, Jonathan 106-07, 172-73
Fry, Sarah 164-65, 180-81
Fulton, John 180-81

Guajardo,
Guajardo,

Daniel 86-87,98-99, 210-11
182-83

Giovanna

Gunn, Rebecca 202-03
Guthrie, Randy 208-09
Gutierrez-Del, Angel 182-83
Guttman, Rachel 26-27,38-39
Guzman, Abel 164-65, 182-83

Gallagher, Kaylee
Gallagher, Rhonda

H

Huckaby,

Haas, Lauren 182-83
Haaz, Kali 4-5
Hadarah, Azariah 182-83

Hukill, Ann 172-73

Hagan, Tiffany 2-3,34-35,36-37,154-55
202-03

Hall, Mark 108-09,114-15,202-03
Halsmer, Dominic 136-37
Hameen, Isaiah 174-75
Hamilton, Black 164-65
Hamilton, Brittany 182-83
Hammond, Aba 172-73

Hampson, Tiffany 182-83
Han, Tielor 182-83, 234-35

180-81

Hanohano, Kayla 20-21, 124-25

204-05

Hanson, Jennifer 172-73
Hanson, Macy 182-83
Hanson, Mercede 34-35
Hard, Lois 182-83

Harp, Mary 2-3,160-61, 182-83
Harper, Autumn 10- 11,12- 13, 172-73
Harper, Christian 172-73
Harper, Jonathan 82-83,148-49,182-83

Gentry, Deanna 172-73
George, Willie 98-99

Harrison, Arielle 48-49
20-21
Harrison, Montaega
Harrup, Brennan 132-33, 182-83
Harrup, Ian 146-47, 182-83
Harrup, Marshall 136-37, 140-41, 172-73
Hartman, Roger 134-35, 206-07
Hartmon, Steve 110- 11

Gerick, Annamarie 182-83
Ghelani, Duja 172-73
Ghelani, Neha 156-57
Gibbs, Katie 68-69
Giese, Rebecca 172-73
Gillen, George 122-23, 202-03

Hatley, Jerry 208-09
Hayden, Kenzie 20-21
Haye, Trecia 172-73
Hazzard, Ashley 182-83
Healy, Brandon 80-81

Gin, Dawn 172-73
Glassman, William 172-73
Gleason, Kara 182-83

Gluesenkamp, Rachel 52-53
Gogan, Keith 200-01, 202-03
Gonzales, Julie 2-3, 182-83
Gonzalez, Alex 80-81
Good, Kai 144-45,164-65
Gordon, Bill 208-09
Gordon, Christina 182-83
Grabovenko, David 26-27
Graham, Lauren 74-75, 182-83
Gray, Audrey 2-3, 182-83

Gray, Linda 202-03
Gray, Mindy 182-83
Green, Dianna 154-55
Green, Johann 182-83
Green, Mart 1,42-43, 210- 11
Greene, Steve 122-23, 156-57,202-03,210-11
Green, Tyler 170-71

Gregg, Elena 136-37,206-67
Gregg, Ray 202-03
Gribble, Victoria 84-85, 182-83

Grogan, Alysia 182-83
Grubbs, Heather 182-83

Briauna 182-83

Haag, Sara 182-83

Hall, Joseph
182-83
Hall, Kathryne 114- 15, 182-83

Gamas, Kevin 2-3,14- 15
Ganahl, Morgan 180-81
Garber, Mackenzie 146-47, 180-81
Garbuz, Marina 94-95
Garbuz, Vladimir 18-19
Garcia, Shannon 146-47
Garrison, Beverly 202-03
Garza, Joel 164-65, 180-81
Gates, Robert 108-09
Gavin, Eric 150-51
Gazelka, Joshua 182-83
Gehrke, Dustin 82-83

Hostetler, Rhett 182-83
Houston, Violet 182-83
Howard, Sam 58-59
Howe, Kari 182-83

Hubbard, David 182-83
Huber, Francis 182-83
Huber, Fritz 112-13, 208-09
Huber, Rebecca 182-83

Haldimann, David 182-83

Gabbin, Skip 12-13,118- 19, 180-81
Gaikwad, Joel 206-07
Gainey, Scott 12-13,180-81
Gaitan, Matthew 172-73

Hopkins, Cassandra 174-75, 182-83
Hostetler, Grayson 182-83

Hoyt,

Haiev, Solomon

G

Holman, Dan 136-37,164-65,170-71, 172-73
Holmes, Christopher 182-83
Hong, Emily 26-27,48-49
Hood, Kelley 182-83

Hasz, Kali 12- 13

Hearn, Kenneth 182-83
Hearon, Sarah 182-83
Heffner, Kirah 182-83
Heide, Brett 142-43, 182-83
Heiman, Katie 182-83
Helland, Dean 202-03
Helmer, Melody 182-83
Helms, Emily 172-73
Henderson, John 182-83
Herbert, Jeremiah 4-5, 22-23, 182-83
Hey, Allison 182-83

Higginbotham, Emily 182-83
Hilborn, Michael 182-83
Hill, Alec 182-83
Hill, Christiane 150-51, 202-03
Hill, Ciera 50-51,182-83
Hill, Tyler 60-61
Hilton, Catherine 182-83

Himaya, Alex 98-99
Hirlinger, Michael 202-03
Holderness, Ashley 4-5,172-73
Holderness, Carol 4-5, 90-91
Holland, Laura 2-3, 204-05
Hollenbeck, Chandler 182-83
Holman, Avarice 182-83
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Sarah 172-73

Humpleby, Jake

182-83

Hunt, Anette 208-09
Hunt, Samuel 146-47, 172-73
Hunter, Brittney 172-73
Hunter, Jeslyn 182-83
Huntsman, Andrew 182-83
Hutchins, Jonathan 12-13, 182-83

I
Irwin, Mary 182-83
Isabelle, Audrey 182-83

Iseminger,

Jaman 26-27

Iverson, Cheryl 208-09

J

Jackson, Casey 164-65, 172-73
Jackson, Joseph 144-45
Jackson, Macaih 182-83
Jackson, Mackenzie 34-35, 182-83
James, Caleb 182-83
James, John 172-73
James, Jordan 36-37, 182-83
Jelicich, Adam 92-93,170-71
Jenkins, William 182-83

Jennings, Matthew 182-83
Jennings, Meagan 116-17
Jensen, Victoria 164-65, 172-73
Jernigan, Galen 16-17, 182-83

Jernigan, William

210-11

Jezek, Kenda 140-41, 210-11
Johansson, Amanda 172-73
Johnson, Erin 172-73
Johnson, JJ 52-53,102-03
Johnson, Jordan 182-83
Johnson, Katie 182-83
Johnson, Kylie 58-59
Johnson, Mark 172-73
Johnson, Timothy 182-83
Johnson-Jost, Scarlet 208-09
Jones, Alexandra 184-85
Jones, Corbin 12-13, 184-85
Jones, Daniel 184-85, 234-35
Jones, David 184-85
Jones, Ross 184-85
Jordan, Jonathan 172-73
Jordan, Joshua 184-85
Jost, Jennifer 184-85
Julian, Janae 34-35
Jumper, Christina 2-3,200-01

Jung, Chulhyun 172-73

Lee. Angelica 184-85
Lee. Jessica 150-51
Lee. Taylor 58-59
Leland. Rachel 184-85
Leland. Robert 206-07
Leonardo. Kyndra 184-85
Leonidas. Nephtha 184-85

K

Letney. Melissa 174-75

Kamaru.Ghadwe" 184-85
Kammerlohr. Kerry 174-75
Kong. Sinwook 184-85
Kanitz. Lori 202-03
Karamoko. Yvann 20-21.50-51
Karjadi. Miche"e 2-3. 184-85
Karnuth. Julie 184-85

Kehaly.

Estre"a

184-85

Keil. Mark 184-85
Keller. Kayla 184-85

Ke"ogg. Thomas 174-75
Kempof. Caleb 174-75
Kern. Gary 202-03
Key. Christian 46-47
Khqi. Zam 184-85
Kiel. Robert 202-03

Kiersey.

Dustin 2-3

Kiker. David 170-71. 174-75
Kim. Jiwan 204-05

Kimbrough.

Connor 132-33

Levine. Sara 184-85
Lewis. Charissa 174-75
Ley. Janyce 184-85
Libertos. Ruby 202-03

Lindsey. Eric 184-85
Lipede. Oluwatobi 174-75
Lipnick. Mariah 184-85
Lippert. Emily 174-75
Liston. Josiah 184-85
Liu. Jiashi 184-85

Lloyd. Ma"orie 174-75
Locke. LeighAnne 206-07
Lockoff. Susan 208-09
Loehr. Ashton 2-3.126-27.160-61. 184-85
Loescher. Kerry 208-09

Logan. Rhoda 174-75
Long. Kristen 184-85
Long. Rachel 184-85
Lopez-topete. Alix 184-85
Lotland. Sarah 184-85

Love". Nathan 184-85

Kinchlow. Chloe Rae 184-85

Lowry. Arriel 184-85

King. Tammie 184-85
King. Tyler 184-85

Lozano. Beatriz 116-17
Lundqvist. Evelina 2-3. 94-95. 184-85

Kirunda. Patrick 174-75
Kitchen. Mo"y 184-85
Kizer. Nyticia 234-35
Kleefeld. Lisa 184-85
Klehm. Catherine 132-33. 154-55
Kleinschmi. Mary 184-85
Kleinschmidt. Hans 94-95. 184-85
Klwokla. Chidumebi 184-85
Koehler. Caleb 184-85. 234-35
Koelling. Sierra 4-5. 140-41.174-75
Kolb. Atlanna 184-85

Ludwig.

Kollmorgen. Terry 210-11
Korkian. George 184-85
Korpi. Kat 32-33
Korstad. John 206-07
Kothe. Taylor 174-75
Kreider. Anastasia 92-93. 174-75
Kundel. Mikayla 184-85
Kunkel. Kalee 68-69

L
Lobcsh, Mark 174-75. 204-05

Lohmeyer. Jackson 184-85
tolley. Megan 184-85
Lam. Tehg 184-85
Lamberg. Keli 184-85
Lamp. Jeff 208-09
Lange. Averi 184-85
Langford. James 116-17
Lapidus. Juliane 48-49
Lapp. Hannah 20-21
Lara. Gabrilla 174-75
Lara. Gaby 170-71
Larson. Amanda 36-37.90-91
Law. Barbar 202-03
Leander. Wesley 80-81

Leary. Crystal 184-85
Leary. Danna 174-75
Lebsack. Lauren 184-85
teczo. Amy 52-53.160-61
Lee. Angela 204-05

Erica 38-39

Matthew. Steve 4-5
Matthew. Thompson 208-09. 210-11

Mayton. Judith 202-03
Mayton. Kenneth 208-09
McAfee. Matt 38-39.90-91.204-05
McBeath. Shannon 186-87
McCain. Mitche" 186-87
McCain. Stephanie 88-89
McCarter. Austin 174-75

McCarthy. Daniel 60-61
McClarty. Kate 32-33
McClarty. Thomas 186-87
McDaniel. Madison 102-03
McDonald. Alex 20-21. 186-87

McDonough.

Sean

174-75

McFarland. Lauren82-83
McFarland. Valerie 174-75
McGraw. Brianna 186-87
McGraw. Megan 186-87

Mcintyre. Zachary 186-87
McKain. Stephanie 174-75
McKinley. Collen 150-51
McKitrick. Kendal 186-87
McLain. Koreen 148-49
Mcleod. Joni 186-87

McMurray. Susan 204-05
McNeely. Brent 144-45.164-65.174-75.186-87
Meadows. Charles 186-87
Means. Josh 90-91
Means. Sherece 186-87
Medina. Jonny 4-5
Medina. Marissa 164-65. 186-87
Meeker. Lindsey 186-87

Lukasiewicz. Chadwick 28-29

Mengistu. Helawi 186-87

Luper. Kevi

Mercado. Michael 186-87
Merre". McKayla 74-75
Meyer. Eric 16- 17.48-49

66-67

Luth. James 8-9. 128-29
Luth. James 184-85
Luth. Stephen 26-27
Luzanov. Ksenia 174-75

Lyon. Rebecca 174-75

M
Mo. Xiaomin 206-07
Macais. Kevin 68-69
Machan. Brooke 4-5. 186-87
Macias. Tevin 186-87
Maddox. Jordan 186-87
Maggard. Kelsey 20-21.84-85. 186-87
Magnaye. Samantha 2-3. 186-87
Maldonado. Jomitlo 2-3. 186-87
Maldonado. Johanna 174-75
Malerich. Sarah 186-87

Meyers. Kay 202-03
Middlebrook. Tucker 12- 13. 186-87
Miedemski. Beth 174-75
Miller. Christopher 148-49. 174-75
Miller. Denise 204-05
Miller. Ma"ory 112-13
Mills. Becky 2-3
Mills. Ossie 210-11. 216-17
Miranda. Zoey 112-13. 206-07
Mirembe. Sarah 150-51. 174-75
Mitche". Bridget 150-51
Moe. Roxanne 174-75
Moe. Thomas 174-75
Monforton. Hayley 82-83
Monks. Arielle 186-87
Monks. Zach 186-87
Montgomery. Brittani 54-55. 68-69. 74-75

Moody. Savannah 130-31
Moore. Ericka 174-75
Moore. Mark 2-3
Morbitt. Larry 98-99

Malkuch. Garrett 186-87
Malone. Victoria 186-87
Mankin. Nancy 208-09
Manna. Joshua 186-87
Mannis. Jonathan 186-87
Mansfield. Stephen 98-99
Marten. Abbey 18-19
Martin. Haley 78-79
Martin. Jordan 186-87
Martin. Michael 186-87
Martin. Rachel 186-87
Martin. Rinne 202-03
Martinez. Josue 186-87
Martinez. Whitney 186-87
Maseko. Sthernblso-Mitchelle 186-87

Moreno. Alheli 76-77

Mosey. Ryan 82-83

Mukasa. Joseph 204-05
Mulkey. Rebekah 16-17. 146-47.174-75
Mu"enix. Adam 12-13.46-47.48-49
Mullican. Lenore 150-51.202-03
Mumba. Prince 72-73
Mundukuti. Michael 82-83

Mason. David 174-75
Mathew. Milia 154-55
Mathew. Thompson 42-43
Mathurin. Paul 186-87
Matsson. John 136-37.206-07
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Morgan. Brandon 18-19
Morgan. Caitlynn 144-45
Morgan. Chelsea 186-87
Morgan. Cory 174-75
Morgan. Lacey 132-33
Morill. Audrey 186-87
Morris. Glinda 186-87
Morris. Tamoura 28-29

Moseley.

Ketura

186-87

Moser. Rachel 174-75
Mosher. David 186-87
Muahlun. Jenny 186-87
Mue"er. Jordan 186-87

Mugge.

Rachel 186-87

Munh, Elisabeth 186-87

Murphy, Jonathon 174-75
Murray, David 186-87
Musungayi, Joyce 150-51
Musungayi, Rolande 150-51
Musungayi, Tina 150-51, 186-87
Myer, Sarah 206-07

Ramos, Victoria 186-87

Rand, Ashley 186-87
Ratcliff, Bria 186-87

Pace, Katie 42-43
Pagan, Joel 174-75

Palacios, Christian 186-87
Pandian, Jesse 174-75
Parker, Blake 186-87, 200-01
Parks, Andrew 2-3,104-05, 186-87
Parks, Bobby 92-93,94-95
Patterson, Jeremy 174-75
Patterson, Jon 38-39
Patterson, Tamrah 186-87

Nanna, Josh 4-5, 28-29
Narvaez, Crystal 38-39, 186-87

Nembhardt, Travis 186-87
Neville, Joseph 12-13,186-87
Newberg, Eric 138-39,208-09
Caleb 186-87

Newcomer, Cathy 152-53
Newell, Scott 76-77
Newsome, Jamia 174-75
Newsome, Philip 174-75

Paul, Ronl16-17
Paulson, Luke 164-65
Paulson, Michelle 186-87

Ng, Kyle 186-87
Ngoh, Caleb 148-49
Nichols, Kayla 174-75

Peabody,

Niemeyer, Mark 28-29
Nigam, Sarthak 52-53, 174-75,

Brooke 186-87

Peal, Alisha 186-87
Pemberton, Brandon 186-87

Nichols, Leah 174-75
Nichols, Samantha 32-33
Nicklas, Debra 48-49
Nicole, Ashley 142-43
Niedenfuer, Jordan 150-51
Niedenfuer, Kevin 150-51
Niehaus, Bethany 186-87

Penney, Caleb 186-87
Penrose-O'Donnell, Margaret 174-75
Pepin, Alyssa 126-27
Percival, Lauren 2-3,16-17,174-75,200-01

186-87

Nix, Linda 174-75
Njunwa, Mulokozi 174-75
Noelck, Kara 38-39,50-51,186-87
Nordon, Ryan 174-75
Norell, Benjamin 186-87
Norris, Camille 126-27
Northan, Hope 126-27
Norwood, James 208-09
Nugroho, Larissa 2-3, 186-87
Nunez, Angela 186-87
Nunez, Hady 186-87
Nuzzo, Ryan 186-87
Nwokolo, Kesandu 186-87

Perkins, Caleb 12- 13
Perkins, Jordan 186-87
Perosina, Tianna 186-87
Peterson, Charmell 174-75
Peterson, Leif 82-83, 154-55
Peterson, Madison 12-13
Peterson, Reid 2-3

Pettygrove, Danielle
Philley, Tim 210-11
Piang, Thang 186-87

186-87

Pickett, Aundrea 2-3
Pierce, Edward 208-09
Pierson, Garett 2-3,22-23,26-27,216-17,168-69
Pinto, Josiah 174-75
Pinto, Salome 164-65
Pisors, Jesse 162-63, 210-11
Poindexter, Griffith 10-11,60-61

Poljasevic,

Jovana 186-87

Polus, Christian 90-91
Pons, Daniel 60-61

Popa, Daniela 186-87
Pope, Charis 38-39,164-65, 186-87
Porter, Nathan 174-75
Potts, Roberta 86-87,90-91,170-71

o

Pouncy, Trenton 8-9, 186-87
Powers, Brianna 34-35,38-39

Octobie, Amadeo 174-75

Pranger, Gary 202-03

Odiase,lyobosa

Presley, Kylie 186-87

174-75

Odiase, Osaretin 174-75
Odom, Peter 132-33
Odon, Wesley 186-87
Oduro, Joana 186-87
Okoroafor, Oluchi 186-87

Olayihka,

Prevost, Matthew 186-87,234-35
Prichard, Sami 32-33
Proffitt, Shiraya 48-49
Purnell, Parrish 186-87

Onitsha, Ebimiere 164-65, 186-87

Opp, Nathan 108-09,204-05

Orizzle, Trevor 208-09
Ornales, Felipe 202-03
Orred, Tia 186-87
Ortiz, Richard 164-65
Ottaviano, Elena 186-87

Ray, Mitzi 14-15
Ray, Skylar 186-87
Reagan, Aly 38-39
Redmond, Christine 48-49, 186-87
Redmond, Robert 164-65
Reed, Hal 206-07
Reed, Jonathan 174-75
Reed, Nicole 38-39, 186-87

Reiger,

Warren 202-03

Reimer, John 16-17, 174-75
Rentz, Luke 186-87
Reside, Patrick 64-65
Ressier, Nicole 188-89
Reyes, Destiny 88-89, 188-89

Reynolds,
Reynolds,
Reynolds,

Caleb 188-89
Grant 188-89
Madison 56-57

Riaz, Salmon 174-75
Richard, Daniel 188-89
Richard, Faith 188-89
Richards, John 92-93, 188-89

Richardson, Christopher 188-89
Richardson, Earlisha 188-89
Rickam, Daniel 188-89
Riddell, Tyler 188-89
Ridges, Jasmine 154-55, 188-89
Riechers, Josh 84-85

Rigney, Camden 188-89
Rigsby, Kristen 188-89
Rimes, Jolene 188-89
Rimes, Justine 38-39, 188-89

Ripley, Zachary

32-33

Roache, Roya 2-3, 234-35
Roames, Elisabeth 188-89
Robb, Shelby 58-59
Roberson, Erin 82-83
Roberts, Cherlaura 188-89
Roberts, Jaramy 174-75
Roberts, Nathan 188-89
Roberts, Oral 42-43,52-53, 134-35, 140-41
Roberts, Richard 40-41,42-43
Robertson, Nathanael 188-89
Robinson, Michael 188-89

Rodgers, Christopher 188-89
Rodges, Joshua 188-89
Rodriguez, Keilah 188-89
Rogers, Craig 60-61
Rosa, Luara 58-59
Rowe, Kelle 188-89
Ruben,Arianna 188-89

Rudichuk, Lauren 174-75
Ruiz, Cassandra 174-75
Rumar, Maria 188-89
Russ, Lacey 188-89
Russell, James 202-03
Russell, Kimberly 188-89
Russell, Lauren 154-55

Ibukuh 174-75

Olsson, Aaron 164-65, 186-87

Opperman, Christine 174-75
Orgel, Camille 2-3, 186-87

R
Ramirez, Kimberley 186-87
Ramirez, Lilibeth 186-87
Ramirez, Timothy 186-87
Ramos, Norma 186-87

p

N
Newberry,

Owings, Whitney 164-65
Oyen, Alyssa 174-75
Oyewole, Opeoluwa 174-75

Q

Quant, Scott 208-09
Quant, Sierra 186-87
Quince, Helenia 34-35, 186-87

Ottinger, Patrick 186-87
Ottman, Stephanie 94-95, 186-87
Owens, Chris 38-39,46-47, 186-87
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Rutherford, Will 92-93
Rutland, Alison 2-3,40-41,114-15,140-41210-11
Rutland, Mark 1-2,26-27,38-39,40-41, 42-43, 44-

45,86-87,98-99,140-41,162-63,210-11
Ryan, Quinlyn 176-77
Ryker, Alyssa 74-75

s

Sabatka, Jessica 188-89,234-35
Salas, Lexie 56-57
Sales, Cristina 34-35, 188-89
Salmon, Steven 174-75
Sam, Suni 176-77
Samupunga, Tafara 20-21, 188-89

Samupunga, Takudza 20-21, 188-89
Santiago, Benjamin 188-89
Santillan, Evlina 176-77

Sapp, Sarah 188-89
Sauer, David 188-89
Sauer, Joseph 188-89
Sauter, Alexis 188-89
Scanlon, Juelie 62-63

Schaefer, April 188-89
Schaffner, Sadie 188-89
Scheer, Bill 80-81
Schemenaur, Rachel 188-89
Schettler, Jesse 188-89
Schiewe, Tim 4-5, 12-13
Schneider, Charis 188-89

Schneider, Kevin 202-03
Schroder, Jade 8-9
Schroder, Jadis 188-89
Schuab, Laura 2-3
Schumacher, Jasmine 188-89
Schumaker, Whitney 152-53
Schwab, Amy 154-55, 188-89
Scott, Ethan 188-89
Scott, Nathaniel 188-89

Scroggs,

Rachel 188-89

Seales, Letitia 188-89
Seaman, Richard 206-07
Seay, Corrine 14-15, 188-89

Sebring, Jonathan 188-89
Segoneco, Neo 188-89
Seigel, Alexander 190-91
Seigel, Olivia 190-91
Self, Jacob 64-65, 190-91
Seo, Honey 34-35, 190-91

Sepehr, Arvin 52-53
Serwanga, Victoria 126-27
Sharp, Croline 190-91
Sharpe, Hayley 68-69, 190-91
Sharpe, Jonathan Spencer 176-77
Shaw, Jimmy 54-55, 208-09

Smith, Katie 68-69, 74-75, 190-91
Smith, Kelsey 190-91
Smith, Michael 4-5
Smith, Rachel 150-51, 152-53, 176-77
Smith, Raymond 208-09
Smith, Zachariah 190-91
Smithwick, Jessica 190-91
Smits, Noelle 150-51,154-55, 190-91
Snow, Cassondra 190-91
Snow, Charles 208-09
Snuffer, Chris 50-51,144-45,154-55

Snyder,

Miriam 190-91

Sodsaikich, Christy 150-51
Sodsaikich, Mary 190-91
Sorunke, Caroline 148-49
Sowell, Debra 140-41, 210-11
Spack, Natalie 48-49,146-47,164-65, 190-91

Spangler, Kaytlynd
Speelman, Frances

Shelton, James 208-09
Sherwood, Jessica 150-51, 190-91
Sherwood, Laura 160-61, 204-05
Sherwood, Shaynee 190-91
Sherwood, Zachary 142-43, 190-91
Shinn, Samantha 190-91
Shirk, Wendy 2-3, 210-11
Shirreffs, Joshua 2-33,36-37, 190-91
Shorman, Jessica 2-3,92-93,164-65,190-91

Shoulderblade, Titus 28-29
Shryock, Mariah 150-51,154-55
Shull, Charles 176-77

Shyrock, Mariah

4-5

Silvers, Seth 92-93, 234-35
Simmons, Tiffani 68-69
Simon, Joy 150-51, 176-77
Simon, Rosalyn 190-91

Simpson, Mercedes 176-77
Sjoberg, Connie 202-03
Sjoberg, Nathan 190-91
Skelton, Michelle 190-91

Skjaerlund Cora 132-33, 190-91
Sly, Leslie 32-33
Smalley, Steven 190-91
Smith, Glenn 208-09

Ana

Treat, Kelsey 54-55,68-69,190-91
190-91

Triplett, Kandys

Trohoski, Nichole 176-77

Trujillo, Guillermo 80-81,190-91
Tsubota, Daniel 88-89
Tucker, Chene 202-03
Tucker, Nicole 190-91

Tumpkin, Jadyn

Pierre, Aymee 58-59
Staltler, Deanna 190-91
Lauren 152-53

Stanton, Emily 142-43, 190-91
Stark, Gabriel 190-91
Stark, Joy 190-91
Staten, Arnold 164-65
Staten, Chante'l 32-33
Stevenson, Daniella 176-77
Steward, Bob 206-07
Stewart, Levi 176-77
Stewart, Robert 132-33, 206-07
Stodden, Andrew 176-77
Stoner, Allison 88-89
Storie, Faith 154-55
Stover, Denesha 190-91
Stricker, Matthew 108-09, 190-91
Stump, Grace 146-47, 176-77
Sutherland, Joseph 176-77
Sutliff, Richard 208-09

Swalley, Zachary 164-65
Swearingen, Tracy 176-77
Sweat, Jacob 190-91
Lexie 190-91

Sweet, Vanessa 2-3, 132-33
Swenson, Samuel 190-91
Swindal, Jonathan 86-87,88-89
Sylvester, Eli 4-5, 158-59, 190-91

Sylvester, Lori 234-35
Syptak, Anna 190-91

190-91

Towne, Kristine 190-91
Townes, Timothy 190-91
Townsend, David 190-91
Townsend, Jonathan 144-45

Tumy, Kaitlyn 190-91

190-91

Turk, Eleanor 176-77
Turner, Adonis 190-91
Tweed, Brian 190-91
Tweede, Cornesha68-69

u

Uises, Aiodago 190-91
Unruh, Terry 202-03

Usumang, Rosalyn

176-77

v
Valdez, Becca 176-77
Valdez, Christina 190-91
Valenzuela, Madison 62-63
Vance, Donald 208-09
Vanderburg, Amber 142-43, 164-65, 190-91
Varnell, Tori 190-91

Vickery, Paul 202-03
Vincent, Suzanne 206-07

Vogel, Kemper

Shearer, Jessica 176-77
Sheets, Luke 26-27

Shelby, Sarah 190-91

Torres-Rodriguez,

176-77

St. John, Austin 160-61

Sweeney,

Tipton, Therese 22-23
Toby, George 190-91

176-77

St.

Stanley,

Tifft, Kaitlin 190-91
Tillmon, Tezlynn 34-35,190-91
Timoshenko, David 190-91

48-49

Votaw, Jessica 190-91

Voyles, JayDee

T
Tannehill, Caleb 54-55
Tarno, Juliue 190-91
Tarrant, Rachel 190-91

Taylor,

Moriah 190-91

Tedescucci, Matthew 190-91
Tem, Theophilus 190-91
Tenney, Andrew 190-91

Thames, Destinee 68-69, 190-91
Theriot, Tim 12-13,38-39

Thiesen, Natalie 154-55
Thimell, Daniel 208-09
Thomas, Brooke 190-91
Thomas, Danielle 142-43
Thomas, Joshua 190-91
Thomas, Marrisa 82-83
Thomasson, Heather 190-91
Thompson, Alan 26-27, 190-91

Thompson, Joshua 190-91
Thompson, Kalene42-43
Thorpe, Samuel 208-09
Thyvelikakath, George 206-07
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190-91

w
Wagner, Jesse 190-91
Wagner, Josh 32-33,164-65, 234-35
Wahl, Bentley 176-77
Waite, Jessica 190-91
Walker, Andrea130-31, 202-03
Walker, Larry 130-31, 202-03
Walker, Tocumsek 190-91
Walker, Vicki 208-09
Walsh, Aaron 190-91
Walton, Tiffany 176-77
Ward, Daniel 206-07
Wardworth, Henry 190-91

Washington, Lexy 190-91
Washington, Tracy 190-91
Waterhouse, Monte 190-91
Waters, Time 208-09

Watson, Edward 208-09
Watson, Sam 82-83
Watts, Hannah 190-91
Weakly, Christiana 190-91
Weber, Alexis 8-9
Weed, Kenneth 120-21
Weiand, John 26-27
Weiss, Hadussah 190-91
Welch, Benjamine 190-91
Welden, Christine 150-51, 190-91
Wells, Abby 58-59
Westerfeld, Rebekah 190- 91
Westerink, Nathan 190-91

Whaley,
Whaley,

Erin 190-91

Olivia 36-37,176-77
Wheeler, Heather 176-77

Whit, Regan 126-27
Whitaker, Austin 190-91
Whitaker, Seth 190-91
White, Bethany 164-65, 190-91
White, Hannah 190-91
White, Kamber 88-89
White, Leah 92-93
White, Mariah 190-91
Whitman, Libby 86-87
Whitson, Maria 14-15
Whitt, Jack 8-9,54-55,72-73
Whresman, Mark 190-91
Wiens, Josiah 190-91
Wiet, Ryan 60-61

Wiley,
Wiley,

Yearwood, Mikkel 84-85, 192-93
Yenni,Julia 176-77
Youmans, Zachary 34-35

Young, Brad 208-09
Young, Sheldon 192-93

z
Zhang,

Daobin 206-07

Zierleyn,

Fabian 78-79

Zufall, Tim 66-67

Jonathan 202-03
Tamika 190-91

Williams, Ashley 144-45,176-77
Williams, Brooke 10-11,96-97
Williams, Bryanna 176-77
Williams, Chris 54-55, 80-81
Williams, Christina 190-91
Williams, Dana 176-77
Williams, Katie 190-91
Williams, Nicole 190-91
Williams, Xzayvius 190-91
Williams, Zay 154-55,164-65
Willis, Sam 110-11, 190-91
Wilson, Billy 8-9, 42-43, 86-87
Wilson, Gabriel 190-91
Wilson, Lukas 190-91
Wilson, Michael 190-91
Wilson, Simone 122-23
Winn, Ashley 18-19
Winterhalt, Ray 92-93
Wise, Dustin 176-77
Wise, Vonshea 190-91
Witlach, Michael 176-77
Witmer, Trish 48-49
Won,lIha 176-77
Wood, Leo 176-77
Woods, J'Kimbra 190-91
Woolard, Amaris 192-93

Wright,

Marshall 202-03

x
Xiao Fan Liu,

Sophie

206-07

y
Yandell, Allison 18-19

Yang, Xiankang 192-93
Yanovitch, Mandi 70-71
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